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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER WITHIN A GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION: A
STUDY OF THE INNOVATION PROCESS
IN FLORIDA'S SOCIAL SERVICES

By

Marcia Buan Steinhauer

December, 1975

Chairman: Victor A. Thompson
Major Department: Political Science

This work examined the. processual dynamics of a complex organiza-

tion adopting and implementing an innovation which was a departure from

its own traditions. One particular mechanism, the Client Information

System (CIS), was selected to follow the flow of an innovation for the

purpose of systematically analyzing the expectations, behavioral pat-

terns, and linkage devices associated with the process of technology

transfer within a complex and highly decentralized human resources

organization, the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Serv-

ices.

The research methodology was exploratory, utilizing a multiple

approach: literature and documents were analyzed for concepts; two

rounds of interviews were conducted with principal actors at several

levels of state and federal government; a local indepth case study

followed the innovation to the lowest level of the organization.

The findings revealed the degree of transfer of the. CIS technol-

ogy was very limited in terms of a successful introduction and applica-

tion of new ends or means. The judgement of limited success was based



on the extent to which the CIS was meeting its purposes: providing a

uniform information base; demonstrating fiscal accountability; provid-

ing a case coordination mechanism; and providing a client tracking

system.

The explanation for the limited success was revealed by the

analysis of the combination of dynamic factors comprising 1) the

qualities of the technology, 2) the qualities of the actors, and 3)

the transfer process.

Under the qualities, or attributes, of the technology, the focus

of change was administrative rather than programmatic. Administrative

innovations generally require more time to discern results. With the

time lag that occurred, the legitimacy of the procedure was eroded.

Another important attribute was a negative halo effect. The reaction

against the technology was really a reaction against a larger and

unacceptable change associated with the technology—namely, the expan-

sion of services.

The participants were examined according to their background

characteristics and perceptions a.bout the organization. The top level

actors, the research-relevant elite, defined both by rank and by partic-

ipation in this particular transfer, were split into the two sub-groups

of receivers and senders. Several background characteristics of the

elite were found to expla.in the absence of transfer support: educa-

tional backgrounds were highly divergent; receivers majored in social

work and senders majored in engineering; prior work experiences had the.

same divergencies; receivers had been in the organization a longer

amount of time and attained positions by coining up through the ranks;



senders had lateral entry into high pay grades. One of the most sig-

nificant findings was the low legitimacy of the senders, perceived as

self-oriented opportunists wanting funds for their own staff expansion.

The findings about direct service, workers were considered in

relation to their organizational superiors, the receivers. In settings

perceived as centralized and forma.lized, workers were highly dependent

on their superiors for guidance and behavior cues.

The nature of the transfer process which evolved around the CIS

was accounted for by the top decision-makers' assessment of the demand

for a change and the subsequent measures taken to accommodate the change.

One finding was the absence of strong commitment from top officials

which added to low legitimacy. The linkage devices utilized were tem-

porary, whereas the CIS required permanent measures. The linkage

devices included task forces, consultants, staff training, and an

operational prototype. Developmental participation as a linkage

strategy did not appear to be an important factor for inducing com-

pliance behavior for innovation implementation.

General implications for further research and policy decisions

are described.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Problem

Bureaucratic systems have tremendous problems absorbing change.

Departures from the organization's own traditions can usefully be con-

sidered a processual phenomenon. Technology transfer is such a phenom-

enon. According to Doctors, technology transfer is:

. . . the process whereby technical information originating

in one institutional setting is adopted for use in another

institutional setting. The transfer typically requires

active participation by both the transferor and the transferee

and implies more than the mere dissemination of technical

information; it implies the adaptation of new technology

through a creative transformation and application . . .

The focus selected for this study was the problem of the develop-

ment and implementation of a new procedure in a complex organization.

It was believed that focusing on a particular case would serve to exam-

ine the flow of an innovation in a complex organization and to system-

atically analyze the expectations, behavioral patterns, and transfer

strategies associated with the process of innovation.

Setting

The setting of this study was a single, but complex formal organiza-

tion, the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS)

.

1

Samuel I. Doctors, The Ro le of Federal Agenc ies in Techno logy

Transfer (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The M. I. T. Press, 1969), p. 3.



The Department's present formal organization consists of nine program

or line divisions and two staff divisions. The program divisions

include the following: Aging; Children's Medical Services; Corrections;

Family Services; Health; Mental Health; Retardation; Vocational Rehabil-

itation; and Youth Services. The staff divisions are Administrative

Services, and Planning and Evaluation.

The present structure dates beck to July, 1969, at which time the

Legislature merged approximately 20 independent units into seven program

divisions under one Secretary appointed by the Governor and confirmed by

the Senate. Boards, commissions and advisory groups were either abol-

ished or stripped of all but advisory functions.

A good description of the Department is one Sapolsky used in his

study of department stores: ". . . federations of quasi-independent

2
merchants." The highly decentralized structure of the Department can

be considered analogous to a store, with units under the direction of

separate buyers. Each buyer has complete authority over his particular

unit, of merchandise. In the Department, much the same situation has

prevailed because it has only been since July, 1974, that the Secretary

could directly appoint and remove division directors without legislative

confirmation. Prior to that time, the Secretary could never exercise

complete coordination authority over the divisions because of their own

individual political linkages to the Legislature. Another factor which

has reinforced the semi-autonomous nature of the divisions in the Depart-

ment is the categorical nature of federal grants. Various segments of

the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare promote

2

Harvey M. Sapolsky "Organizational Structure and Innovation,"

Journal of Business, Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1.967), p. 498.



the administration of funds for specialized groups of clientele. Fed-

eral procedural regulations have required special local units to admin-

ister these funds. This arrangement further discourages coordination

within the Department, because the funded agency is not dependent upon

departmental coordination for its resources.

The Innova tlon Under S tudy:

Clien t Jhvf ormation System

The. specific vehicle used in this study for observing and explain-

ing the innovative process in a complex bureaucracy is the Client Infor-

mation System (CIS). The technology of the Client Information System

is not anew idea and has been in existence for several years. However,

the use of the technology was new to the Department of Health and Rehabil-

itative Services at the time of its introduction.

The CIS can be conceptualized as a response to two environmental

factors outside the major organization under consideration. One was the

state Legislature and the other was the federal government. It had been

the unstated legislative intent that with the 1969 merging of agencies

into an umbrella- type department, there, would be both a uniform source

of information on clients and a coordination of services for a particular

client. The popular phrase, "clients falling through the cracks in the

service system," meant that no agency would claim a client with two or

more major disabilities. As an example, a theoretical client who was

both retarded and a juvenile delinquent would not have a program in any

agency and thus no agency would handle the case.

The second major environmental factor was the federal government.

In mid-1971, Congress asked the United States Department of Health,



Education and Welfare (HEW) to explain the huge expansion in .spending

on social services— from over $354 million in fiscal year 1969 to $1.69

billion in fiscal year 1972. There was no adequate explanation. No

one knew what exactly federal services grants were spent for because

3
of the inability of governments to account in detail for the spending.

The system had been process oriented, not impact oriented. As part of

a plan for social reform for the nation, HEW issued regulations requir-

ing state agencies to submit an annual program and financial plan as a

condition for receiving reimbursement for social service expenditures

under Title IVA and XVI (Titles IVA and XVI also are referred to as IVA

and VI) of the Social Security Act. There was a change in order, but

not substance of the Social Security Act. As a response to this require-

ment for all states, the Community Services Administration of HEW

3

"In the technical language of OMB, social services grants were

'uncontrollable' because 'open-ended.' The law did not put a ceiling

on the amount that could be spent, but rather obligated the federal

government to match whatever state governments spent for a particular

activity-~that is, for 'social services.' How much the federal gov-

ernment spent therefore depended on what the states claimed and what

HEW allowed. Congress finally did close the open end on social

services spending with a $2.5 billion ceiling enacted in late 1972,

but only after social services had turned into one of the biggest fed-

eral grant-in-aid programs." Martha Der thick, Uncontrollable Spending

for Social Service Grants (Washington, D. C. : The Brookings Institu-

tion, 1975), pp. 2-3.

4
Derthick mentions the sense of urgency felt by federal admin-

istrators. They felt the new regulations "should be designed to gen-

erate basic program information concerning types of services rendered,

cost of particular services compared to numbers and types of recipients,

etc ..." In order for a reasonable stewardship of federal funds,

"States should be required to submit a program budget for social serv-

ices, backed by a separate accounting system that will support urogram

and financial audits." Ibid., p. 94.



selected Florida to develop and institute a management and information

system that would eventually be utilized nationwide. The CIS was but

one of several components of a larger program and financial planning

project.

At the same time that the notion was being formulated to build a

management and information system which would both have accountability

for federal reimbursement and could be utilized as a state budgeting

device, other concepts were being developed within the Community Services

Administration aimed at assessing the impact of social services on

clients, A construct known as the Coal Oriented Social Services struc-

ture was developed to determine what barriers prevented a client from

reaching his highest level of self-sufficiency, and what services were

needed to overcome them. This was another way of asking what treatment

and what training were needed by the. individual to make him economically

independent and to remove him from public financial assistance (or slow

down his entry into an institution).

The Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS)

was selected by the HEW Community Services Administration to build a

prototype management and information system. Florida was chosen for a

range of reasons: it had no mechanism for assuring accountability for

federal reimbursements; there was a planning and research agency within

5

Florida was requested to participate in the task forces estab-

lished by the Community Services Administration which had as its aim

the preparation of new regulations for the accounting of the social

services funds. Derthick mentions these developments. "Late in the

fall of 1971 the CSA began a crash effort to prepare new regulations.

Five task forces were assembled to consider various aspects of services

administration, and Booz, Allen and Hamilton was engaged to give advice.

(Booz, Allen designed and depicted a scheme that it called GOSS, a Goal

Oriented Social Services Model, and that others called, a bit derisively,

Box's boxes.)." Ibid., p. 73.



the appropriate state Department (the Di.vi.sion of Planning and Evalua-

tion), something not found in other states; the head of the Community

Services Administration had been formerly the head of the Florida

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services and was familiar with

its operations.

The Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services has

nine operating divisions which deal with client services. A person

seeking services applied to one agency for the one service that the

agency supplied. There was no way to handle a multi-service client.

Consequently, client problems were not solved because the individual

received one service and not a combination. Referrals to other serv-

ice agencies depended upon the initiative and/or knowledge of social

workers. Moreover, there was no way to tell if the client actually

received service from the referral agency.

Thus, it was believed that with the Client In formation System

several aims could be achieved: case-management or service coordina-

tion; centralized and uniform management information; tracking of client

movement; accountability for funds. A client could be treated as a

total entity and a multi-service program could be designed to overcome

his individual set of problems and subsequently make him self-suf-

ficient. A picture could be drawn of how much of a particular service

would be needed in order to have an impact on a client and this infor-

mation could be aggregated in order to budget for service needs. The

federal government would get its required accountability reports for

reimbursement

.

The Client Information System procedure, the innovation selected

for study, requires the filling out of forms at the social worker/client



point, and at the agency provision point. One form is called the

Social Service Information Document (SSID) and provides for client

demographic characteristics, barriers to self-sufficiency, and serv-

ices required to overcome them. The other form, the Social Service

Provision Form (SSPF), would document what and how much service was

actually received by the client. The information was to be aggregated

and automated with a range of reports going to both the federal, gov-

ernment and the various levels of administration within the. Department.

The development of these documents and their incorporation into

the system as a required procedure, will be the specific device studied

in order to examine the flov; of innovation in a complex organization.

The development of CIS indicates a perception of a need both by the

primary organization and other organizations in its environment. The

planning and research agency which had the central role in developing

CIS (Division of Planning and Evaluation) was located both physically

and administratively closer to the top of the organization (DHRS) than

the operating service divisions. The planning and research staff con-

sisted of individuals not associated with the social work profession.

Their backgrounds were the aero-space industry and the social sciences.

Various training techniques and manuals were developed by the planning

and research agency to implement CIS.

There were many organizational implica.ti.ons of the change for the

people involved. The procedure required new positions to be established

that cut across divisional lines, but which were housed in one of the

operating divisions. Social worker professional norms, coupled ,;ith a

sense of territoriality, came into play with rhetoric of the kind that

"Our clients are unique and can only be served by this division." There
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were charges that the CIS procedures were designed by people who had no

knowledge of clients and their needs. There were also complaints of

additional paperwork. The installation of the two forms was considered

a threat in terms of reduction of organizational autonomy and loss of

prestige with loss of identity. There was fear that the human side of

work would be removed as the computers took over.

The magnitude of the CIS mechanism and its utility for studying

bureaucratic dynamics are covered in the chapter on empirical method-

ology. There one can get an idea of the number of people at different

levels of government and the scope of the effort that was involved.

Purpose and Plan o f the Study

This indepth case study of technology transfer in one organiza-

tion was done for the purpose of better understanding the dynamics of

development and adoption of innovations within large organizations.

It is believed that the results may lend themselves to the building

of a model for multi-organization application and more awareness in

policy formulation. The need for research cf this nature has been

stressed by Doctors:

. . . it has been difficult to obtain measurable

feedback on the process of transfer. Such feed-

back is essential in formulating transfer policy,

both in the initial stages and on a continuing
basis, to provide for program modification and

adoption to a changing environment. In short, chere

is a need for comprehensive experiments by social

scientists which would investigate the acquisition,

evaluation, and dissemination of technical informa-

tion and the measurement of its use after dissemina-

6

Doctors, Technology Transfer , p. 7.



In the next chapter, previous research in this field is examined.

Examination of the literature has the effect of heightening one's aware-

ness both to the limitations of previous research and to new areas which

need exploring. Chapter III sets out the methodological approach.

Examined here are the theoretical framework and the field methods used.

Chapter TV assesses the success of the technology transfer and presents

the evidence upon which the assessment is based. In Chapter V, the.

attributes of the technology are analyzed to ascertain their effect on

the transfer process. In Chapter VI, the actors, those who participated

in the process, are analyzed from both their background characteristics,

and their perceptions about the organization. Attention is focused on

how these characteristics affected the transfer process. Particular

attention is given, to the similarities and differences between the

receivers and senders of the technology. Chapter VII is an examina-

tion of the dynamic aspects of the process: communication; resistance;

transfer strategies; participation. In Chapter VIII, the conclusions

are presented with their implications for both future research and

policy formulation.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The topic of formal organizations engaging in innovation activi-

ties has generated increasing interest both among students cf organiza-

tional phenca'.ena and practitioners. The result of this interest has

been the development of a wide body of literature related to the topic,

but the development has been diverse and fragmented and often unre-

lated to previous endeavors. Mohr noted thai" the literature consists

of ". . . scattered projects representing different disciplines, moti-

vated by different considerations, and employing a strikingly hetcro-

1

geneous selection of independent: variables."

The purpose of this review of the literature is to gain an under-

standing of the vide range of approaches, the major areas of investiga-

tion, the various units ox analysis, and to explore the conceptual

bits and pieces that have emerged. The diversity of sources and per-

ceptions in the literature, on innovation in organizations is presented

i:i a manner which gives the broadest possible overview of the field

and which gleans finding; that are applicable zo this exploratory

research.

There are many over-lapping areas in the literature and no one

article or book can be said to fit best in o.il\ one conceptual category.

1

Lawrence B. Mohr, "Determinants of Innovation in Organizations,"

^SSIj -
3̂ . ^]i^Si.£3l-3£l (

iI}
C(LJ'xeXLS^'L' Vol. LX1II, Number 1 (March 1969),

p. 112.

10
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The materials presented in this chapter are organized by a conceptual

scheme that can both highlight their contribution and show points of

congruence and variance within the research. The first section notes

the different definitions of the term "innovation." The connotations

of the term directly influence the research intent and scope and find-

ings. The second section deals with the major orientations behind the

examination of innovation. The. intents behind the studies can be

demonstrated by the various purposes and paths the research has taken,

especially in disciplines outside of Political Science. The literature

is conceptualized for purposes of this review into: diffusion research;

factors conducive to creativity; research utilization; and aggregate

multi-organizational analysis

.

The last section contains the contributions from organization

theory. The section is divided into the following major conceptual

categories: kinds and properties of innovation; organizational char-

acteristics affecting innovation; characteristics of the individuals

involved affecting innovation; and the dynamics of organizational adop-

tion.

Pr ob lemg o f Dg f in in g Imvovation

There has not been conceptional agreement on the term, "innova-

2
tion." It has been used within three different contexts. ' The first

context is that of invention, whereby a creative process occurs to

2

Gerald Zaltman, Robert Duncan, and Jonny holbek, Innovat ions

and Organizations (New York: John Wiley £; Sons. 1973), pp. 7-8.
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produce n e w phenomena. The literature on creativity and technological

development use the term in this manner. Utterback's definition of

innovation is that of ". . . an invention which has reached market

3
inti

3
Coduction in the case of a new product. .

. " In Kilo's study of

the. resource-getting ofa health organization, the term means to create

4
a new means to respond to the demand of building a new organization.

Myers and Marquis emphasize tee! lologieal development, but view

innovation as t. process beginning with av?reicss of a demand and the

feasibility of its development ".rd preceding to an item, and its utiliza-

tion.

A technical innovation is a complex ictivity which
proceeds from the conceptualization of a new idea
to a solution of the problem and t the actual
utilization of a new item of economic or sonic'

1

value. 5

The second context in which innovation is found is in the. process

of adoption and insti tutionalization--that is, there are changes in the

organization. Knight's definition of innovation is ". . . the adoption

of a change which is new to an organization and to the relevant environ-

6
ment. His view implies that the organization has gone beyond concep-

tion of a new idea and has begun to apply it, thus stressing adoption.

3

James M. Utterback, "The. Process of Technical Innovation Within
the Firm," Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 14, No. 1 (1971), p. 77.

k

Nancy Kilo, "Health Care Organization," Journal of Hea lth and
Social Behavior, Vol. 12 (1971), p. 164.

5

Donald G. Marquis and Summer Myers, Successful Industri al Innova -

ti ons (Washington, D. C. : National Science Foundation, United States
Printing Office, 1969), p. 1.

6
Kenneth E. Knight, "A descriptive Model of the Intra-Firm Innova-

tion Process," Journal of Business, Vol. XL, Number 4 (October 1967), p.

478.
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The definitional focus of Evan and Black is similar in that they take

the adoption context of the terra and carry it a step further to "the

implementation of a new procedure or idea, whether a product of inven-

7

tion or discovery." Clark, on the other hand, puts emphasis on the

institutionalization aspect by noting that it ". . . is a process whereby

specific cultural elements or cultural objects are adopted by actors in

8
a social system." Given this emphasis, lie notes that innovation can

be depicted as ". . . new forms of knowledge that result in structural

9
change.

"

The creation of ideas is not included in Che definition by Becker

and Whisler, but they posit the idea of organizational risk. Their view

of innovation is "the first or early use of an idea by one of a set of
10

organizations with similar goals." To them, an organization is cred-

ited with being innovative if it assumes the risks inherent in being

among the first to use an idea, regardless of the source. They also

note that innovation can be separated in time and space from an inven-

tion, because an invention is a creative act of an individual, but an

11
innovation requires a co-operative, group action.

7

William M. Evan and Guy Black, "Innovation in Business Organiza-
tions: Some Factors Associated with Success or Failure of Staff Pro-
posals," Journal of Busine ss, Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967), p. 519.

Q
Terry N. Clark, "Institutionalization of Innovations in Higher

Education: Four Models," Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. XIII,
No. 1 (June 1963), p. 1.

'"

9

Ibid.
, p. 2.

10
Selwyn U. Becker and Thomas H. Whisler, "The Innovative Organiza-

tion: A Selective View of Current Theory and Research," Journal of
Business , Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967). p. 463.

11
Ibid.

5 p. 462.
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Mohr omits from his definition the aspects of creation, but: docs

point to the notion of success (and early use). This perspective of

organization innovation involves "the successful introduction into an

12

applied situation of means or ends that are new to that situation,"

Success implies acceptance of the innovation by those in the situation.

Molrr's definition also alloys for use of the term even though adoption

is based on information previously developed outside the organization

where the ino\ ation is adopted.

The first contextual usage implies a more widespread process,

beginning with the. creation of an item, while the second usage, adoption

and internalization, does not include an act of creativity. Roth con-

texts do imply a dynamic situation, or a process occucring.

The third \jse of the term dees rot involve a process; rather it

is used in a descriptive mode. The emphasis is on why something is

new or different, regardless of its implementation. This use focuses

on the delineation of the characteristics of the innovation. The various

attributes an innovation can possess will be considered in a later part

of this chapter. However, within this context there is agreement by

several authors, such as Knight, Becker and Whisler, and Zaltman et al.

,

that what is considered "new or novel" results from the perceptions of

the. social units which adopt it.

lo summarize, the first two contexts of innovation, that of inven-

tion and adoption, imply processes occurring. The first context includes

a notion of the generation of an idea or artifact and may or may not

include the process of adoption. itic adoption connotation ma> be. used

12

Mohr, "Determinants," p. 112. The notion of success can offer

something more than Mohr's usage of whether or not something is worth-

while because it works; success of an innovation can also mean it was

done or at temp ted
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with the additional notions of risk or success being added. In the last

context, simple description, innovation is determined by the perceptive

capacities of the adopting social unit.

The diversity of the definitions has promoted a range of orienta-

tions to both the empirical and theoretical research applications of

innovation. The orientations presented will demonstrate the research

development and the several emergent paths within the. literature. The

two major deficiencies that will emerge from the review of these groups

of literature is an absence of rigor in both the conceptual and opera-

tional definitions of the term. The lack of a clear conceptual refer-

ence has already been demonstrated. But the lack of a clear operational

definition has led researchers to imply they are examining a process

when they are. actually focusing on non-dynamic phenomena. The. next

section considers four of the major alternative approaches and the

nature of the resultant studies.

A

1

ternative Approaches to the Study of Innovation

Diffusion Research

Sociology, using the adoption context of the term innovation, has

produced much on the subject. The major area of consideration has been

with "diffusion" research. The focus of the research is "the earliness

of knowing about something new . . . and the rate of adoption of some-

13
thing new." The orientation of diffusion research has been extensively

applied in the fields of marketing, anthropology, rural sociology, and

13

Everett M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker, Communication of Inno-

vations: A Cross -Cultural Approach (New York: The Free Press, 1971),

"p. loo:
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communications on a diverse range of subject matter from hybrid corn

14

to marihuana use. In diffusion studies, the. unit of analysis has

usually been the community. Gross ec al. ,
give a cogent description

of these studies:

. . . (1) they generally deal with the spread or

adoption of rather simple technical innovations

such as hybrid seed, tranquilizers, or audio-visual

aids; (2) the agricultural studios have focused on

the spread or adoption of innovations among farmers

residing in. a particular county, state or region;

(3) the studies of medical innovations have primarily

dealt with their diffusion and adoption by doctors in

a single conmunity; (4) the anthropological studies

have focused on the spread of such practices as the

use of new tools, wells, and modern farming techniques

within non-industrial societies; and (5) the education

studies have primarily dealt with the adoption rates
IS

of innovations in school systems. iJ

To illustrate the multiformity of subject: matter, several examples

of diffusion studies are presented. Bennett focused on groups of indi-

viduals in different socio-economic categories and their acceptance of

contraception. Katz did a comparative analysis of two studies: how

hybrid seed corn gained acceptance among farmers in two Iowa's commu-

nities; how physicians in four communities responded to the availability

of a new miracle drug called gammanym. Public response within two dif-

ferent, socio-economic neighborhoods to new medical technology was the

14

Ibid.
, p. 48.

15

Neal Gross, Joseph B. Giacquinta, and Marilyn Bernstein, Imple -

menting Organizationa 1 Innovations : A Sociological Analysis o f Planned

Education Chan ge (New York: Basic Bocks, 1971), p. 20.

16

C. Bennett, "Diffusion Within Dynamic Populations," Human Organ-

izations, Vol. 28 (Fall 1969), p. 244.

17
Elihu Katz, "The Social Itinerary of Technical Change: Two Stud-

ies on the. Diffusion of Innovation," Human Organization, Vol. 20 (1961).

p. 71.
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focus in a study by Yeracaris. Marshal Becker studied the adoption

of a new program, diabetes screening, in local health departments. He

was especially interested in the peer influence in the two-step flow of

19
information.

The narrow nature of this view of innovation a; early knovrledge. or

first adoption has a limiting effect on studying the dynamics of polit-

ical. pnenomf'Vion Walkei , a political scientist, uti li.;cvl the diffusion

literature to study spatial patterns in order ". . . to measure the

20

speed with which states adopt new pro^vCTS. ,; The study was at a macro

level, with all 50 states included, and defined an innovation to be a

policy or program new to the state, but- there was no follow through on

what happened after tie legislator i auopted th- program.

There have been thercetical attampi/s to explain entire systems in

terms of diffusion. Clark looked at the variations in development of

the university as an institution in several countries, he used Roger's

scheme of knowledge, information collection, evaluation, and trial and

21

error to describe the development of the German university system.

18

Constantine A. Yeracaris, "Social Factors Associated with the

Acceptance of Medical Innovations: A Pilot Study," Journa l of Heal

t

h
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Vc1 - 3 ( 1961 )» p- ir' 3 -

19

Marshal H. Becker, "Factors Affecting Diffusion of Innovations

Among health Professionals," American Journal of Pub lic health, Vol.

CO, No. 2 (1970), p. 294.

20

Jack L. Walker, "The Diffusion of Innovations Among the American
States," American Political Science Review, Vol. 63 (September 1969),

p. 880.

21

Clark, "Four Models," p. 10.
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Schori developed theoretical variations of the diffusion model in

looking at social movements. The "center-periphy" system depends on a

high level of resources and energy at the center because it is limited

in its capacity for handling feedback. The "proliferation of centers"

system adds secondary centers or outposts, an example being missionary

installations. his "Johnny Appleseed" design has a primary center which

roams a given territory to disseminate, information. His last construct

is the "magnet model" where the adopters flock to a central point and

22
then return back to their own locale.

Criticism of this approach to the study of innovation has come

from several authors. The study of diffusion has promise as an approach,

notes Victor Thompson, on new products and procedures that seem to be in

the interests of prospective users. He goes on to mention that they are

actually studies of technological change, but have not yet been suf-

23
ficiently integrated theoretically to be of general application.

Gross and his associates posit that this approach has little applica-

tion in explaining the implementation of innovations in organizations.

One of its basic assumptions is that . . . the

individual is free to decide himself whether the

innovation shall be tried and if tried, whether

it should be continued. If the innovation does

not interest him, he is free to reject it. If he

is not pleased with his evaluation of it, he can

discontinue his use of the innovation. ^

22
Donald Schon, "The Diffusion of Innovation," Innovation , No. 6

(1969), pp. 44-45.

23

Victor A. Thompson, B ureaucracy and Innovation (University,

Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1969), p. 68.

24

Gross et al. , Implementing Organisation Innovations, p. 21.
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Moreover, to emphasize the point that adoption does not always

mean change, a study by Carlson revealed that mere adoption of programs

by top level education administrators does not necessarily lead to the

25
desired changes at school levels.

The remarks of Gross et al. , arc concise statements on the inap-

plicability of the diffusion approach to complex organizations:

. . . it is concerned with the adoption of simple

technological innovations of individuals, and it

assuiP.es that they can try out innovations on a small

scale without the help or support of other persons.

It also assumes that persons can undertake trials in

an either /or fashion and that short trials are suf-

ficient to render an effective evaluation. Many
organizational innovations cannot be tried on a

small scale and cannot be implemented unless there

is cooperation and support among colleagues. . . .

And some require several years of full implementation
before an adequate evaluation of their effectiveness

can be marie. . . . In short, this may be useful in

understanding the adoption of simple, innovations
among aggregates of individuals, it appears to be

of little value, for explaining the implementation
of organizational innovations.^-

Factors Conducive^ to _Creativity

Within the literature presented in this section, the conceptua.1

connotation of innovation is linked to the context of invention. There

is a statement of the creative process and the bureaucratic conditions

needed to foster it. The importance of the literature in this section

25

Richard 0. Carlson, Adoption of Educational Innovations (Eugene,

Oregon: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration,

University of Oregon, 1965). An observational analysis and critique of

diffusion re.sea.rch done in education is presented by the same author in

"Barriers to Change in Public School," in Change Proc e sses in the Public
Schools, ed. Richard 0. Carlson (Eugene, Oregon: Center for the Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon, 1965), pp.

3-8.

26

Gross et al. , Impl ementing Organ"' national Innovations , p. 22.
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is its limited approach. While there is a notion of a dynamic situation,

only the creative part of an innovation process is considered, not the

adoption and implementation parts. However, several of the concepts

dealt with here also hold significance in a wider connotation of innova-

tion and will be reviewed again in sections which consider organiza-

tional and individual characteristics affecting innovation.

The description of the creative process by Gary Steiner which is

used by Hlavacek and Thompson appears to be the most concise statement

on the subject:

First the creative process is an irregular one,

and it often seems aimless arid unpredictable. It

is characterized by sudden leaps. From the point of

view of production norms, it seems inefficient. . . .

Second, the creative process is characterized by

slowness of commitment, by suspended judgment. . . .

It is inclined to make a painfully full exploration

at the analytical stage and to continue search long

after satisfactory solutions have been found.

Several conditions within organizations have been identified as

relevant to creativity. Thompson names the following: ". . . (1)

psychological security and freedom, (2) a great diversity of inputs,

(3) an internal or personal commitment to search for a solution, (4)

a certain amount of structure or limits to the search situation, and

28

(5) a moderate amount of benign competition." There are other inter-

nal conditions such as freedom from unusual external pressures, group

27

Gary Steiner, The Creative Organiz ation, selected papers Number

10, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, 1962, quoted

in James D. Hlavacek and Victor A. Thompson, "Bureaucracy and New

Product Innovation," Academy of Management Journal, Vol. 16, No. 3

(September 1973), p. 363.

28

Thompson, Bjxre_ajucjrj^y_anji J^nnovaj_i__cn, p. 10.
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interaction, a sense of professionalism, and uncommitted resources which

29
enhance the likelihood for innovative or creative behavior to occur.

There is empirical support for the conditions posited by Thompson

in the work of Pelz and Andrews on creativity in research and develop-

ment laboratories. They found that creative abilities of scientists and

engineers were enhanced where coordination was loose, where individuals

worked on particular specialties as main projects for relatively short

periods of time, where there were methods for communicating ideas, and

30

where there was an opportunity to influence decision makers. In general,

the factors identified by Thompson empirically support the notion that

innovation is fostered in a loosely structured, professional organiza-

tion with some minimal excess resources.

Research Uti l

J

gation

The approach taken in the literature discussed in this portion is

most closely linked to the discipline of economics. The definitional

context of innovation is closest to that of adoption, but it is an

external rather than internal incidence. It is an adoptive nexus between

a.n organization and knowledge development by its environment.

29

Ibid.
, pp. 10-28. Thompson posits that the characteristics

found in a bureaucracy are opposite of those required for creative

behavior. A monocratic social structure, a productive ideology, a

detailed allocation of resources, an extrinsic reward system based
on status and power, and a control system designed to suppress con-

flict collectively tend to reduce the potential for innovative
behavior.

30

Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews, Scientists in Or gani zations :

Productive Climates for Re search and Development (New York: John Wiley

& Sons, Inc. , 1966), p. 171.
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The emphasis of this approach is on the sources of new ideas and

products, and the time lag between research output and its application,

rather than the innovative process itself. Knight notes that economists

have been concerned with the subject matters of the role of government

support of R & D, the spillovers into civilian endeavors from R&D
31

defense efforts, and the number of innovations from small firms.

Doctors' study of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) is one of the best single sources for a detailed presenta-

32

tion of R 5; D expenditures by the United States Government. He high-

lights the fact that much of the promotional activity of NASA for secur-

ing government funds was based on the promise of future beneficial non-

space developments. He uses a quote of two NASA officials to emphasize

this point:

A considerable portion of the technology resulting

from military/space/nuclear work is relevant to
3

"}

needs outside those mission areas. JJ

His analysis shows that the field which utilized the most innovation

from both space and defense were computer manufacturers. In looking at

the rate of technological development, or the diffusion of innovation

from conception to end item usage, he notes that:

Our studies suggest that major technological

discoveries may wait as long as 14 years before

they reach commercial application even on a

31

Knight, "A Descriptive Model," p. 479.

32

Samuel I. Doctors, The R.ole of Federal Agencies in Technology,

Transfer (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The M. I. T. Press, 1969), pp.

10-19".

33

Ibid. , p. 27.
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small scale, and perhaps another five years

before their impact on the economy becomes

large. 34

Mansfield's studies also examined the time lag of utilization of

an invention. He found that in industry there is about a 10-15 year

period between invention and usage. He found that mechanical innova-

tions require the shortest interval, and electronic innovations require

35
the longest. He also found that the lag seems shorter for consumer

products than for industrial products, and shorter for new products and

processes developed with government funds than for those developed with

private funds. Moreover, he mentions a bandwagon effect, in that as

the number of firms in an industry using a new product or technique

37increases, the probability of its adoption by a nonuser increases.

In another study, examining the speed of adoption of nex-J techniques

within a given industry, such as the railroads, brewing, and steel, he

found that investment is directly related to a perceived profitable

38
situation.

Utterback confirms Mansfield's findings in that firms innovate in

cases where there is clear short-term potential for profit. He has

34

Ibid.
, p. 27.

35

Edwin Mansfield, Industri al Resear ch and Technological Innova -

tion: An Econometric Analysis (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968), p. 129.

36 .

Ibid.
, p. 129.

37
Ibid., p. 130.

O Q

Edwin Mansfield, "The Speed of Response of Firms to New Tech-
niques," Quarterly Journal of Economics , Vol. LXXVII (May 1963), p.

310.
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pointed out that innovations that represent breakthroughs of industry-

changing magnitude are from sources other than firms within a particular

industry. As an example, he gives the case of DuPont, where 12 out of

18 major product innovations originated outside the firm. Lastly,

because of the 10 to 20 year time lag, he posits that the stimulus for

39
innovation is not new technological information.

The Myers and "Marquis study of innovation in American firms sup-

ports some of the earlier points. Their analysis of 157 case studies

of innovation has shown that in 96 cases, or 61 per cent of the cases

examined, the ideas for new products and processes came from outside

the firm. They also hold that the major sources for ideas for innova-

tion come from marketing factors, as opposed to technological factors.

The foregoing studies indicate that organizations try to reduce

risks. They do this by either promoting the possible spill-overs from

their work or by assessing the potential market demands and the devel-

oped technical sources.

Aggregate Multi-

O

rganization a 1 Analysis

The common thread of the studies represented in this group is that

they relate community socio-economic variables with aggregate organiza-

tional variables in attempts to measure successful innovation. These

organizational studies of innovation have been operationalized at a

macro level and have centered mostly on private enterprise. The focus

39

Utterback, "Process Within Firm," p. 80.

40
Marquis and Myers, Successful Industrial Innovations , p. 77.
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is not on innovation as a process within a given organization, but

rather on the quantitative adoptions within given sets of similar organ-

izational entities.

While most of this kind of study has been on private, profit-

motivated organizations, examples have been taken from the literature

to demonstrate the range of applicability in the public sector also.

Becker and Stafford had as their unit of analysis 140 savings and loan

associations with assets of at least $5 million in Cook County, Illinois.

They used organizational efficiency as the dependent variable and opera-

tionalized it with two monetary measures: future growth (assets) and

current profit (surplus). In examining if organizational efficiency,

or success, was related to innovativeness, they examined organizational

size, administrative size, number of innovative adoptions, community
41

growth, and the management team's leadership style. The range of

innovations they counted included bonus plans, advertising, premiums for

new accounts, and the purchase of municipal bonds. They found that the

initial growth of the organization was highly related to the growth of

the surrounding community. After this easy growth period (growth in

terms of adding surplus to their funds), there was usually an increase

in administrative size. With this increase in the number of administra-
42

tive staff came an increase in the number of innovations adopted.

Lastly, they found that group atmosphere is important for adoption of

new ideas in that it generates communication within the managerial staff
43

about how to improve business.

41
Selwyn W. Becker and Frank Stafford, "Some Determinants of Organ-

izational Success," Journal of Business, Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967),
p. 511.

A2Ibid., p. 514
43

Ibid., p. 517.
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Carroll selected 85 American and Canadian medical schools as her

units of analysis in an attempt to determine which of a number of vari-

ables were associated with innovation. The variables related to size

and composition of the student body and of faculty and administrative

personnel, to volume and sources of support of research, and to number

and location of clinical facilities. A medical school was classified

as either innovative or conservative on having initiated major revisions

of its curriculum, either in content or organization.

The author used the construct of a "federal type" of organization

structure to analyze her findings. In the federal type of organization

there are a number of unitary departments, each with a field of study

in the curriculum. Research funds were secured by department chairmen

and certain of their faculty and thus power centered in the departments.

With the entrance of the government into allocation of research funds,

a change began. The funds were allocated directly to the schools,

rather than to individuals or departments. The power balance shifted

and departmental autonomy began to erode away in the more innovative

45
schools. Lastly, Carroll found the innovative schools to have the

following characteristics: larger faculties; more part-time faculty

members; a large number of departments in the basic sciences and clinical

46
areas.

Mohr used as his unit of analysis 94 local health departments in

Michigan, • Illinois, Ohio, New York, and Ontario, each one "serving a

44
Jean Carroll, "A Note on Departmental Autonomy and Innovation in

Medical Schools," Journal of Business, Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967), p.

531.
'""

45 46
Ibid., p. 533. Ibid., p. 534.
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jurisdiction of not greater than 600,000 in population, whose chief

executive— the local health officer—had occupied his current position

47

during the entire period of 1960-1964." He was looking for program

response to advancing technology, and to the changing needs of the

public. Earlier, programs were designed to control communicable dis-

ease. More recent service, demands have been in the areas of mental

health, dental needs, and prevention services. He. proposed that the

extent of innovation in non-traditional programs is a negative function

of obstacles and a positive function of the motivation to innovate and

the availability of relevant resources. He operationalized the study

by examination of the health-officer activism-ideology, the extent of

public health training of key employees, health department expenditure,

and aggregate community variables, such as population of the health

jurisdiction and percentage of the population in white collar occupa-

tions. His findings supported his proposition, but the relationships

were weak. He found size of the organization important, but only inso-

49
far as it implies the presence of motivation, obstacles, and resources.

While the approach this literature represents has yielded many

significant findings on the comparative aggregate level, the notion of

innovation as a process is conspicuously absent. The emphasis has been

on adoptive output, or major changes in substantive programs. However,

the studies did yield some important concepts, such as management team

style, professionalism, and motivation, which lend themselves to opera-

tionalization within a single complex organization.

47

Mohr, "Determinants," p. 111.

48 49

Ibid., p. 117. Ibid., p. 126.
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Organic i tion Theory and th e Ann lysis of T.np.ovatjou

Cln ssi fication schemes and dimensions of innovations

Part of the literature: on innovation has been concerned with the

description of the various types and properties of innovations. The

typologies are broad classes of phenomena grouped by the changes they

imply. The properties, or characteristics, of innovations are more uni~

dimensional and detailed. Typology categories pre not mutually exclusive

in attribute descriptions. Indeed, typologies can be combinations of

ch s r a e t e r i g t i c j .

Typologies of innovations. The typologies arc. examined by Initial

focus, degree of anticipation and outcome. Evan, in trying to understand

the differential response to innovation designed a two-fold classifica-

tion aimed at identifying the initial focus of the in :>vatiou. lie makes

a distinction between technical and administrative innovation with the

following definition:

A technical innovation is the implementation 01

an idea for a new product, process or service; by

an administrative innovation, . . . the implemen-

tation of an idea for a new policy pertaining to

the recruitment of personnel, the allocation of

resources, the structuring of tasks, of authority,

of rewards. J

Evan hypothesizes that administrative innovations in organization

tend to lag behind technical ones. His rationale is that new technical

ideas are more likely to be viewed by management as related to the profit

goal of an industrial organization. Also, administrative innovations are

51
likely to require more time for a discernible effect.

50
William M. Evan, "Organizational Lag," Human Oraani zation , Vol.

XXV (Spring 1966), p. 51.

51

Ibid.
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The degree of anticipation of the appearance of an innovation into

the system, or the recognition of a need for change, is the basis of the

typology put forth by Knight. The recognition of a need for change is

also linked to whether an organization is successful or not. Knight

posits that many innovations are routine, that is, they are scheduled

in advance. He gives the example of style and color changes in products

52
as being programmed in advance. This kind of innovation usually occurs

in a successful atmosphere.

A non-programmed or non-routine innovation can occur under both

successful or unsuccessful organizational conditions. If a non-routine

innovation takes place when an organization perceives itself successful,

it is called a slack innovation. Slack innovations are promoted and

adopted when there is an excess of resources and an opportunity to

53
enhance the status and prestive of subunits and individuals. The

search is external and the selection of slack innovations is done in such

a way as "not to disturb the internal structure or operation of the

,54
organization.

Another form of non-programmed innovation is a distress innovation.

These occur when the organization perceives itself as unsuccessful.

"Internal changes will occur rather than changes in products or proces-

ses. The company does not have the excess resources to look outside.

It cannot afford the risk and high cost of introducing a new product or

52

Knight, "A Descriptive Model," p. 484.

53

Ibid.
, p. 485.

54
Ibid., p. 486.
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processes and, instead, the company will emphasize cost-reduction pro-

jects." Knight hypothesizes stress conditions can be either mild or

great. Under mild stress, one. can expect moderate measures, internal

in nature, and focused on reducing costs, changing organizational struc-

ture, or reshuffling personnel. Under great stress, the search for dis-

tress innovations is wider and more random, and more radical steps are

made for an improvement of organizational conditions.

Bradshaw and Mapp, building on Knight's typology, have devised a

variation on a non-programmed innovation. They posit that this type of

innovation can result from a power strategy applied to the innovating

organization by another agency. They give as an example the adoption

of consumer participation panels in a family planning program, in com-

pliance with pressure from the federal government in the form of a threat

to withhold funding. Thus, a governmental agency can specify the imple-

mentation of a specific innovation as a prerequisite for the funding of

the usual services of the agency.

Normann's typology focuses on the outcome or effect of innovation

patterns. Outcome is considered in terms of minor and major changes,

called variations and reorientations, respectfully.

A new product may be a variation, that is, a

product with a set of dimensions basically similar
to those earlier products of the organization,
through refinements and modifications.

55

Ibid.

56
Barbara Bradshaw and C. Bernell Mapp, "Consumer Participation in

a Family Planning Program," American Journal o f Public Health , Vol. 62,

No. 7 (July 1972), p. 988.
'
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The annual model changes of American cars would be a typical exam-

ple of a variation. Reorientations, on the other hand, imply more fun-

damental changes, in which some product dimensions may be eliminated and

entirely new ones added. Variations can be accommodated within the

framework of the existing political system of an organization, while

reorientations tend to be associated with changes in the system.

Normann posits that reorientation falls into three typical patterns:

systematic, idiosyncratic, and marginal. Systematic reorientations are

related to the development of the organization and phases in a longer

orientation process. Their legitimation comes with their relation to

the longer series of events in the organization. Expansion into new

58

markets is a ready example.

Idiosyncratic reorientations lack consistency with other events in

the development of the organization. "They are typically initiated

because the center of power- -most often the managing director— is excep-

tionally strongly influenced by some event and then legitimizes and

59

promotes a project." Normann points out that these projects are not

easily integrated in the value system and tend to suffer from low con-

cept consensus. He gives an example of a medical products firm which

traditionally had a policy to manufacture only highly developed products.

A consultant outside the firm urged the director to make a skin cream.

A subsidiary was formed around the new product and new marketing chan-

nels had to be developed. Thus, the nature of the product itself dif-

fered from those produced by the company, from medical to cosmetic.

58
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Development as opposed to just manufacturing became an operation.

Lastly, distribution patterns were not consistent with previously

60
established ones.

Marginal reorientations are relatively small projects which do not

substantially affect the structure and goals of the organization and

are easy to legitimize. This kind of reorientation usually fits into

existing production or distributing systems and they "... may initiate

learning processes that lead to greater reorientations by changing the

focus of attention and the perception of some new part of the environ-

ment." An example of this pattern is a drug firm which used only

chemists to conduct research. Within several years after the employ-

ment of two pharmacologists, the research efforts and the structure of

the company were changed in a pharmacological direction.

Properties of innovations . Several writers have been concerned

with the probable effects of the properties or attributes of innovations

on the likelihood of their adoption. Many innovations are items of

modern technology and can be complex entities, having various properties.

Each property can have a positive or negative effect on the rate at

which an innovation is adopted in a given population. Fliegel, et al.
,

have noted that to study the adoption of innovations

. . . via their attributes is a compromise between

treating each new idea as essentially unique, and

on the other hand, treating various new ideas as

equivalents. Different innovations cannot be compared.

By denying the existence of differences among innovations,

60
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the research has simply substituted one type of
unexplained variability for another. °2

Compatibility. The literature posits that innovations are more accept-

able if they are compatible or consistent with the adopter's previously

established norms, values, and experiences. Katz's exploration of past

research findings notes that the adopter must perceive an innovation as

compatible with his values on such factors as risk and profitability
63

before an innovation is accepted. Miles found that innovations must

be congruent with the potential adopting system. Innovations which are

perceived as threats to existing practices are less likely to be adopted;

while those innovations which can be added to an existing system without
64

disturbing it are more likely to be accepted. Thio's thorough review

of the property of compatibility offers a succinct analysis. He adds

two organizationally related dimensions to the concept: symbolic com-

patibility, which refers to the perception of the innovation by members

of the organization; and functional compatibility, which concerns what
65

is required by the adopter to utilize the innovation.
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Divisibility . The literature posits that an innovation which can be

introduced in segments or parts with each segment having an opportunity

to be assimilated into an existing situation, will arouse less resistance

than would comprehensive change. Fliegel and Kivlin, in their study of

Pennsylvania dairy farmers, found that divisibility of trial, the extent

to which an innovation lends itself to a small-scale tryout before full

66
adoption, was an important factor in encouraging rapid adoption. Zalt-

man, Duncan, and Holbek state that divisibility may facilitate adoption

for either or both of the following reasons: by minimizing threatening

situations by maintaining current practices during implementation; or by

providing a set of components that can be implemented gradually with the

67
use of feedback. The last idea is reinforced by Bright, in his dis-

tillation of principals from case studies. He suggests that innovations

should be introduced in stages since resistance are lessened if only

slight changes are required.

Complexity . The degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult

to understand and use will have an effect on its adoption. According

to some of the literature, the more complex the innovation, the less

likely it will be put into operation. In the cross-national study by

Fliegel et al. , it was found that in a range of innovations related to
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69
dairy farming, the more complex ones were less rapidly adopted. In

examining the attribute of complexity as both an idea, and an operation,

Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek posit that "an innovation which is easy to

use but whose essential idea is complex is more likely to be adopted

than an innovation which is difficult to use but whose essential idea

70
or concept is readily understood." However, in Clark's analysis of

innovations in higher education, the attribute of complexity serves a

different purpose. In examining the criteria for institutional accept-

ability, he. found that the degree of development of an innovation assumes

importance because in universities the more intellectually sophisticated

71

and conceptual scheme, the better it conforms with university values.

Hence, in this setting, the attributes of complexity and compatibility

are linked

.

Efficacy . There are various observations in the literature that the

uncertainty associated with an innovation will be reduced if the innova-

tion has been proven before in another system. 3ecker and Whisler have

noted that the cost to late adopters is smaller because of "reduced

risk to late adopters where the innovators have demonstrated the pos-

72
sibility of a new idea." The literature refers to efficacy under

several headings. Mansfield uses the term "observability" to denote

that when there is tangible proof of utilization, the greater the
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73
probability of adoption. Lin and Zeltman advance the notion of "result

demonstration" which shows the benefits of adopting a particular innova-

tion. They hold that the more visible the innovation's advantages, the

more likely it will be adopted. Fliegel and Kivlin use the term

"clarity of results" to signify the communication of the results of a

new practice and suggest that this should contribute to a more rapid

! - 75
adoption.

Physical mani festation. The physical properties of innovations have

been given rather superficial treatment in the literature. The reason

is probably that most innovations studied are mechanical devices or

items of a tangible nature; and the properties discussed above naturally

lend themselves to descriptions of material artifacts. Doctors points

out that:

. . . we tend to view technology primarily in

terms of machines and physical tools, that is,

hardware. Increasingly, however, such software
as systems concepts, management control tech-
niques, and computer programs may all be viewed
as being as much a part of the common store of
technology as a rocket vehicle or a linear

76accelerator.

Evan and Black found in their study of acceptance of staff proposals that

"software" innovations, which they approximate with administrative rather
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than technological innovations, may be mors difficult to sell to manage-

ment because in dealing with ideas and concepts, potential payoff is

77
more uncertain. Lin and Zaltman, commenting on the perceptions of

potential adopters toward the attributes of an innovation, query if the.

visibility of a physical object is more readily acceptable than ideas

78
and practices which are. abstract.

Orpari ? ''' i^nal :.': v. "acrerist ics affectine innovation

Envirc umer>t . Organisations operate and interact within a contextual

setting. The relationship between the organization and its environment

is an important determinant of the innovative, process. Trie literature

dealing with this characteristic is mostly theoretical, but empirical

findings are noted to the extent they appeared. Zaltman ct al. , note.

that environment of a multi-member adoption unit is important in two

different ways:

First, changes in the environment create, a

situation of stress and pressure to which, an

adoption unit must respond if it is to remai'n

in a relationship of dynamic equilibrium with
the environment. Thus an adoption unit is

more likely to innovate when its relevant,

environment is rapidly changing than when it

is steady. . . . Second, if the response to

the situation is an innovative solut ion,
environmental norms may or may not favor the

changer, this solution implies. 79

Burns and Stalker were interested lit whether management systems

could alter in conformity with the. changes in "extrinsic factors," For

77
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them, these extrinsic factors were different rates of technical or mar-

ket change brought on by the appearance of new scientific discoveries,

80
inventions, and consumer demands. Utterback reinforces this point m

his theoretical analysis of the firm's social and economic relationship

to its environment, he says that the process of innovation is embedded

in the environment because it is the use of existing products and proces-

ses which leads to recognition of needs and wants for new products and

81
processes. As noted earlier, Utterback demonstrated that the technol-

ogical environment was often the stimulus for innovation because most

product innovations originated outside the firm. Thus, he concluded,

it was neither cost nor technical knowledge which acted as crucial restraints

on the firm. "The primary limitation on a firm affecting its innovative

ability is in recognizing the needs and demands in its external environ-

„82ment."

The environment is also important to innovation in that the solution

must be acceptable to the larger social environment to which the adopter

unit belongs. James Thompson, suggested that many organizations are sub-

ject to authoritative specification for permissible action and must adjust

to the constraints and contingencies imposed by the larger system. An

example would be governmental units having to exist on the financial

inputs of legislative bodies, and having no option regarding their

80
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clientele. An empirical example to substantiate the correspondence

between environmental factors and organizational change is described by

Becker and Stafford, who found that the most important variable to

explain adoption of innovations by savings and loan associations was

84
community growth rate.

Duncan contributes to our understanding by dividing the environment

into components and factors. First, he makes a distinction between

internal and external environments by using the notion of relevant phys-

ical or social factors falling either inside or outside the boundaries

of an organization. The components of the internal environments are:

organization personnel; organizational function and staff units; organ-

ization levels. The external components are: customers; suppliers;

85
competitors; and socio-political and technical factors. He found in

this study of twenty- two decision units that the more dynamic the environ-

ment the more likely the organization will experience innovation in order

to reduce disequilibrium.

Structure . The literature on organizational structure as it applies

to the innovative process stresses its multi-dimensionality. The con-

sensus seems to be that different configurations of the dimensions com-

prising organization structure can either facilitate or hinder the

83
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innovative process. A discussion of the salient structural dimensions

of centralization, formalization, specialization and research findings

can serve as illustrations.

Centralization . The dimension of centralization focuses on the location

of authority and decision making in an organization. Victor Thompson

posits that the modern bureaucratic organization is dominated by the

monocratic stereotype which dictates centralized control over all

resources. The monocratic organization is resistant to innovation

because the conditions which generate creativity call for free communica-

tion, flexible structure, and intrinsic rewards. Moreover, the hier-

archy of authority is a procedure whereby legitimacy is dispensed. "It

is a procedure that works in such a way as to give the advantage to the

veto . . . fit"! does not provide for appeals. . . . Thus, even if the

monocratic organization allows new ideas to be generated, it will prob-

ably veto them." The Burns and Stalker study amplifies the discussion

of highly centralized organization with a partial description of their

"mechanistic" model. "Management, often visualized as the complex

hierarchy in organization charts, operates a simple control system, with

information flowing up through a succession of filters, and decisions

go

and instructions flowing downward through a succession of amplifiers."

In his descriptive model of intra-firm innovation, Knight alleges that

one needs power to innovate and this comes in great part from the formal

hierarchy in that the higher a person's position, the more likely one is

87
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to be a successful innovator and the more radical the development that

can be introduced.

The Hage and Aiken study of program change in sixteen social wel-

fare agencies operationalized centralization as the degree of participa-

tion in organization decision making and contrasted this with hierarchy

of authority. They found a positive relationship with the first; when

there was greater participation in agency-wide decisions, there, was a

greater rate of program change. They found a negative relationship

90
between hierarchy of authority and program change.

A case against expecting much innovation within a decentralized

organization is made in Sapolsky's study of department stores. He

described the organization of a department store "as federations of

91
quasi-independent merchants." He found that because of the decentral-

ization, tactics used to innovate in one subunit can be known and

92
resisted in another.

Formalization . The dimension of formalization emphasizes the rules and

regulations that insure predictability of performance. The theoretized

relationship between formalization and innovation is that strict empha-

sis on rigid rule observation, job codification, and specification of

roles inhibits diffusion and communication of ideas, suppresses crea-

tivity, and consequently is negatively associated with innovation.

Lawrence and Lorsch, examining differentiation and integration within

89
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the subsystem of six industrial organizations, found that those aspects

of behavior in organizations subject to pre-existing programs and con-

trols were more defined or rigid when there was a certainty of perform-

93
ance from their relevant environment. Burns and Stalker's field

studies confirm this point in that they found that organizations that

were profitably coping with uncertain and changing situations had a low

degree of formalized rules and job specification, instead of the higher

degree of formalized structure associated with financial success in the

more certain situations of the mechanistic model. They note that in

the mechanistic model ". . . there is a precise definition of rights

and obligations and technical methods attached to each functional role;

... a tendency for operations and working behaviour to be governed

94
by the instructions and decisions issued by superior."

The Hage and Aiken study of welfare organizations found that many

rules and procedures cause restraints for an organization. They found

that job codification is inversely related to the rate of organization

change. However, the relationship between the degree of rule observa-

95
tion and the rate of program change x^as much weaker than expected.

Shepard postulates an unstable relationship between formalization and

innovation by distinguishing stages of innovation. In essence, he

advocates an oscillating organization model. He calls attention to

periodicity, or alternations associated with innovating groups, and

93
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holds that at the idea generation stage, there should be a loose and

open organization. At the implementation stage, there should be a

functional division of labor, discipline, and control of internal com-

mum cation.

Specialization . The structural dimension of specialization, or complex-

ity, focuses on the number of occupational specialties in an organiza-

tion and the training and degree of professional activity associated

with them. Hage and Aiken determined that in welfare agencies there

was a high positive correlation between the rate of acceptance and im-

plementation of new programs and the number of occupational specialties

within the organization. They also found that the number of occupational

specialties was one of the best predicators of future program innovation.

They indicated that this was because the most innovative organizations

were more likely to have many cooperative relationships with other agen-

cies, which might suggest that the focus of the staff was on professional

97
organizational goals rather than on departmental self-interests.

Along a similar line, Carroll's study of medical schools found

that innovative schools had a larger number of departments in the basic

sciences and clinical areas. She presumed that the diversity in sub-

cultures stimulates proposals, but it is centralized authority which

leads to their acceptance. Thus, in this study, the innovative schools

96
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reflected a lessening of departmental autonomy along with a larger num-

98
ber of departments.

The degree of autonomy or interdependence of the differentiated

organization subunits is a factor in determining the effects of special-

ization. Sapolsky held that the department store's structural arrange-

ment of a large number of autonomous subunits deterred the implementa-

99
tion of any proposed centralized innovations.

The various findings pertaining to the several dimensions or organ-

izational structure and its relationship to innovation indicate that dif-

ferent configurations of structure facilitate the innovation process in

its varying stages. Zaltman et al. , have the most succinct statement on

this point:

Specifically it is emphasized that in stimu-

lating the initiation of innovations, a higher
degree of complexity, lower formalization, and

lower centralization facilitate the gathering

and processing of information, which is crucial

to the initiation stage. It is also emphasized
that in the implementation stage a higher level

of formalization and centralization and a lower

level of complexity are likely to reduce role

conflict and ambiguity which could impair imple-

mentation. This conclusion thus implies that

the organization must shift its structure as it

moves through various stages of innovation; at

the earlier initiation stage a more-organic or less

bureaucratic structure seems more appropriate.

Then, as the organization moves to the implementa-
tion, more-bureaucratic structure becomes appropriate. °

98
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Climate . A part of the literature examining organizational climate

has been reviewed earlier under the various research approaches, namely,

the factors conducive to creativity. The bureaucratic conditions iden-

tified previously include: psychological security and freedom; a great

diversity of inputs; an internal or personal commitment to search for a

solution; a limited structure to the search situation; a small amount of

benign competition. It was noted that while this approach is important,

it is limited to only the earliest stages of an innovation process, that

of the creation of innovative ideas. There are. some other relevant

dimensions that can be identified from the literature which are appli-

cable to organizational climate and that have possible significance for

the large view of an innovation process.

Communication . In the journals articles aimed at practitioners of public

administration, one of the principles deemed essential for an innovative

organizational climate is open communication. Patrick advocates both

formal and informal free communication. "Creativity is encouraged by

free and open channels of communication. Employees must feel free to

use the existing channels of communication and should be encouraged to

communicate with colleagues and associations outside the organization."

Siepert and Likert advocate open communication for an innovative climate

because of the informational interdependence on which decision making

is based.
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The communication problem between technologists and managers within

the same organization is an important consideration of informational

exchange for decision making. Under any organizational situation, the

problem exists, but within the framework of an innovation process,

informational interdependence is highly relevant. A theoretical scheme

developed by Churchman and Schainblatt analyzes effective relationships

based on communication between managers and scientists. They focused

on the distinct forms which emerge with the problem of implementation

of innovation, or the manner in which results of scientific efforts may

come to be used by managers. The four-fold scheme takes into account

the actor's perception of how information should be communicated. The

"separate functionalist" thinks of management and science as separate

functions. "For him, implementation consists of designing the operation

solution, which is a specification of the physical changes that must

take place in the organization in order for it to be able to accommodate

103
the optimal mathematical solution." The "communicator" emphasizes

the need for creating more understanding on the part of the manager, i.

e., creating better lines of communication. It is vital for the scien-

tist to appreciate this need, but a detailed understanding of the manager

is not required in order to have the manager understand the scientist.

Communication is a fairly direct process which is independent of the

- . 104
personality of the manager.

The "persuader" views the implementation problem in terms of the

manager's personality.
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Here the problem is not to provide for the

manager's complete understanding of the

scientist, but to insure that the scientist

understands enough about the manager so that

the scientist can overcome managerial resist-

ance to change per se, alter specific manager-
ial attitudes, or persuade managers to accept
recommendations. 105

The "mutual understander" takes a synthetic position in order to bring

about a successful union of the other communication patterns. This type

of actor would argue against the separation of technology and manage-

ment because "if science is to become a method of managing, then manage-

ment must become a method of science."

Staff cohesiveness . Another dimension of organizational climate which

can influence Innovation is the level of staff cohesiveness, or reciprocal

colleague support. Thompson, commenting on the reward system relevant to

an innovative environment, notes the importance of this extrinsic source

of satisfaction ". . . it appears that they take the form of improved

esteem in the eyes of similarly committed peers rather than an increase

in interpersonal power relative to peers or a mere improvement in income

as such. "107 This point was reinforced by the government- sponsored

Arthud D. Little study which was aimed at formulating the optimum con-

ditions of successful innovations. It was found that an atmosphere of

collaboration, where relationships are governed by mutual confidence and

105
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trust and there are long personal associations between parties, was

108
most conducive to implementation of innovation.

Becker and Stafford's study of savings and loans associations

included a factor similar to staff cohesiveness. They examined the

management team's leadership style, using a sociometric approach to

discovering both the most and the least preferred co-worker. They found

that group atmosphere is important for innovation because if it is con-

genial and mutually supportive, communication will be frequent and easy,

109thus allowing for creation and adoption of viable innovations.

Morale . A dimension of organizational climate closely related to staff

cohesiveness is that of the level of staff morale, or job satisfaction.

Hage's theoretical explanation of organizational adaptiveness to change

posits that high job satisfaction, measured by attitude batteries and

rate of turnover, can provide a climate for innovation. There are

empirical studies which substantiate this relationship. Marcum's study

of innovation adoption in schools showed that in an open climate there

is high morale with regard to work and that there is a relationship

110
between high morale toward one's work and innovation adoption.
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Hage and Aiken's research on social velfare agencies found the per-

formance variable of job satisfaction was correlated to the rate of

program change. However, they also found "job satisfaction may be a

necessary precondition for the introduction of changes, but after this

change has been introduced, it may have disruptive and negative effects

on social relationships among members of an organization." This brings

up again the point considered earlier, namely that the climate required

for introduction of an innovation does not guarantee its implementation.

Tenure of leadership . A final dimension of organizational climate which

is relevant to innovation is that of the length of time a particular

high level position is filled by the same individual. The literature

on tenure of leadership does not have an empirical base and the theoret-

ical propositions do not attempt to explain similar phenomena. Tenure

is significant to organizational climate and innovation because of the

very importance of managerial roles per se in adoption and implementa-

tion and because it is a measurable phenomena which can be studied. Thus,

although the contributions from the literature are sparse, recognition

of this variable is noted for later methodological utilization.

Siepert and Likert, speculating on high managerial mobility patterns

in public service organizations, hold that:

There is some job mobility because a manager

tries to innovate and fails, but we suspect

there is more job switching because the manager

does not risk the necessary innovation and sits

tight until organizational pressures overwhelm

him. H2
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The organizational climate can be determined by the organizational

leadership. It is for this reason that Griffiths states that the number

of innovations is inversely proportional to the tenure of the chief

administrator.

The longer an administrator stays in a position,

the less likely he is to introduce change. . . .

All of the processes which bring about a steady

state have had time to operate. Feedback channels

have become fully established . . . the sub-systems

have become structured and have gained independence.

Change is thus more difficult, because the frequency

of interaction between sub-systems is decreased. H3

It was noted above that the organization climate has a similarity

to organizational structure as a variable in that it may be necessary

for differing configurations to emerge at various stages of an innova-

tion process. Wilson hypothesized that different climates are required

for generation, approval and implementation of innovation proposals.

According to him, the climate required to induce innovative behavior in

organizations may be the same climate which will prohibit the implementa-

114
tion of innovative proposals.

The Evan and Black study on the factors associated with the success

and failure of innovative staff proposals provides support for this hypo-

thesis. It is of interest at this point, additionally, because it is an

an empirical application of clusters of both structural and climate var-

iables. They found that staff proposals were more likely to be successful
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in an organization when formalization of rules, specialization, communi-

cation between line and staff, quality of proposals, competitive posi-

tion of the organization and perceived need were high; and where the

e i4 *• 115
protessionalization of management was low.

Rowe and Boise have synthesized the theories and findings on this

point and suggest the following about the total climate required for

organizational innovation:

(1) during the knowledge accumulation and diffusion
stages both rational and open-ended operational
climates may be required;

(2) during the formulation stage, a loosely struct-
ured, diverse, professionalized, mildly competi-
tive, psychologically secure climate operating
under the presumption of available resources and
some freedom from external pressures may be
appropriate;

(3) during the decisional stage, the climate must be
sufficiently rational to assure the quality of
proposals, their orderly transmission to decision
makers, and the adequacy of communication between
proposers and decision makers;

(4) during the implementation stage, a generally
rational and efficiency-inducing climate seems
required;

(5) externally, the innovative process within the
organization seems likely to be fostered by the
availability of fiscal resources, organizational
diversity, and extensive patterns of communica-
tions, information, and knowledge. H6

Size . One of the variables which has been highly correlated with

innovation is organizational size. This variable has been used in

aggregate multi-organizational studies where large numbers of similar
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firms and agencies have been studied. The findings indicate more change

takes place in larger organizations. For example, Hage and Aiken found

that a rate of program change in social welfare agencies was highly

117
related to larger size organizations. Mansfield s study of technol-

ogical innovation in industry found that the largest organizations will

do a disproportionately large share of innovation in situations where:

the investment required to innovate is large relative to the size of

the organizations that could use the innovation; the minimum size of

the organization required to use the innovation is large relative to

the average size of similar organizations; the average size of the

largest organizations is much greater than the average size of all

118
potential users of the innovations.

Resources . The. organizational characteristic of availability of

uncommitted financial resources has been favorably linked in both the

theoretical and empirical literature to the innovation process. Clark,

in his analysis of innovation models descriptive of higher education,

holds that among the characteristics which influence the universities

to be open to innovation is financial support--that the more extensive

the financial support, the greater the propensity of institutional

119
innovativeness. Mohr's study of health departments emphasizes the

significance of excess resources. He found empirical support for the

117

Hage and Aiken, "Program Change," p. 516.

118

Mansfield, Industrial Research , p. 107.

119

Clark, "Four Models," p. 17.
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hypothesis that innovation was a function of the interaction among

120

motivation, obstacles, and resources.

The concept of resources is exp landed by Victor Thompson to mean

more than financial affluence and excess. His concept of "slack"

denotes the existence of a comprehensive affluent situation in the organ-

ization.

By "slack" I mean uncommitted and unspecified resources

of appropriate personnel, finance, material, and motiva-

tion; ... A situation in which there is such a slack

apparently makes it possible for various psychological

variables that are supportive of innovation to operate.

. . . Slack at the organizational level is the counter-

part of psychological security in the creative process.

It makes it easier for management to back innovations.

The presence of slack encourages the decentralization of

control over resources. 121

The Arthur D. Little study on successful research and exploratory

development in new weapons empirically substantiated Thompson's points.

One of the findings was that in nearly all cases of successful research

and development, a vital element present for the triggering of the event

was "resources, usually facilities, materials, money, and trained and

122

experienced men, which could be committed to do a job." Also present

were an explicitly understood need, goal, or mission and a source of

ideas, or pool of information. Another finding dealing with patterns

of funding revealed that a common pattern for initial funding of success-

ful research and development was on the basis of local decisions. It was

recommended that further allocations also be made at local, or

120

Mohr, "Determinants," p. 114.

121
Thompson, Bureaucracy and Innovation , pp. 42-43.

122

Arthur D. Little, Inc., Management Factors
, p. II-5.
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decentralized, points because centralized controls involve justification

123
of work and introduce delay.

Professionalism . The organizational characteristic of professional-

ism is closely related to the structural dimension of complexity or

occupational specialization. However, professionalism covers more than

the number of occupational specialties; it conveys the notion of very

extensive pre-entry training and extra-organizational involvements.

Thompson holds that professionalism involves specialization of people,

not of task, and that it "is based on the concept of investment of human

124
'capital' rather than of labor as a commodity."

The findings in the literature relate professionalism positively to

innovativeness in organizations. Hage and Aiken found that the main

effect of staff professionalism is the input of new knowledge into the

organization because of a heightened awareness of programmatic and tech-

nological developments within a profession. This was related to involve-

ment in extra-organizational activities. (However, the amount of profes-

sional training did not appear significantly associated with the rate of

125
innovation in social welfare agencies.)

An interesting finding about professionalism was made by Evan and

Black in their study of organizational factors affecting the success of

staff proposals submitted to management in business firms. Among the

characteristics of organizations in which proposals were more likely to

123

Ibid., p. 11-10.

124
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125
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be successful was the combination of a higher degree of professionaliza-

tion of management. The authors offer the possible explanation that

under such conditions management is more disposed to rely on the judge-

1 Of,
ment of its professional staff.

Characteristics of th e ind i vidua 1 affecting innovation

The literature pertaining to the relationships between individual

characteristics and organizational innovation is sparse. However,

there are some items of a demographic and perceptional nature that lend

themselves to research on the innovation process. The very scarcity of

such materials indicates the need for more empirical research in this

area.

Age. It is a rather common assumption that younger people are more

favorably disposed to organizational innovation. Marcum found in his

study of educational innovation that the professional staff was younger

127
in the more innovative schools.

Professionalism . This characteristic was treated before as an

organizational characteristic. It has been previously stated that extra-

organizational professional activity of social welfare workers was found

to be related to a higher innovation rate, while the amount of training

they received was not. Sapolsky also found in his department store

research that it was the increased involvement of professional comptrol-

lers in outside activities that lead them to propose innovative manage-

128
ment techniques.
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Evan and Black, "Innovation in Business Organizations," p. 524.
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128
Sapolsky, "Organizational Structure," p. 509.
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The type of training received by individuals can also be significant

in furthering innovation. Radnor et al. , did a field study of 66 firms

which were attempting to integrate operations research and management

science skills into their organizations. The researchers found person-

nel fell into five general categories: former military; professional

scientists from engineering; OR/MS specialists with training in systems

analysis; management specialists with training in business administra-

tion; organization men with special training serving in an interim

capacity. They also found that as management science activities

became integrated in the firms, the management specialists succeeded to

leadership of the units and that these units were moved to the top manage-

i
130

ment levels.

The dearth of materials reviewed in this section pointed out pos-

sible areas of research. The individual as a member of a social system

has both demographic and cognitive characteristics that are relevant to

institutional research. Age, amount and type of educational background,

career patterns, organization rank are but a few of several important

aspects of the members of an organization. The relationship of these

aspects to an innovation process clearly needs to be explored.

Dynamics of organizational adoption

The innovation literature on the dynamics of organizational adoption

concentrates on integrative interfaces which reduce resistance and assist

129
Michael Radnor, Albert Rubenstein, and Alden Bean, "Integration

and Utilization of Management Science Activities in Organizations,"

Operations Research Quarterly , Vol. 19 (1968), p. 119.

130

Ibid., p. 133.
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implementation. The output of previous research efforts can best be

grouped under the following headings: linkage mechanisms; boundary

personnel; participation of workers; and power relations.

Linkage mechanisms . There are several contributions in the lit-

erature which treat the organizational devices for facilitating and

integrating change. Lynton presents a comprehensive model which lends

itself to a variety of settings and conditions. He distinguished four

different assessments of the environment regarding the need for change

and the linkage mechanisms these assessments lead to. The needs for

change can be assessed as: negligible; frequent, but temporary; fre-

quent, but specific; continuous. Linkage mechanisms to integrate

change range from project orientations and ad hoc committees to per-

manent differentiated subsystems. He found that where the environ-

mental assessments are inaccurate the linkage mechanisms are inadequate

to support the required integration. Inaccurate assessments, there-
131

fore, will tend to provoke a multiplication of innovative subsystems.

Lawrence and Lorsch found in their study of integration devices

in six organizations that supplementing the hierarchical and adminis-

trative systems there is a great development of "voluntary" integrat-

ing activities. They discuss the tendency for such voluntary activ-

ities to become increasingly formalized:

One has only to note the proliferation of

coordinating departments (whether called new
product, marketing, or planning departments),
task forces, and cross-functional coordinating

131
Rolf Lynton, "Linking an Innovative Subsystem into the System,"

Administrative Quarterly Review , Vol. 14, No. 3 (1969), pp. 398-416.
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teams to find evidence that new formal devices

are emerging to achieve coordination. *-32

Two authors offer suggestions for linkage mechanisms within

extremely hostile organizational situations. Knight describes the

use of formal powers for the creation of a new organization. This

new creation contains a subsystem of the formal power system which

may be able to introduce innovations. This type of situation occurs
133

because the parent firm ignores new developments. Evans holds

that members of an organization who find resistance to their attempts

to incorporate an innovation can adapt to the situation and develop

sub-rosa strategies to circumvent organizational policies. They can

incorporate the developed innovation by "bootlegging"--that is, by
134

attaching it to other projects which have already gained acceptance.

Boundary personnel . Specific and formalized organizational

positions charged with reducing attitudinal and communication barriers

to innovation are sometimes established. The idea of establishing such

positions is found in the literature under a variety of labels: bound-

ary personnel; boundary spanner; change agent; or linking agent. The

purpose of these organizational positions is to establish the function

of transferring innovations between units within the same organization

or from one organization to another.

12.

132

Lawrence and Lorsch, "Differentiation and Integration," p.
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134
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The research on this area is quite supportive of the boundary-

personnel concept. In Corwin's experiment in training Teachers Corps

personnel for low income schools, he found that one of the most impor-

tant factors for technological innovation was competent and receptive
135

boundary personnel in the host organizations. In his study of

technology utilization from the space program, Doctors found that mov-

ing the technical personnel along with the innovation was a key ele-
136

ment in a successful transfer.

Participation of workers . One method of reducing resistance to

an organizational change is to allow workers to participate in its

development— the notion being that they will accept the change if

they had a part in its occurrence. As Stewart said,

If a change is arbitrarily imposed there
will be great resistance. However, participa-
tion in the discussions on how the change is
to come about will lower resistance. 137

Research studies such as those by Coch and French in a textile factory

and Watson and Glaser in mental health agencies and group therapy 9 sup

port the "participation hypothesis."

138
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Power relations . A line of thought contrasting to the participa-

tion hypothesis is found in the literature on power relations. The

underlying premise is that an organization's subunits (including indi-

viduals), common claimants to the same resources, will have varying

amounts of conflict during the proccssual development necessitated by

an organization change.

Power relations in organizations are defined by Harvey and Mills,

". . . as relations between individuals or subunits in which each is

attempting to impose its own inner structure on the organization's

140

internal environment—aims which to some extent are incompatible."

Harvey and Mills propose a theoretical schema of subtypes of

power relations based on the dimensions of legitimacy and ability to

impose sanctions. The subtypes include legal authority, rational

141

authority, coercion, and persuasion manipulation. They do not attempt

to operationalize these terms.

With power defined as an individual's capacity to obtain perform-

ance from other individuals, Bachman found in his study of college

administrators that an individual may exercise power over other indi-

viduals because of his control of sanctions, the respect accorded his

knowledge, the existence of norms which legitimate his exercise of

140

Edward Harvey and Russell Mills, "Patterns of Organizational

Adaption: A Political Perspective," in Power in Organizations , ed.

Mayer M. Zald (Nashville, Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press,

1970), p. 202.

141
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142

power, or because of his personal attractiveness. In a comparative

study of five organizational settings, which included business and

143

industry, Bachman, Bowers and Marcus duplicated these findings.

It is interesting to note that they found the powers of coercion

and reward to be the least influential ones for motivating organiza-

tional behavior.

One final insight into the nature of organizational power is

suggested by Mann and Neff. They propose that an executive under-

stand the use of expert and referent power in such a manner that as

he acts to bring complex change, ". . . he would be respected for his

command of technical knowledge . . ., his ability to see administra-

tive problems . . ., and his skill in helping others grow as they

144

face large, unfamiliar organizational problems."
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Exploratory Study Design

The study design was one of an exploratory nature. An exploratory

study, as defined in this context, is an attempt ". . . to gain famil-

iarity with a phenomenon and to achieve new insights into it, in order

to formulate a more precise research problem and to develop appropriate

1

testable hypotheses." Specifically, this study was exploratory in that

it investigated in some depth a relatively unknown and complex phenom-

enon, i. e., the organizational dynamics of the innovation process.

Theoretical Awareness

There are three methods usually employed in conducting exploratory

2
studies. First, a review of the literature is valuable because it

increases the researcher's awareness of the problem and suggests ten-

tative research questions. As is customary in an exploratory study,

no formal hypotheses were tested in this study; rather, based upon the

review of the literature of the previous chapter, lines of inquiry were

suggested by the theoretical framework and guiding assumptions which are

presented in this chapter. The framework was a means of specifying

1

Clair Selltiz et al. , Research Methods in Social Relations , 2nd

ed. (New York: Henry Holt, 1960), p. 50.

2

Ibid., pp. 53-54.
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relationships which might prove to be areas of investigation and sys-

tematizing the concepts and factors to be. used in both observation and

interpretation.

Documen t_ Examina tion and I nt ery i ew s

The second method employed in an exploratory study is to inter-

view people who have had practical experience with the problem ceing

investigated. In order to comply' wi1 h Jiis r uruireaK ,t, a multiple

approach was undertaken., first, letters, memos, directives, minutes of

meetings, and reports were thoroughly examined foi identification of prom-

inent actors, especially those making tie transfer and those receiving

it; flow of influence; use of power; categories or mechanisms of the

transfer; etc.

Next, there were two rounds of interviews. The first round of

interviews was unstructured and uncovered a chronology of milestones,

issue areas, and identities of the important actors in the process.

Those individuals in the Department most active in the entire process,

as determined both from the document review and the knowledge of the

researcher, were interviewed in this phase. There were five actors

interviewed in sessions ranging from two to five hours.

There was a second round of indepth, structured interviews with

the principal actors of the transfer process. The scope of the CIS pro-

ject involved individuals at several l?vels of government in various

locations. As many of these as possible were contacted for interviews.

At the federal level, there were officials in the Atlanta Regional Office,

of the Community Services Administration of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare who worked very closely with Florida to develop
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and implement the CIS. In Florida, the central and regional offices

of the divisions within the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services had participants involved throughout the transfer process.

The interview schedule was based upon material gathered from

both the review of relevant documents and review of the literature,

as well as the information in the first round of interviews. The

schedule was designed to be as comprehensive in coverage as possible.

It served as a basic guide during an interview session, with addi-

tions or deletions for a particular actor. As much as possible of

the available field of literature was utilized when appropriate.

The interview schedule is shown in Appendix A. There were 27 par-

ticipants interviewed in sessions lasting from 1 1/2 to 5 hours. Of

all the persons contacted, only two refused to be interviewed.

Worker Survey

The analysis of a local indepth case study is a third method

employed in exploratory research.

Scientists working in relatively unformulated
areas, where there is little experience to

serve as a guide, have found the intensive study
of selected examples to be a particularly fruit-
ful method for stimulating insights and suggest-
ing hypothesis for research.

3

It was for this reason that part of the investigation of the

innovation process involved the individuals at the lower levels of

the organization who had to receive and implement the innovative

procedure. The social workers and supervisors who deal directly

3

Ibid., p. 59.
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with the clients of the operating divisions made up the largest group

of participants in the transfer process.

The worker group selected was located in the Department's

Region 8, which includes the counties of Palm Beach, St. Lucie, Martin,

Indian River, and Okeechobee. This geographical region was selected

for several reasons. In demographic descriptions of the state, this

geographical region reflects a microcosmos of state-wide character-

istics; the personnel in the Department had been participants here in

several demonstration projects which had bearing on the CIS; the CIS

was first begun in this region and thus had been in use longer here

than in other parts of the state, and it was believed that longer

exposure to the system would yield greater insight. This group was

examined through the administration of a survey questionnaire, small

discussions groups, and individual interviews both in person and by

telephone conversations.

The survey questionnaire administered to the direct service

worker was constructed to include many of the items asked of those in

the second round of interviews. There were also many items which

would only pertain to the perceptions of the direct service worker.

The questionnaire was constructed, pretested and modified on the basis

of the pretest. The pretest was held in three field offices located

in the Tallahassee area. The instrument, shown in Appendix B, had

two final versions in actuality so as to reflect the language usage

orientation of the respondents. A total of 79 questionnaires were

completed.
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Theoretical Framework

This research approached the study of innovation as a process

that runs from awareness of a need to creation to the implementation

or diffusion of the innovation to other parts of the organization.

Because the technology itself was not a new idea, the utilization of

Mohr's definition of innovation appeared to be the most viable one and

was used as an anchor of conceptual consistency. "An innovation is

the successful introduction into an applied situation of means or ends

4
that are new to that situation." An abstract set of constructs or

categories was devised to attempt systematically to examine and analyze

the dynamics of this processual phenomenon. A brief description of

the categories utilized and some suggested presumptions can serve at

this point to describe the orientation of the research.

1. Degrees of transfer was designed to gather data on questions

of what is created and diffused and in what increments. This category

was used to examine the functions the innovation was to fulfill and

to evaluate the success or failure of the transfer process. In a

more classic research design, this category might be considered the

dependent variable. The rest would be considered as the independent

variables.

2. Qualities of the item (e. g. , technology) to be transferred

was a category designed to aid in the examination of such things as

4

Lawrence B. Mohr, "Determinants of Innovation in Organiza-
tions," American Political Science Review , Vol. LXIII, Number 1
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the legitimacy of the technology and the effects of this on accept-

ance or resistance in the transfer process. Also examined were such

qualities as divisibility. A divisible innovation may minimize

threatening situations by allowing gradual implementation and only

a piecemeal attack on current practices. Another variable,, the

physical manifestation of the innovation, was examined to find out

if a tangible item such as a form, for example, is more readily

transferable than a conceptual item such as a policy or an idea.

3. Qualities of the source of the technology was a category

designed to direct attention to the dimensions of the individual,

group, or organizational unit proposing the transfer. Also examined

was administrative and socio-psychological closeness to the trans-

feree. This category also took into account the perceived legitimacy

and/or expertise of the transfer source, possible variables affecting

acceptance or resistance on the part of the receiver.

4. The transfer process as a category was to include the type

of communication connected with the transfer (e. g. , formal or per-

sonal) . The methods of communication used at various stages of imple-

mentation and diffusion through the organization, and at different

distances from the innovation source, were examined. This category

also included the inducements used in the transfer process— for exam-

ple, power, exchange, and formal authority. As dimensions of accept-

ance and resistance were generated by the research, an attempt was

made to discover the corresponding type of inducement. Another

important variable considered in the transfer process was the kind
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of strategy used to overcome resistance—for example, cooperation,

task forces, prototype demonstrations, etc.

5. The qualities of the transferee were also examined. The

qualities were compared with those of the source to see if they com-

plemented or conflicted with them. Moreover, the transferee was

compared with the transfer source to see if it was competitive for

resources, prestige, organizational authority, etc. Lastly, the

transferee was examined from the aspect of type of transferee parti-

cipation during the transfer process. The transferee could act in

an advisory, developmental, or directing capacity, each behavior

having possibly varying degrees of acceptance or resistance to the

innovation.

6. Residual factors was a category designed to take into

account the unique circumstances which might have affected outcomes

in this particular case but would not be present elsewhere. Fore-

most would be personality factors. Also, there might have been pos-

sible historical circumstances that could only be regarded as unique

to this case.

Several presumed relationships were suggested from the inter-

actions among the categories and from previous research and these

were used as guiding assumptions to give some minimal structure to the

research. Examples of such assumptions are:

1. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it is

perceived by the receivers to be narrow, technique-
oriented, and symbolic rather than substantive.

2. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it is

perceived by the receivers as not disturbing to the

existing situation.
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3. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it

is perceived as facilitative rather than restrictive.

4. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it

is perceived as incremental, divisible, and reversible.

5. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it

is perceived to be technically respectable and effective
by the receiver.

6. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if its

physical manifestation is tangible, visible, and concrete
rather than conceptual or philosophical.

7. The greater the similarity In professional expertise
between the sender and the receiver the more likely an

innovation will be transferred.

8. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if there
are gemeinschaft relations between sender and receiver.

9. The greater the participation in a developmental capacity
by the receiver the more likely an innovation will be
transferred.

10. An innovation is more likely to be transferred if it is

perceived as not adding to the work load of the receivers.

11. An innovation is more likely to be transferred within a

group of identifying people than between such groups.

Organizational Population

Conceptual Groups

Utilizing the case study approach, the aim is one of seeking

rather than testing. A suggested means of operationalizing this

approach is to select ". . . individuals who represent different

positions in the social structure ... to produce a different view
5

of the situation they are reflecting." Several major conceptual

groups evolved during the study. One group was the research-relevant

5

Selltiz et al. , Research Methods in Social Relations , p. 63.
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elite, which included all those actors identified as key participants

in the innovation process. Formally, many of the individuals were

also in high-level positions in the authority structure. The make-

up of the relevant elite was drawn from three sources: senders of

the innovation; high-level receiver participants' and several persons

outside the formal bureaucracy. Members of this last group, comprised

of staff from the Governor's office and federal bureaucrats, were key

participants and interacted with and influenced most of the CIS-

relevant elite enough to be considered a part of them. However, in

aggregate data descriptions, this outside source is not included.

But for purposes of describing the dynamics at work within the organ-

ization, the information gathered from those outside the organization

will be used as interpretative insights.

As the major sub-groups of the elite, there are the senders, or

transferors, of the innovation and the receivers, or transferees.

Organizationally, the senders were within a staff division of the

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) , Planning and

Evaluation (P & E). The receivers were within the program divisions--

namely, Children's Medical Services, Family Services, Retardation,

Vocational Rehabilitation, and Youth Services.

A last group considered was the direct service workers. While

the other groups consisted of top and middle level management, workers

represented the lower level of the organization. They were treated

as a group apart from the receivers because they did not participate

in the. initial interactions of the transfer process. Additionally,

it became apparent during the analysis that information about the
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workers was more valuable when considered along with their relations

to their organizational superior, the receivers.

Organizational Limitations

To keep the study focused within the organization, certain

decisions were made. Several program divisions were excluded at the

worker level because of organizational constraints. One constraint

is that not all program divisions of DHRS have direct service workers,

The services of these divisions are provided through purchase of

service contracts with local agencies. Service workers in these

local agencies are not employees of DHRS and thus are beyond the

direct influence of the Department. An example is the Division of

Mental Health, which purchases its services from Community Mental

Health Centers. The only direct DHRS mental health service workers

are in insitutions and the latter were not included in the study.

They were excluded because of their autonomous nature and because

their client contact is within a protective and closed setting which

itself contains all necessary support services.

Other divisions were excluded because they do not utilize IVA

and VI funds and hence were not brought into the reporting process.

An example is the Division of Corrections.

The figure illustrates the included and omitted divisions.
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CHAPTER IV

DEGREES OF TRANSFER

The purpose of this chapter is to examine, how much of the inno-

vation wrs diffused. It: examines the purpose of the techno logy;, .i.e.,

the reason" it was created and the needs it was to fill, an assess-

ment of its success or failure in m.?-cting its purposes, end the evidenc

upon which the assessment was based.

The research revealed that, transfer of the Client Information

Service technology was very limited in terms of a successful introduc-

tion and application of new ends or means. The assessment of limited

success was b-^sad on the reasons it was created and the functions the

Client Information System was supposed to perform. The officially

announced reasons for its creation were: to provide a. uniform infor-

mation base for management; to demonstrate fiscal accountability of

resources; to pre /ice a mechanism for case coordination; to provide

a client tracking system.

The evidence for the assessment was determined on how well the

Client Information System fulfilled its purposes. The evidence reveale

that the technology was non- comprehensive in the scope of application.

It was tied to a single funding and did not apply to all programs and

services. Furthermore, the first attempt r ': Installation resulted

in the failure of meeting accountability reporting requirements and

caused a $30 million audit exception. Later, a differentiated struc-

ture in the form of a new? agency was created to be responsible for the

73
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fiscal accountability that was supposed to be secured by the CIS

system. The Client Information System was bypassed by additional

procedures for back-up documentation, although it was formally

credited as the information source for financial accountability.

The limited success of this technology transfer was also evi-

denced by the low acceptance and perceived negative utility by the

workers on the issues of its accuracy, benefits for clients, and use-

fulness for working with clients.

Opinions from all organizational levels on the type and amount

of total departmental information provided to top level state manage-

ment gave additional evidence and substantiated the assessment because

the CIS information was confined to the number of people served and

services provided by only one funding source. Lastly, opinions as to

the worth of continuing the Client Information System for future

development and output were positive by top management, but the sys-

tem was valued at the worker level mostly to insure the continuance

of federal funds— i. e. , as a money-getting ritual.

Reasons for the Creation of a Client

Information System

Provide a Uniform Information Base for Management

There are four main reasons for the client information system

which have been found in the documents and interviews. The first

was to provide a uniform management base:

The system will facilitate communication . . .

in uniformly understandable terms. When the

information which is being reported is entered
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into the Department's data processing system,

reports will periodically be made to depart-
l

mental managers, supervisors and service workers.

The need for uniform data which can be aggregated at the top manage-

ment level is required to arrive at a simple determination of how

many clients are served by the Department. A uniform data base was

considered to be an essential managerial tool for obtaining client

demographic profiles and for noting program and geographical differ-

ences to be used in projecting future directions. A high regional

administrator emphasizing this function noted:

It is vital to have correct information so as to

give a better interpretation of services and

unmet needs to the public and legislature . . .

good data shows a good and respectable effort and

this will get good support.

Divisions and programs had various informational bits. Most

often these were in the form of case narratives written by the direct

service worker. Such narratives did not lend themselves to an aggre-

gating process. In the situation where there was some aggregate

information, it was detailed and narrow in scope in order to fit the

requirements of a particular program. It could not be used as the

basis of a broader departmental scope of information. Top management

was thus dependent on divisional information and could not present a

departmental view or substantiate any departmental priorities.

Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,

"Manual for the Departmental Service Planning and Reporting System,

Tallahassee, Florida, September 1974. (Photocopied), p. 2.
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Demonstrate Fiscal Accountability of Resources

Fiscal accountability has a dual connotation. The first mean-

ing is accounting for the efficiency with which dollars are spent.

The aim is to show how resources are allocated as a means for jus-

tification of staff needs and for costing out specific services.

One sender of the new administrative technology noted that:

The core function of the system is to tie programs

and budgets together . . . units of costs rather

than total cost can distinguish amounts spent on

administration of programs and service given to

clients.

Another sender further explained:

Federal requirements demand that costs be explained

for reimbursements.

The other meaning of accountability deals with the notion of

effectiveness. There was a need to show how well money is spent,

i. e. , to show the societal and personal impact of services being

delivered. As one federal administrator noted:

There was not knowledge of the impact on a client

of the services supported by federal money.

One sender involved through the entire process explained:

There was a need to provide a mechanism to

demonstrate the linkage of resources put into

services were effectively and efficiently

being utilized.

A top level sender said:

The client information system would provide the

basic building blocks to show how much it takes

(costs) to rehabilitate a person. It would allow

us to do measurements on alternatives. Most of

all, the system would quantify a traditionally

non-quantifiable area.
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Provide a Mechanism for Case Coordination

One reason for the creation of a client information system was

to treat the client as a whole person who might require more than

the one service given by a particular program. A case coordination

mechanism would develop a client profile which would provide "worker

and supervisor with quick reference to pertinent client information,

his current condition, goal, problems, and plan for services to meet

2

these problems."

The function of case coordination had several implications. By

viewing a person as a whole, the Department would be handling the com-

plex problem of service integration for the client. The implications

of case coordination can be best highlighted from several interview

statements. A divisional state office evaluator noted:

Case coordination can identify multi-divisional

clients .

A long time program staff person said:

I see it as a training tool for new staff to get

them thinking in a case work process that is, a

problem-solving process . . . this in turn provides

a structural approach to the delivery of services .

A federal official offered:

Case coordination enables the Department to act

as an advocate for the client because the function

assumes total greater information. It also allows

the client to be aware of what the agency can and

can not do.

A last implication was stated by a top regional administrator:

2

Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,

Division of Family Services, "GOSS Benefits, " Jacksonville, Florida,

1974. (Typewritten lecture notes), p. 1.
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It would facilitate referrals both across the

Department and outside the Department. . . .

It was designed to give statistical reporting

of inter-agency referrals.

Provide a Client Tracking System

The need for a social services department to understand the

results of its programs is closely tied to the three needs discussed

above: uniform information, accountability, and case coordination.

There should be the capability to examine and understand client move-

ment through and out of the social services programs. Client move-

ment means that services are goal-directed within given time limita-

tions.

The function of client tracking would measure client movement

at two levels in the service system. first, the top management level

would have aggregate data on the numbers of similar problems. It

would be made aware if in certain areas of the state clients with

certain problems moved out of the system faster than in other geo-

graphic areas. Furthermore, the Department could evaluate and change

its performance by understanding its impact on client needs.

At the worker level, client tracking would provide feedback to

the worker and supervisor. The value of this need has been expressed

by several of those interviewed. A top regional administrator noted:

There could be better casework because follow-up

information would be cited when necessary.

A top division regional administrator expressed the same idea and

added another dimension:

The CIS is valuable to the individual worker

because it keeps up with the client through
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built in tracking, that is, feedback. It also

could provide the supervisor with information
for staff management and employee evaluations.

One of the senders made mention of the idea that workers would improve

their contributions to the agency because,

they are part of a larger system and have a ball

score of how well They are doing.

Asses sment of Success or Failure

For conceptual clarity, Mohr's definition of innovation has

been a consistent reference poind. He states that an innovation is,

". . . the successful introduction into an applied situation of

, 3
means or ends that are new to that situation." Any judgement about

the degree of transfer was based on the extent to which the four main

functions were being achieved at the time of the study.

When this study was proposed, there was an assumption by the

researcher (and many others at the top of DHRS) that the application

of the innovation was successful. The assumption of success came

from the initial suggestions of colleagues for a mechanism to focus

upon to study the successful innovation process; it was generally

believed that the Client Information System was in place and produc-

ing a variety of data. The focus was to be how various dimensions of

the innovation process categories interacted in the transfer process.

As the research progressed, it was found, using Mohr's defini-

tion, that the innovation had limited success. The one area that can

3

Lawrence B. Mohr, "Determinants of Innovation in Organizations,

American Political Science Review , Vol. LXIII, Number 1 (March 1969),

p. 112.
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be said to be served fairly well was fiscal accountability. There

was some limited success here in that dollars can be accounted for,

4

but the impact aspect of accountability was not yet determined.

Evidence for the Assessment

Non- comprehensive Scope

The orientation of the Client Information System implemented by

the Department was tied to a single funding source. All programs and

services which were not tied to funds from the Titles IVA and VI of

the Social Security Act did not have to report on the forms. This

meant that both many staff workers and clients throughout the Depart-

ment were not (and are not) linked into the system. The federal re-

quirements were discussed earlier in the introductory chapter. Dif-

ferent federal funding sources carry varying reporting requirements

which range from narrative reports to very narrow details on certain

groups of clients.

System Did Not Meet Limited Application

The first attempt at installing the CIS and utilizing its out-

put resulted in an audit exception of over $30 million declared after

a financial review by HEW. There was much discussion on the content

of the reporting forms between HEW and the Department. Forms were

4

These judgements are made on the basis of studying the approx-

imately three and a half year period the CIS came into being and was

utilized. The judgements made here are not to be considered as crit-

icism, but rather the results of analyzing a process. There is pres-

ently a four phase plan underway to expand and further operationalize

the CIS. A mandatory cut-off time on the research was the completion

of field work and it is hoped insights gained here can be beneficial

to future implementation efforts.
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sent to the program divisions with minimal instructions. HEW required

that a "categorical relationship" be shown for all clients eligible

for services--that is, present or future conditions of a family which

are making them or would make them potential recipients of government

financial support.

The failure to meet requirements, as shown from the financial

review team report, was the basis for HEW asking for the return of

$30 million:

The Client Information Questionnaire reviewed

by SRS in March 1972 did not provide for establish-

ing categorical relationships as a condition of

eligibility for IVA. The form was then revised to

add four alternative conditions .... The revised

form was dated "DHRS 3/72" as the original form had

been .... Virtually no use of the revised form

was found in the DHRS Divisions, and in the instances

where it was found to be used, the categorical rela-

tionship portion of the revised form was not com-

pleted. 5

One member of the Social and Rehabilitative Service (SRS)

financial review team told of his experiences:

Our mission was to evaluate the accomplishment of

the objectives and in doing so we interviewed staff

office personnel and local staff. What we found was

the complete absence of any reporting forms, or

forms never completed and stacked in closets and

files. Sometimes in files, were found undated and

unsigned memos. There was no legal basis for

reimbursement of funds.

United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Social and Rehabilitation Service, Region IV, "Review of Social Serv-

ice Programs in the State of Florida Department of Health and Rehab-

ilitative Services, Titles IV-A and VI Social Security Act for the

Period: January 1, 1971-September 30, 1972," Atlanta, Georgia, 1974.

(Photocopied), p. 9.
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Creation of a New Accountability Agency

The $30 million audit exception is still being negotiated

(November, 1975), but in order to prevent a recurrence of such a

financial and political catastrophe, a new agency was set up to moni-

tor reporting of federal funds. The agency called Office of Grants

Management (OGM) was delegated the responsibility to see that fiscal

accountability for IVA and VI was carried out. It was set up under

the Office of the Secretary. The establishment of this agency, reasoned

one federal official, was because,

The responsible agency, Division of Family Services

(DFS) , did a terrible job on accounting of IVA and

VI funds and it is improper for one division, such

as DFS, to monitor colleague divisions, such as

Mental Health, in accounting for funds. There should

be set up a third party outside of both divisions.

Office of Grants Management (OGM) adopted an existing form con-

taining the essential data elements which had already been developed

and approved but had been shelved. Training sessions, with manuals,

were organized throughout the state. A short movie film telling of

the importance of the forms was given state-wide distribution and

shown in training sessions. Since OGM, stated one of its top admin-

istrators, "We have not had another audit exception."

Circumvention of the CI S

The judgement of the limited success of CIS in financial account-

ability was based on the fact that DHRS had to adopt an additional

procedure to establish costs for reimbursement. There has been no

way to aggregate the completed forms of this additional procedure.

There was no procedure devised for automating and compiling what the
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direct service workers prepared. Forms were not sent to any central

collection point. Instead, the researcher found that the forms are

filled in and left in the file drawers of local field offices of the

service agencies.

Several days each month, staff in agencies which utilize IVA

and VI are work-sampled. This is a procedure whereby the activities

of various time periods within a day are noted and cost allocations

are calculated. Requests for reimbursements are based on this data.

The CIS is credited as providing the information, but in actuality

the forms serve only as back-up materials in the. files for financial

reviews if questions of an audit exception arise. Thus, the claim

to financial accountability can only be. credited with limited success

because of the back-up nature of documentation and the circumvention

of the system with another procedure.

Direct Service Workers' Negative Reaction

The limited acceptance and low perceived utility is demonstrated

by the attitudes of direct workers on several points: accuracy of

information; benefits to clients; usefulness for work with clients;

approval or disapproval of utilization of the forms. On the ability

of CIS to provide accurate information, only 55 per cent of the direct

service workers surveyed felt they were able to get accurate informa-

tion for the system. Moreover 73 per cent of those who answered felt

that there were no benefits to the clients from the forms.

When workers who had been utilizing the forms for at least six

months were asked if the forms were useful for their work with clients,

69 per cent of those responding indicated they were not useful; 25 per
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cent said they were somewhat useful; and only 6 per cent found them

to be very useful. It is interesting to note that 54 per cent of the

workers explained that the lack of usefulness was due to the fact that

they could not determine the benefit to the client and that there was

no feedback, to the worker on the status of the client. This indicates

the system is not fulfilling its feedback and client status function

to the direct service workers to enable them both to track a client's

progress and to coordinate with other agencies in the provision of

services.

The negative reaction of the direct service workers is further

demonstrated by their reasons for disapproving the utilization of the

forms. Almost 65 per cent explained as their reasons for disapproval

the following: the forms take time away from other activities; their

actual activities and time spent with clients is inadequately described;

they get no feedback; they feel that the forms are never seen by others.

Opinions on Information Provided

The. motivation behind the CIS was to provide the previously

described informational functions. Both the relevant elite and direct

service workers were questioned on the kinds and amounts of informa-

tion that were thought to be provided to top level state management

from the CIS. The elite felt that it gave much information on both

numbers of people served by IVA and VI funds (68.4 per cent) and num-

ber of services provided (52.0 per cent). However, to the elite,

there was a decreasing amount of other kinds of information they

thought the CIS was providing. On information regarding caseload for
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staff allocation, 63.1 per cent felt the CIS gave some or no informa-

tion. There was 89.4 per cent who felt that there was some or no

information about the number of people with special problems. More

than 84 per cent felt that there was some or no information about

services unavailable in an agency or community. Lastly, 68.5 per cent

noted that there was some or no information provided on which to base

a legislative budget request. These figures further substantiate the

judgement as to the limited success of the innovation.

Direct service workers had an even lower evaluation about the

kinds and amounts of information provided by CIS. On the number of

people served by IVA and VI funds, 36 per cent felt that there was

much information. Only 18 per cent felt there was much information

on number of services provided, while 70 per cent felt there was some

or no information. The pattern of the elite toward the decreasing

amount of information provided is similar to that of the direct serv-

ice workers. On information about caseload for staff allocation, 58

per cent felt the system gave some or no information. There was 73

per cent who felt that there was some or no information about the num-

ber of people with special problems. Over 44 per cent felt there was

no information about services unavailable in an agency or community.

Only 17 per cent felt that much information was provided to form the

basis for a legislative budget request.

Feelings on the Worth of Continuing the System

An estimation of the future value of CIS was solicited from all

parties contacted. Responses were sought on various points related
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to the worth of continuing the system. While neither top management

nor workers believe in the comprehensive utility of CIS now, top

management feels it is worthwhile continuing for future development

and output. This can be demonstrated by their high positive reaction

to continuing the CIS to serve various functions: case coordination,

76 per cent; insuring continuance of federal funds, 88 per cent;

accountability for federal funds, 82 per cent; feedback on staff

utilization, 70 per cent; providing information on types of clients

services, 82 per cent.

However, the direct service workers, at this point, do not feel

that it is worthwhile continuing. The only strong positive preferences

of this group related to continuance of federal funds (76 per cent)

and accountability of funds (59.7 per cent).

Linkage of Assessment to Other Findings

The factors described in this chapter were to substantiate how

the assessment of limited success was determined. The next three

chapters attempt to analyze and explain why the condition of limited

success occurred in the innovation process. It is believed that a

combination of dynamic factors contributed to this result. One of

the major factors was the qualities, or attributes, of the system

itself. Another factor was the characteristics and perceptions of the

actors, or participants, in the transfer process. Lastly, the elements

of the process are examined to determine what significance these had

on the limited success of the innovation transfer.



CHAPTER V

QUALITIES OF THE TECHNOLOGY

The results presented in this chapter attempt to analyze the

limited success of the innovation in relation to the characteristics

of CIS. Several of the qualities were planned into the study. These

include divisibility, physical manifestation, and efficacy. It is

interesting to note that several other attributes emerged during the

course of the study as possible explanations for the limited success

of the system. These include complexity, focus of change, and a

negative halo effect.

Of the three qualities initially provided for in the study,

that of divisibility, the extent to which an innovation lends itself

to a partial, small-scale tryout, did not appear to be a crucial fac-

tor. In an actual demonstration, or prototype, that was run divisi-

bility was not a means of gaining acceptance for the innovation. The

factors which promoted resistance for the trial innovation process

were existent in the demonstration and not corrected. Moreover, the

findings on the attribute of the physical manifestation of the tech-

nology, a tangible object versus an abstract idea, were inconclusive.

Top management shows a preference for implementing hardware, or more

tangible items. What was revealed about physical manifestation is

its relatively minor significance to individuals at the bottom of the

organization. They do not differentiate among new things as being

87
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objects or policies because what they eventually confront is indeed

something tangible, such as a form or manual. The quality of efficacy

was examined from staff perceptions of both first awareness aiid proven

utility in other places. Generally, the top managers had strong pos-

itive expectations when they first heard about the system. Worker

perceptions were negative to hazy based upon expectations of more

paper work and no change in the client situations they encountered.

Perceptions of proven utilization in other places were stronger with

the senders of the technology than with top level receivers and workers.

Thus, the perceived efficacy of the innovation was differentiated in

magnitude among the various actors, but not for the most part, in

direction.

Three innovation qualities emerged from the field research and

were found to be helpful in the analysis. Complexity was one. It

was important because found to be a factor at all organization levels

was difficulty in understanding the innovation and what it could do.

The findings revealed that the focus of change was administrative rather

than programmatic. As an administrative innovation, the CIS required

substantial time to discern results and with the lag that did occur,

the legitimacy of the procedure, or confidence that it was the best

policy, was eroded. Another attribute which was discovered to be

especially important in explaining much of the limited success was

that of a negative halo effect. The action against the technology

was actually a reaction against a larger and unacceptable change in

the organization—expansion of services—which was associated with the
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technology. Hie following sections present the detailed findings and

analysis on the qualities of the technology.

Divisibility

The characteristic of divisibility examines the extent to which

an innovation lends itself to a small-scale tryout before full adop-

tion. This characteristic was examined in two ways: actual experi-

ence with a prototype demonstration, and a question on how difficult

the CIS was to try-out on a small scale. The data does not reveal

whether or not it is better to demonstrate technology such as CIS on

a small scale. Almost half of all respondents considered it very or

somewhat difficult to demonstrate this kind of technology on a small

scale. Direct service workers especially felt this way. The senders,

as might be expected, felt the small scale trial was the best way to

get such an understanding and leaned away from it being very or some-

what difficult.

As supportive information, as many as possible of the workers

who could be located were questioned on their experience in the partic-

ipation of a prototype run in the summer of 1972. This trial run did

not serve as a means of gaining acceptance. This is contrary to the

findings of Fliegel and Kivlin who posit that the extent to which an

innovation can lend itself to a small-scale tryout before full adop-

tion, the more important the factor of divisibility becomes in encour-

aging rapid adoption. However, in the case of this prototype, it

''Frederick C. Fliegel and Joseph E. Kivlin, "Attributes of Inno-

vations as Factors in Diffusion," American Journal of Sociology , Vol.

72, No. 3 (1966), p. 245.
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was felt to be an additional work load. It was not considered a

simple operation which would replace other activities. Moreover,

some of the same complaints acknowledged in the larger implementa-

tion were noted for the demonstration: the absence of automation

which would be part of the entire process, and the absence of feed-

back to participants.

While it was found that the quality of divisibility was not a

crucial variable in this study, that is not to deny its possible

import. For its purposes here, however, it is interesting to note

that problems which emerged as factors of resistance were quite prob-

ably existant in the small scale prototype. There are implications

inherent here that suggest the perfection of the demonstration prod-

uct before and after it is tried. Thus, the senders did not take

advantage of one of the most often suggested benefits of a small-

scale demonstration, the knowledge gained from feedback on problem

2
areas.

Fhy s i ca 1 Manifestati on

The inclusion of this property in the study was for the purpose

of examining the perceptions of the tangibility of the technology and

their effect on those involved in a transfer. The assumption was

that a physical object is more readily acceptable than an abstract

2

Gerald Zaltman, Robert Duncan, and Jonny Holbek, Innovations
and Organizations (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973), pp. 42-43.
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idea. In order to examine the quality of physical manifest;*; ion and

its acceptance by members of the organization a special procedure was

utilized. A panel of six persons who were not involved with the inno-

vation but were knowledgeable about the. organization were asked to

suggest phenomena they thought: would be either difficult or easy to

adopt for utilization in the entire Department. There were several

ballots toward achieving c consensus of expert opinion against which

the responses of the actors in the CIS experience could be judged.

The five items named by the pane! ranged frcra visible pieces

of machinero to a procedure which would link the outside agencies with

the Department. All respondents were asked to rate as to difficult

the implementation of tbes, items :'n the fepartmeut. The ideal rat-

ing pattern would be perceptions of Increasing difficulty as the

items became more intangible. An example of the ideal pattern is:

Not Difficult Calculator Comput or

leririnal

Moderately Difficult Common
Application
Form

Very Difficult Client State
Tracking Agency
Proeed are Re ferral

The data collected was analyzed by considering the senders and

receivers together and by comparing each sub-group. Tbe relevant

elite, all top managerial actors, had a tendency to follow the

expected pattern, but not in a strongly definitive way. Many of the

total responses fell in the middle or moderately difficult category.
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It was only when these responses were combined with the next preferred

response that a hazy pattern following the predicted one was present.

An analysis of the sub-groups revealed that the closest to the

ideal pattern were the senders of the technology. They saw the pieces

of machinery easier to implement than those items which included

interpersonal actions. Their response did vary on the item of the

computer terminal by ranking it more toward very difficult to imple-

ment. It is believed that this group was aware, of the sophistication

of the mixture of machinery and people involved. Thus, while the

machinery, a piece of hardware, is an easy notion to accept, it is

believed that the dimension of complexity entered into the perceptions

of the senders and clouded their initial reaction to the item. The

receivers segment followed the general elite pattern closely, but

once again, with a hazy configuration in the ranking of the items.

While the findings about the perceptions of the elite on the physical

manifestation of innovation are not strongly definitive, they do tend

to be similar to the findings of Evan and Black. They found that

"software" innovation staff proposals were more difficult to sell to

management because these proposals were dealing with ideas and con-

3
cepts.

The responses of the direct services workers were the most

incongruent with the ideal scheme. The hardware items came the closest

3

William M. Evan and Guy Black, "Innovation in Business Organi-

zations: Some Factors Associated with Success or Failure of Staff

Proposals." Journal of Business , Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967), p. 519.
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to the ideal pattern with the perception of not difficult to implement.

However, the last three items which were less tangible were also

thought to be easy to implement. These reactions of the workers are

amenable to several interpretations. First, those at the bottom of

the organization can often visualize the technology only as another

form to fill out; another piece of paper. The entire network and

systematic effort of which it is a part is beyond their awareness.

Second, in those instances where interpersonal procedures are involved,

the suggested interpretation is that the informal contacts utilized

to get things done before will be continued and nothing will really

change. The data suggest that nothing is really viewed as new or

different at the worker level, but just considered an addition to on-

going activities. Lastly, the data suggest that those at the bottom

of the organization do not have to differentiate between new things

being transferred. What they eventually visualize is indeed a tan-

gible item, whether it is a machine or a piece of paper. Thus, all

items can be considered relatively easy to implement because the

abstract and policy notions remain mostly with top management.

Efficacy

The quality of efficacy of the innovation was examined in this

study with a dual approach. The first approach attempted to ascertain

perceptions about the advantages of the CIS at the point of first

knowledge. When the system was first talked about, several claims

were made about its capabilities. Thus a first knowledge or awareness

about it would describe initial thought about expectations. The second
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approach was designed to examine the perceptions of all actors as to

their knowledge about similar phenomena in other locations or similar

situations. If there is awareness that something has been proven

effective elsewhere, it may be more acceptable to the new adopters.

The perceived efficacy upon first knowledge of the system

included three items: accounting of funds, coordinating of client

services, and tracking of clients. The combined relevant elite upon

first knowledge had positive expectations on all three dimensions,

but were most positive about coordinating and tracking. When the

elite is broken into the two groups of senders and receivers, the

same patterns continue. However, even though the senders of the tech-

nology were relatively positive about what the system could do, it

appears that they were not strongly convinced of its efficacy for the

accounting of funds. Hie response of the senders can be thought of

as being one of high expectations. The senders felt something had

to be better than the state of existing conditions but that more

information was going to be required to account for funds.

The top level receivers, a sub-group of the elite, followed the

same pattern. The greatest difference of reaction was between the

top level receivers and direct service workers. Workers' perceptions

were definitely either negative or hazy upon first knowledge of the

system. This can be accounted for in several ways. First, the initial

exposure of the workers to the very existence of the system was a

negative experience—more paperwork for those at the bottom of the

organization. Second, expectations about the capabilities of the

system were not throughly explained. Lastly, they assumed that the
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kinds of situations which they encountered would be handled on the

same one-to-one, client-to-worker, basis, and they would therefore

experience no differences in their activities.

When the data was examined to ascertain differences by DHRS

divisions, it was found that employees in Family Services were gen-

erally more positive as to the efficacy of the system upon first

knowledge. The initial description of the system may have met more

of their expectations for dealing with clients--a better social work

type mechanism.

Knowledge of proven utilization in other places was the second

approach to examining efficacy. Proven efficacy in other places could

be perceived in three ways: similar reporting procedures, accounting

of funds, and coordination of services—all had been generally

experienced elsewhere, either directly, or vicariously.

The combined elite was strongest on knowledge of similar pro-

cedures in other places, very unknowledgeable about its possible use

in fund accounting, and mildly unknowledgeable about its use in

coordinating services in other places. The senders were highest in

their knowledge of similar reporting procedures, probably because of

their general exposure to management information systems. Their

response to awareness of fund accounting efficacy in other places xcas

rather negative, probably because in the task of putting the system

together, they did a deliberate search to find out what indeed had

been done in other places and CIS had not been so used elsewhere.

They gave strong to moderately negative responses to accounting and

coordination most probably because, in their background, they were
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aware of similarities in other places, but not similar procedures for

dealing with social services (many were former engineers).

The receivers showed a moderate awareness of similar procedures,

attributed either to an assumed existence or some actual knowledge of

somewhat similar attempts in other places. This group came out the

strongest on having no previous knowledge of accounting for fundings,

probably because this is an espect of the service system they never

had even to consider before. They had some knowledge of coordination

of services in other places because, first, it is a part of their

education that the client should be dealt with as a whole being and,

second, it is actually part of their verbalized philosophy that the

system works to coordinate services, even though coordination might

mean only reciprocal attendance at meetings by high level staff.

The direct service workers showed the least initial awareness

of all the groups on all items on proven efficacy. Their perceptions

of proven efficacy seemed to reinforce their negative assessment about

benefits to clients and usefulness in their work. Thus, it seems

again that the greatest difference in perception is between those at

the top and bottom levels of the organization, rather than between the

two groups at the top. While the top level receivers and senders dif-

fer in opinion, it is in magnitude and not direction of perceived

efficacy.

The overall results on the effects of initial perceptions of

efficacy appear to coincide with findings in other studies, such as

one done by Mansfield. He used the term "observability" and concluded

that when there is proof of utilization, there is greater probability
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of adoption. Moreover, as Fliegel and Kivlin hold, the communica-

tion of successful results of a new practice should contribute to its

5
adoption.

Complexity

Complexity of the innovation is one of the variables which

emerged from the study rather than being planned into it. It became

apparent during the study that the quality of complexity had importance

to an explanation of the limited success of the technology transfer.

Complexity effects the transfer in the sense that if perceptions

about the innovation include a difficulty in understanding it, accept-

ance will be diminished.

Difficulty in understanding was found to be a factor at all

levels of the organization. The most over-riding statement about

complexity was made by a state level program administrator:

It always seems like it means something to

someone else. We are told it is important

to aggregate all this information, but the

part we see never gets any meaning. I don't

understand why I'm doing it, I hope there is

a someone or someplace where it makes sense.

Lack of understanding of the innovation was felt to exist even

at the very top level of the organization. One of the senders notes:

The Secretary didn't understand either the

technology or the results of the system.

Edwin Mansfield, "The Speed of Response of Firms to New Tech-

niques," Quar terly Journal of Economics, Vol LXXVII (May 1963), p. 309.

5

Fliegel and Kivlin, "Attributes of Innovations," p. 248.
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Another sender mentioned:

The Secretary didn't understand it, but didn't

want to appear backward about developments in

service delivery systems.

Middle level managerial receivers seemed to have the same dif-

ficulty with complexity and a state level program analysis explained

how it was dealt with:

The people, over me didn't understand it and so

dumped it on lower level staff. This was not

an act of defiance, but the information system

was just not perceived as worthy of their time

and effort.

At the direct service worker level, the complexity of the sys-

tem was coupled with additional activities. One of the senders noted:

The workers didn't understand what the system

could give them. It only seems like another

paper work burden.

A top regional administrator further emphasized the complexity of

turning concepts into a working reality:

They ["the senders] were expecting professional

delive.re.rs of services to become data processing

clerks.

Thus, it can be seen that at various levels of the organization lack

of understanding of the technology of what it could do, was related

to its limited application and lack of success. It is interesting to

note that complexity emerged from the research because its effect as

a negative quality in the transfer process has been substantiated in

earlier studies, but only in a limited sphere. Fliegel, Kivlin and

Seklon found in the innovations of dairy farming that the more complex
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were not rapidly adopted . Complain ty, as ho'.h idea and operation in

an administrative setting, has usually boon considered in a theoretical

and not an applied manner.

Focus of Charge

The initial focus of an innovation can be a defining character-

istic. Evans made the distinction between technical and administra-

a new product or servictive innovation, with the former comoi

and the latter a new policy. The Client Information Sj-stem was

focused upon changing the existing allocation of resources and struc-

ture of rewards, authority, and tasks. The technology was one of an

administrative rather than a technical nature and thus \v c would expect

it to be mere difficult to transfer. The reason 1 r the technology

explained in detail in an earlier chapter, was succintly stated by a

sender:

It is a mechanism to link and to assure resources
put into services are effectively aid efficiently
utilized. , . . The system serves as a pre-audit
function to provide for planning, eligibility
determination, and service provision.

Furthermore, administrative innovations are likely to require

more time for a discernible effect than technical ones because the

latter have results which can more easily be demonstrated. Given

that an administrative innovation requires more lag time, sometimes

6

Frederick C. Fliegel, Joseph E. Kivlin, and Gurmeet S. Seklon,
"A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Farmers' Perceptions as Related to
Adoption Behavior ,

" Rural Soc iology , Vol. 33 (December 1968), p. 447.

William M. Evan, "Organizational Lag," Human Organization , Vol.
XXV (Spring 1966), p. 51.
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its legitimacy, or the confidence that it is the best procedure, is

challenged. That which Evans posited conceptually was indeed borne

out in the analysis of the CIS. Even the senders waivered as a group

as to their confidence in it. The senders gave less than positive

opinions about the system:

I have confidence in the technology. It has been

used in private industry. . . . General Motors can get

information back from local dealers to decision makers

. . . However, the pure mechanics of automating the

system were not finished ... it is impractical as a

manual system. Also, having the forms designed in

Tallahassee is a problem for accommodating the informa-

tion in the field.

The technology is good . ... the principles are

good . . . but, Administrative Services has lagged

behind in ADP (automatic data processing) implementa-

tion . . . the people there seem incompetent to do so.

Several of the top management receivers voiced their feelings

of a lack of confidence in this administrative technology. Some

examples include:

There is no way to obtain information . . . CIS

is theoretical ... it is stacked somewhat because

it's not automated . . . there is no way in the

Department to obtain aggregate data. (A state level

program administrator).

I think the system is not the wherewithall to

obtain non-duplicative client data. (High level

regional administrator).

I'm not completely confident in the technology

. . . must be that computer programs and data system

are messed up. (State level planner).

It would be impossible from this research to ascertain whether

an innovation of a technical focus would have been more successful in

the same setting. There have been no comparable situations that cut

across the whole Department and a technical innovation would be
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specific to a program division. However, this particular innovation,

with its administrative focus, did not have the promised discernible

effects. Moreover, its very legitimacy appeared to be challenged.

Negative Halo Effect

One of the most interesting findings about the qualities of the

technology was that the reaction against the CIS was in actuality a

reaction against a larger change which was unacceptable with many mem-

bers in the organization.

When Title IVA and VI funds first became available to the divi-

sions, there was widespread reluctance on the part of some program

divisions to utilize them. This reluctance took the form of complaints

about the time consuming reporting requirements, but these complaints

were in fact symptoms of a widespread disenchantment with the whole

idea of federal funding and compliance with seemingly endless regula-

tions. The program divisions did not, in fact, want to expand serv-

ices—they were quite content with their territories and established

routines; and IVA and VI represented a major threat to the peace.

As one state level program administrator in a division already

offering social services noted:

The other divisions didn't even want social

services ... it meant requiring new expertise.

They didn't want to restructure their pattern of

doing things.

An administrator from a division which wanted to expand services

stated:

Nobody really wanted to do it (CIS) . . . (it)

really was forced on us because of the money
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involved. There was no hope or idea at all that , ...

this kind of document would provide management
information.

The Secretarial level felt the forced compliance because the

CIS was the prerequisite for HEW funding. The pressures of the fund-

ing agency over the organization were clearly stated:

The Feds hold a money clout over you. They say

that this client information, is going to be in

vogue and that we'd better go that way ... I

didn't see any other alternative ... it was too

risky with the money involved.

These findings about the negative halo effect were reinforced

by observations of a federal official involved in the financial review

which resulted in the large audit exceptions. He stated:

As deficiences were found in divisions, there was

almost glee, not embarassment by the fact that they

hadn't accounted for the funds through the CIS.

There was hope that someone swings for it . . .1
really feel that some program divisions thought that

expansion of social services would be halted with the

audit exception.

It can not be stated with certainty that the CIS would have

been more successful if it had not been enforced to account for par-

ticular federal funds. If anything, it was probably the accountability

requirement which motivated the transfer process at all. But it seems

that the findings show that the feelings towards the funds and the

subsequent expansion of services gave the quality of a negative halo

effect to the CIS.



CHAPTER VI

QUALITIES OF THE ACTORS

The individual as a member of a complex social system, the

organization, is equipped with his own set of characteristics

which can affect the dynamics of technology transfer. James D.

Thompson describes the importance of what he called "the human

variable":

The human actor is a multidimensional phenomenon

subject to the influences of a great many variables.

. . . Neither we nor organizations have the data or

the calculus to understand organization members in

their full complexity, . . . the interaction of (1)

the individual, who brings aspirations , standards
,

and knowledge or beliefs about, c ausation ; and (2)

the situation, which presents opportunit ies and

constraints . Interaction of the individual and the

situation is mediated by his perceptions or cogni-

tions. 1

This chapter examines the demographic and perceptional aspects

of the participants of this particular innovation process. The mate-

rials have been organized to first examine the two sub-groups of the

relevant elite, the senders of the technology and the top managerial

receivers. They are compared along various dimensions to see if they

are complementary or conflicting with each other. Several background

characteristics of the elite were found to be relevant in explaining

the absence of supportive relationships when the innovation here

1

James D. Thompson, Organizations in Action (New York: Mc-

Graw-Hill, 1967), pp. 101-102.

103
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involved were moved across organization boundaries. Education back-

grounds were highly divergent: receivers majored in social work and

senders majored in engineering. Indicators of professionalism,

special training, and extra-organizational activities were similar

for both groups. But training and extra-organizational activities

were concentrated into the same divergent areas, thus reinforcing the

divergent dogmas of their educational disciplines.

Other factors were studied to ascertain if any thread of com-

monality in backgrounds existed which might have facilitated the

transfer process. In the area of work experience prior to employment

in the Department, both groups had been concentrated once again in

the two different areas— social work and engineering. Moreover, no

relationships developed across the membership of the two elite groups

which could have been the basis for rapport.

The organizational background characteristics of the elite groups

surfaced factors which further accentuated differences. The receivers

had been in the organization for a long time and gained their present

positions by coming up through the ranks. The senders had lateral

entry into the Department into high pay grades.

Perceptions about structural dimensions of the organization,

change, and legitimacy of the senders were useful in explaining

resistance in the transfer process. The degree of autonomy accorded

the divisions was extremely high. The decentralization was such that

the Department could be described as a federation of semi-autonomous

units, most with their own funding sources. There were fears that

the autonomy would be jeopardized by a centralizing mechanism such as
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the Client Information System. Perceptions about formalization,

examined on the dimensions of specification of job definition and

rule observation, were higher for the receivers. This seems to

indicate an emphasis on ritualistic behavior and would create an

atmosphere which would discourage the adoption of new procedures.

On attitudes toward change, neither of the elite groups was high.

While this might be expected from the receivers, who would prefer

the status quo, it was not expected for the senders. A possible

explanation is that the senders view themselves as technocrats rather

than change-agents. The engineering background is generally viewed

as one with conservative orientation which could have contributed to

this finding.

The legitimacy of the senders as the source of the technology

was held to be. quite low. A combination of factors contributed to

this finding, including their divergent educational backgrounds,

experiences, and the short amount of time in the Department. More

important, however, was a perceived negative image of the senders as

self-oriented wheeler-dealers who wanted federal funds for their own

staff expansion. It was felt that the senders acted without mandated

authority, a factor of significance in a formalized - setting. Moreover,

antagonisms were compounded in situations of interactions between the

elite groups by language differences. Hie senders used the jargon

from their experiences in aero-space and did not accept the traditional

professional terminology of the field of social work and of the Depart-

ment. One of the ramifications of the low legitimacy of the senders

was that it was felt they should not be the interpreters of federal
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regulations on grants. Another ramification was that the program

divisions would not accept descriptions and definitions of program

activities that came from an agency that did not understand social

work activities.

The direct service workers were examined to ascertain if their

personal qualities were relevant in explaining the limited success

of the technology transfer studied. The rationale for considering

the workers separately is that, in the overall process, the initial

interaction began between those in the relevant elite. Subsequently,

the workers became a part of the interaction, but the qualities of

the elite, alone, relative to the innovation, were revealing.

The direct service workers, as a set of actors, were most

interesting in relation to their organizational superiors, the

receivers. The profile which surfaced from the lower levels of the

organization was one of individuals who were young; had non-social

work background; for the most part had B. A. degrees; had no indi-

cators of professionalism, such as special training or extra-organ-

izational activities; were in the Department a short amount of time;

had little to no previous work experience. Furthermore, their work

settings were perceived by them to be both highly centralized and

formalized. In essence, the workers were highly dependent on their

superiors for guidance and behavioral cues. Thus a negative reaction

or implicit message from superiors about the Client Information Sys-

tem was sure to be mirrored at the worker level. A detailed analysis

of the findings on the actors is presented.
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Relevant Elite

Background Characteristics

Am

The data presented on Table 1 shows that the senders and

receivers are fairly close together on the characteristics of age.

There is a wide range of ages for the elite and both sub-groups of

the elite share in this.

The measures showed that there was a high congruence in the

age make-up of both the combined elite and its sub-groups. Thus,

an age differential, which might give rise to a generational view-

point, is not a factor in the limited success of the innovation.

Educational background

Date was collected on all participants as to both their major

subject area and amount of education. The findings are shown in

Tables 2 and 3 respectively. It is important to note that on the

major subject area, half of the top management receivers had a

social work curriculum and over 40 per cent of the senders received

an engineering education. These are extremely divergent fields of

study, with the former emphasizing the human in a one-to-one situa-

tion and the latter emphasizing mechanical phenomena. Thus, the two

groups of the relevant elite were exposed to highly different sets

of thoughts and norms.

The "other" category accounts for almost a fourth of both groups.

The major educational areas here for both groups of the elite include

law, education, and agriculture. Both groups also included individuals

with emphasis in the social sciences and business administration.
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TABLE 1

AGE

Analysis
of

Years Old



TABLE 2

M\JOR EDUCATIONAL AREA
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Social Work

Social Science

Liberal Arts

Engineering

Relevant Elite

Senders

(n*7)

0.0%

14.3%

0.0%

42.9%

Receivers
(n=12)

50.0%

8.3%

8.3%

0.0%

Direct
Service
Workers
(n=79)

17.7%

55 . 7%

6.3%

0.0%

Business
Administration

Other

14.6%

28.6%

8.3?

25.0%

1.3%

19.0%
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TABLE 3

AMOUNT OF EDUCATION

Relevant Elite
Direct

Highest Service

Completed Degree Senders Receivers Workers

(n-7) (n-12) (n-79)

B. A. 14.3% 25.07o 84.8%

M. A. 85.7% 75.0% 15.2%
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The amount of higher education reflected in Table 3 is similar

for both elite groups. This is an interesting finding in light of

the departmental lore that the division the senders are from is

reputed to be "heavily degreed." Loth groups shoved emphasis on

advance degrees and about an equal number from bath groups have aca-

demic work br-yond the Masters' level. Thus, while the amount of

e.duea ion is not: a differentlal ing facto-, the area of educational

emphasis is.

Profe s si onali &m

This characteristic of the actors was included for study

because of the assumption that the heightened awareness of program"

metric and technical developments cue would receive within a profes-

sion would be input of new knowledge into the organization. Informa-

tion was gathered on two items: special training and extra-organiza-

tional activities.

Special training . The information on this item was a combina-

tion of data from respondents on both formal graduate education and

other professional training such as short courses, institutes,

seminars, which was not for the purpose of attaining a formal degree,

The information was grouped by the categorical schema designed by

2

Hage and Aiken. The data on Table 4 shows that both the se ;ders

and receivers have high percentages of special training and can be

2

Jerald Hage and Michael Aiken, "Program Change and Organiza-
tional Properties: A Comparative Analysis," American Journal of

Socio logy, Vol. 72, No. 5 (1967), pp. 508-510.
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TABLE 4

SPECIAL TRAINING

Occurrence of

Special Training

Relevant Elite

Senders
(n«7)

Receivers
(n=12)

Direct
Service
Workers
(n=79)

Absence of both education
beyond college degree and

other professional train-

ing

Presence only other
professional training

0.0%

14.3%

0.0%

8 . 37=

49 . 47c

34.27c

Presence only education
beyond college degree 14.3% 8.37» 7 . 67.

Presence both education

beyond college degree
and other professional
training 71.47c 83.37,
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considered to have exposure to and awareness of professional devel-

opments. However, an indepth view of their professional exposures

shows that the initial educational differential was further reinforced

through specialized education. The receivers have special training

in such areas as guidance, advanced counseling, alcoholism, problems

of the deaf, corrections, juvenile justice, and retardation. The

senders, on the other hand, reflect special training in management

science, data processing, and statistics.

Extra-organi zational professi onal activities . To examine this

facet of professionalism, respondents were asked to report if they

held membership in a professional organization, the proportion of

meetings attended, the holding of an office, and the presentation

of a paper, all of which represent professional involvement. This

range of activities is suggested by Hage and Aiken and each of the

activities can be considered almost a cumulative measure, because

3

it denotes an increasing involvement. Thus, if one attends meet-

ings, organization membership can be assumed. The results of this

inquiry are shown in Table 5.

The difference in percentages such as 14.3 per cent for the

senders and 8.3 per cent for the receivers are because of the small

and unequal number in each group; it does not mean a difference in

the magnitude of involvement. Thus both groups contain an individual

with no organizational activity and some with just membership. The

two groups also have their greatest emphasis on involvements on

3

Ibid.
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EXTRA-ORGANIZATIONAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
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Type of Activity-

Relevant Elite

Senders
(n== 7)

Receivers
(n=12)

Direct
Service
Workers
(n=79)

No Activity 14.5% 8.3% 65.8%

Membership in profes-

sional organization 28.6% 16.7% 20.3%

Attendance regularly
at meetings 41.7% 42.9% 10.1%

Hold office or presented
paper in professional
organization 14.3% 33.3% 3.8%
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both the membership and attendance levels. The most notable dis-

tinction is that the receivers are more actively involved in hold-

ing offices and presenting papers. This might be explained in

that high involvement with professional organizations dealing in

social work and services are both a source of high esteem in one's

job and also facilitate other organizational and government con-

tacts. Moreover, high involvement in these organizations is pro-

moted within the Department and financial reimbursements are

available for conferences because such activities are considered

job related and increase one's professionalism, which in turn,

enhances the image of the Department.

Organ! zati onal background

This section examines the phenomenon of administrative and

socio-psychological closeness of the groups within the relevant

elite to each other in order to ascertain the nature of this rela-

tionship to the acceptance or the resistance of the technology

transfer. Included here are: hierarchical rank; amount of time

within the Department; status differentials.

Hierarchical rank. The organizational location, or relative

placement in the hierarchy, of agencies and individuals in relation

to each other can be a descriptive and graphic method of designat-

ing what and who is important to top level executives. An examina-

tion of this dimension of administrative and socio-psychological

closeness revealed that the senders were mostly from the same agency,

the Bureau of Research and Evaluation within the Division of Planning
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and Evaluation. The Division is one of two staff units under the

Secretary. The senders included the heads of both the Division and

Bureau, as well as section administrators and specialists from within

the Bureau. For a long period, the Division Director was located

within the office suite of the Secretary.

The receivers were comprised mostly of the directors of program

divisions and the other staff division. Other members of this group

were of bureau chief or top regional level. Until recently all

directors were approved by the Senate, which made them equal to the

Secretary in the method of appointment. Together, they met as a

council with the only real distinction being on an organizational

chart, which showed the Secretary over the divisions. Two major

agencies, Health and Family Services, are located in Jacksonville,

which gave the added quality of physical distance from the Secretary.

The inferences which can be made about the situation of

hierarchical rank for the actors involved draws upon and substantiates

several diverse points from the literature. High formal power is

needed to innovate and this comes in great part from a person's

4
position in the formal hierarchy. The placement of management

science type activities toward the top levels of an organization

5
indicates at least some recognition of its value. There is,

4
Kenneth E. Knight. "A Descriptive Model of the Intra-Firm

Innovation Process," Journal of Business , Vol. XL, No. 4 (October

1967), p. 490.
"'"'

Michael Radnor, Albert Rubenstein, and Alden Bean, "Integra-
tion and Utilization of Management Science Activities in Organiza-
tions," Opj|rjJ^ions_jle^ Vol. 19 (1968), p. 128.
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however, an inference from this particular hierarchical rank situa-

tion which works in contrary manner. The existence of a large num-

ber of equally situated subunits can deter the implementation of

6
proposed centralizing innovations.

Amount of t ime within the Department. One of the most distinc-

tive characteristics of the elite is the length of time each group

has been employed in the Department. As Table 6 demonstrates, the

receivers have had overwhelmingly longer tenure. In breaking down

the figures, the minimum amount of time for any receiver is three

years.

The senders, on the other hand, have only been employed five

or less years. Of the 71.4 per cent found in the 4-5 years category,

57 per cent have 4 years. It should be noted that almost half of

the senders when contacted for inclusion in the study were then in

positions in other organizations outside of the Department.

The different amount of time in the organization by the two

elite groups had several implications as sources for antagonisms.

The interview data covered these implications. One antagonism on

the part of the receivers was that the senders had not come up

through the ranks of the organization, as almost the entire group

of receivers had done. The long employment of receivers is such

because they had started out as direct service workers and lower

6

Harvey M. Sapolsky, "Organizational Structure and Innovation,"

Journal of Business , Vol. XL, No. 4 (October 1967), p. 509.
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YEARS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
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Number of

Years

Less than 1 year

Relevant Elite

Sender
(n-7)

0.07.

Receivers
(n=12)

0.0%

Direct
Service
Workers
(n=79)

24.1%

1 year

2-3

4-5

6-7

8-9

10-15

20-22

14.3%
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level supervisory staff. This feeling, however, was more than one

of paying one's dues through serving time; it meant having dealt

directly with clients. One top level regional administrator

explained

:

1 know this division from every level

because I came in as a social worker and worked

my way up. ... It makes me mad when someone

who hasn't ever seen a client comes in and

starts telling you how to deal with them.

A variation of this antagonism, experience or lack of time in

the organization, expressed in terms of program understanding, was

stated by a high level program administrator:

Here comes a person from P & E with one

year's experience to deal with one of our people

who has been here almost twenty years, and I

think there is no way to understand if you don't

know what we do.

Status differentials . There are several additional factors of

the organizational background which emerged through the course of

the research and which were, important reasons for the antagonism

between the groups of relevant elite. It is believed that these

organizational factors contributed to the resistance of the tech-

nology transfer in the innovation process.

One such factor was the difference in pay grades between

receivers and senders. At the time of the creation of the Divi-

sion of Planning and Evaluation, the pay grades established were

equal or above those attained for relatively high administrative

positions in other divisions. It has been previously shown that

the notion of "working one's way up through the ranks" and the
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amount of time in the system were very important to the receivers.

But in the case of the senders, there was lateral entry into a

relatively high set of pay grades of the organization. One receiver

noted that the higher pay grades stand for responsibility and exper-

ience and the senders did not have either in the organization. Thus,

the prestige associated with a high pay grade was, in the eyes of the

receivers, belittled because of the relatively high entry level of

the senders, which, it was often felt, they did not deserve.

Another difference which emerged as an irritant, which did not

facilitate the socio-psychological closeness of those in the elite,

stemmed from the status attributed to a given position within the

organization. The receivers were conscious of whether or not a

sender held a similar management title and rank to their own. One

sender mnetioned how this related to her work:

In other divisions that I had to go to I

had to deal with persons whose titles were higher
than mine, but the money was the same. I noticed
several problems in doing my work, one being that
I needed a memo from the Secretary to even see
people in other divisions; the other problem was
that they didn't point out pitfalls . . . they let
you make errors.

Another sender at a high level, recalled that persons in pro-

gram divisions "talked down" to representatives of Planning and

Evaluation.

I noticed a rank difference when I had P & E
staff accompany me to meetings. . . . There we
were trying to deal with real problems and there
was game playing.

A receiver in a regional administrative position attempted to

examine some of the behavior of his colleagues on this point:
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The people here are aware of their positions

and their titles. I remember the bad reaction we

heard when P & E staff was sent to deal with a

program bureau chief ... I don't think the people

I work with understand that staff (from P & E) was

sent in relation to function rather than position.

The status difference did not concern one high regional admin-

istrator, but he was bothered by the fact "that everyone was presented

as an expert." In later interviews with individuals that worked

closely with this administrator, his distaste for the term "expert"

was revealed.

He was scared of his own inadequacy of handling

managerial matters . . . afraid he didn't know the

materials. Everyone who came into the region was

referred to as an expert on areas he felt he should

be able to understand and handle himself.

Further insight was gained on this particularly crucially

placed administrator from his colleagues:

He felt better dealing in the company of

equals from other divisions because of mutual
deference. ... He also liked dealing with

those lower in the organization in a situation
that put him in a counselor/teacher relationship
to them.

Blau and Scott, examining the dysfunctions of hierarchical dif-

ferentiation, note that explicit status-distinctions tend to under-

mine the process of social interaction in two ways. First, formally

instituted status differences affect competition for respect. "In

a peer group, a member's standing rests primarily on the respect of

others, and this fact makes their respect and deference most impor-

tant. But in the presence of formal distinctions of status, the

respect of others is not the primary basis of a person's social
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standing, ..." Second, the status differences distort the error-

correcting function of social interaction. It is not easy to oppose

the incorrect suggestions or judgements of a person with superior

power or prestige. This problem was mentioned by the sender who was

not told in advance of the possible mistakes or pitfalls she would

make.

Thus, it can be seen that differences of status, such as pay

grade and titles, can work against building a compatible situation

conducive to technology transfer. These factors, while being organ-

izational creations, are also related to the legitimacy of the send-

ers of the technology and have additional implications for the lim-

ited success of the transfer.

Commonality of backgrounds

There were several items in addition to education and organiza-

tional position which were designed to get at some point of congruence

in personal backgrounds of the two elite groups. These items included

previous employment, and evidence of any personal relationships which

transcended formal organizational memberships.

Previous employment . Even though it has been previously

established that the receivers had spent more time in the organiza-

tion, it was felt that perhaps, if career paths had not crossed in

actuality, at least some past experience could be used as a common

7

Peter M. Blau and W. Richard Scott, Formal Organizations: A

Comparative Approach (San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company,

1962), p. 122.
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ground fc~- understanding. Table 7 shows the findings for previous

fields of employment before coming to the Department. The divergence

between the two elite groups is again emphasized. More than half of

the senders were previously employed in the field of engineering,

and most of these with ties to the aero-space program. The remainder

of the senders were employed in the legislative branch, other execu-

tive branch agencies, law, or college teaching.

A third of the receivers, on the other hand, were employed in

social work before coming to the Department. Several had had no

previous employment experience before coming to the Department.

While, one fourth of the receivers had also been employed in other

government agencies, law, and secondary education, there was no con-

vergence of career paths with the senders.

Personal relationships . All of the elite were asked about the

presence and nature of reciprocal relationships among those compris-

ing the senders and receivers. The absence of personal acquaintances

is very evident. There was some mention of reciprocal professional

or working relationships between senders and receivers; most of these

were between individuals from Planning & Evaluation and the program

division of Family Services. Perhaps, over time and in other situa-

tions, these relationships can mature into personal regard which

might facilitate future transfers. Even though personal friendships

did not cross divisions, there were long standing, personal acquaint-

ances within divisional units. From interviews and personal knowledge,

the strongest personal ties appeared to be in Vocational Rehabilitation,
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PREVIOUS FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT
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Relevant Elite

Senders
(n.7)

Receivers
(n-12)

Direct
Service
Workers
(n=79)

Social Work

Social Science

Liberal Arts

Engineering

Other

None

0.07=

0.0%

0.07=

57.17o

Business Administration 0.07=

42.97,

0.07o

33.3%

8.37=

0.07=

0.07=

16.77=

25.07=

16. 77=

32.97=

2.57=

0.07=

0.07=

11.47=

27.87=

25.37=
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one of the program divisions most resistant to the CIS. The resist-

ance was carried to the point of refusing to participate in the pro-

totype demonstration. The next strongest personal ties appeared to

be within Family Services, where many of the individuals have known

each other from college days. Among the senders there were several

former aero-space connections which had been developed over time

spent in that field.

Thus, the absence of long standing' personal relationships

across divisional lines and the presence of such relationships within

the divisions reinforced the earlier divergencies— those of education,

previous employment, and time in the organization. The absence of

points of commonality in background is significant in this study

because of the limited success of the technology transfer. For a

background of commonality which fosters mutual confidence and trust

has been shown to be an important facilitating factor in the success-

8
ful transfer process.

Perceptions Related to the Organization

Structural dimensions

It has been demonstrated that organizational configurations

represented by structural variables such as centralization, formal-

ization, and specialization are related to rates of program change.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., Management Factors Affecting Research

and Exploratory Development (for Director of Defense, Research and

Engineering under Contract No. SD 235, April 1965), pp. 1-18-19.
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Application of these same dimensions as operationalized by Hage and

9
Aiken, but modified for this study, were included to ascertain their

usefulness as explanations for the failure of technology transfer in

this case.

Centralization . The variable of centralization was considered

in two ways: perceptions of participation in decision-making, and

perceptions of the degree of autonomy accorded the divisions. To get

some measure of perceptions of participation in decision-making, all

respondents were asked several questions about the frequency of

their input in their agency on policies and hiring practices. The

results of the responses were aggregated for the purposes of this

study into three categories of high, medium and low. The high cate-

gory designates the greatest amount of participation in decision-

making and perhaps suggests a structural loosiness or openness to

ideas. The results are presented in Table 8. The receivers have a

higher perception of participation within their respective agencies.

This finding can perhaps be explained by the fact that the receivers

were located in top and middle management positions. The senders,

on the other hand, all came from within the same agency. Thus, their

perceptions about hiring and policy-decision participation would be

more varied.

The other view of centralization—the degree of autonomy

accorded the divisions—is much more relevant in explaining the

9

Hage and Aiken, "Program Change," pp. 507-512.
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TABLE 8

CENTRALIZATION: PARTICIPATION IN DECISION -MAKING

Relevant Elite
Direct

_„ _ . _
Service

Degree of Senders Receivers Workers

Participation (n=7) (n=12) (n=79)

High 42.97. 66.87, 2.6%

Medium 42.9% 16.3% 26.6%

Low 14.3% 8.3% 70.8%
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behavior of the senders and receivers. The Department operated
10

along the lines of "a federation of send •autonomous units." Each

division operated without statutory links to the others and none

were under the legal control of tie Secretary. ha;h one could lobby

the legislative body as a separaeu entity. Moreover, each division

was tied into a federal fundi"' -g struc'uro which prometed grants of

a cuiegorio.a] nature. CT .^n fh i.s kind of rt-jctaral autonomy, the

failure of the CIS innovation substantiates what Carroll has shown

in the case of medical schools, tha : the more autonomous the. indi-

vidual departments within the schools, the less innovative is the.

medical school. It was when the funding pattern changed to a more
11

centrall-ied process that the schools themselves charged. Sapolsky

showed how, in the case of the retail store, the buyers, being sim-

ilar to DUES division directors in autonomy, resisted the informa-

tion gathering control techniques of the. comptrollers, and thus

preserved their own independence by not joining a comprehensive
12

aggregate information system.

Formalization . Regulations and rules are organizational mech-

anisms which can be used to insure the predictability of performance.

There are two aspects regarding the use of rules. One is the amount

"~io

Sapolsky, "Organizational Structure," p. 498.

11

Jean Carroll, "A Note on Departmental Autonomy and Innova-
tion in Medical Schools," Journal of Business , Vol. XL, No. 4
(October 1967), p. 531.

12
Sapolsky, "Organizational Structure," p. 509.
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of specification on how the job is to be performed, and the other

is the degree of diligence in enforcing the specification. The

former will be called job codification, and the latter, rule observa-

tion. Together, these two aspects of rules are useful for examining

the structural variable of formalization. All respondents were asked

about their perceptions concerning the specificity of their jobs and

the diligence of rule enforcement. The responses were aggregated in

a manner to show relative degrees of perceptions of specificity and

diligence.

The results of perceptions about job codification are shown on

Table 9. The high category means that the respondent perceived more

codification. Over half of the senders perceived low job codifica-

tion. It is interesting to observe that the receivers, most of whom

were at the top of their organizations, had over 40 per cent falling

in a medium range. Very few (16 per cent) felt a wide discretion in

job procedures. Almost a quarter of the receivers felt their jobs

to be very well defined by others. Thus, the pattern between the

two elite groups is one where the senders perceived their organiza-

tion to be more open and the receivers perceived theirs to be more

defined in how they should perform their job.

Table 10 presents the results of perceptions regarding rule

observation. Here again, the higher the degree, the more enforce-

ment of rules is perceived. Once again, the senders had perceptions

of a low degree of rule observation with almost three-fourths in the

lowest or mildest category. The receivers, on the other hand, had

only about one third who perceived a low degree of rule observation.
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TABLE 9

FORMALIZATION: JOB CODIFICATION

Relevant Elite
Direct

Degree of Service

Job Codification Senders Receivers Workers
(n=7) (n«12) (n=79)

High 14.3% 24.9% 54.2%

Medium 28.6% 57.1% 38.2%

Low 57.1% 16.3% 7.6%
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TABLE 10

FORMALIZATION: RULE OBSERVATION

Relevant Elite
Direct

Degree of Rule Service

Observation Senders Receivers Workers
(n=7) (n=12) (n=79)

High 14.37= 16.67o 51.97o

Medium 14.37o 41.7% 34.47,

Low 71.4% 31.7% 12.7%
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Another 40 per cent fell in the medium category, which would mean

they feel that they were sometimes watched for violations.

Considering the two sets of perceptions together, it would

appear that the senders have a more open organization, while the

receivers have a more structured one. In the former group, which

is supposed to be creative, previous research would lead us to

expect that formalization would be low. The trend toward high formal-

ization of the receivers would seem to indicate an emphasis on rit-

ualistic behavior and could be expected to create an atmosphere which

would discourage or retard the acoption of new procedures.

Specialization . The relevant aspects of this structural var-

iable were considered earlier under the section on "Professionalism."

In the study, this factor emerged as so important that it was con-

sidered separately. A high degree of occupational specialization

exists in the Department. The great number of occupational special-

ties might be expected to foster an exchange of ideas and generate

a mood for change. However, as noted earlier, it was the emphasis

on the two dominant professions, engineering and social work, which

worked as a negative factor in the technology transfer.

Values toward change

An increasingly used concept to predict the change performance

of an organization is that of the value climate. There are several

value climate explanations of performance. One explanation is the

primacy of elite values. Thompson suggests that an inner circle
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13

sets organization policy in a highly decentralized structure.

Otherwise the organization would be immobilized. Hage and Aiken

argue that the value climate is determined by the entire membership

of an organization which can set goals and therefore determine

priorities. One might expect such a climate in professional organi-

zations such as hospitals, welfare agencies, sheltered workshops,

and so forth, where the workers are highly skilled professionals.

Hage and Aiken found that in decentralized power structures there

was more opportunity for the values of lower level participants to

14

be influential in the shaping of organizational policy.

In the present study, no statistical correlations between

structural variables and values toward change were calculated because

of methodological considerations. However, a question on attitudes

15
toward change from Hage and Dewar was modified and included in the

field research to see if it offered insight about the qualities of

the participants involved in the technology transfer. The question

attempted to elicit feelings about change in general, not the partic-

ular innovation under study. The responses were aggregated for the

three groups of actors. The results are presented in Table 11.

13
James D. Thompson, Organizations in Action (New York: Mc-

Graw-Hill, 1967), pp. 140-141.

14
Hage and Aiken, "Program Change and Organizational Properties,"

p. 516.

15
Jerald Hage and Robert Dewar, "Elite Values Versus Organiza-

tional Structure in Predicting Innovation," Administrative Science
Quarterly , Vol. 18, No. 3 (September 1973), p. 290.
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TABLE 11

PERCENTAGE OF GROUPS WITH VALUES FAVORABLE TO CHANGE

Relevant Elite

Intensity of Feelings
"

Direct

Toward Senders Receivers Service

Change (n=7) (n=12) Workers
(n=79)

High 14% 257= 24%

Medium 43% 42% 41%

Low 43% 33% 35%
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Neither the senders nor the receivers, the decision-makers and top

level participants in this innovation, can be considered to have a

high set of values favorable to change. The orientation of the

receivers could be explained by their longevity in the system and

a general bureaucratic favoring of the status quo. The data on the

senders, however, showed them not to be change-oriented either. If

anything, there seems to be a real lack of consensus about organiza-

tional change in general. One plausible explanation for the senders

attitudes is that they viewed themselves as technocrats rather than

change agents. (Furthermore, engineering and business backgrounds

are generally viewed as conducive to conservative orientations and

these could have contributed to the response pattern of the senders.)

It is interesting to speculate about the relation of attitudes

toward change to organization structure in this particular organiza-

tional situation. It was noted that the larger organization, the

Department, is highly decentralized into almost autonomous units.

The receivers had perceptions about high participation in their

respective organizations and yet their value orientation would inhibit

change, perhaps because they have a comfortable control which they

do not want to upset. The reaction of the direct service workers is

considered at a later point.

Legitimacy of the senders

The relation between low legitimacy accorded the technology

and its limited success has been established earlier. Also dis-

covered was that perceptions about the source of technology are
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related to perceptions of its legitimacy. Thus, the legitimacy of

the technology and the legitimacy of its source, the senders, were

interrelated. This section analyzes the dynamics of this associa-

tion and its subsequent result.

Hlavacek and Thompson noted how the problems of legitimacy

were interlaced with venture failures in private industry: ". . .

venture teams, new to the organization and arranged and motivated

on principles different from the rest of the organization, were not

considered entirely legitimate by regular divisional (departmental)

16

units and personnel."

The senders of the technology, having less time in the Depart-

ment and divergent educational backgrounds and experiences, can be

thought of as the newcomers. Moreover, their organizational role

in the Department was new and not clearly defined and did not involve

direct contact with clients. One of their first major interactions

with program units related to the issue of the Client Information

System.

There were several negative implications about the legitimacy

of the senders and this itself tainted the acceptance of the innova-

tion by the other actors. These implications as perceived by the

receivers were explored. Among the top management receivers, only

one individual expressed complimentary sentiments about the legitimacy

of the senders. This individual felt that the Division of Planning

16

James D. Hlavacek and Victor A. Thompson. "Bureaucracy and

Venture Failures," (Research report, 1974). (Mimeographed.), p. 7.
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and Evaluation (the senders) was the most appropriate unit in the

Department to handle the CIS, for it was the only division in a

situation with interdivisional responsibility.

The reactions of low legitimacy of the senders were much more

prevalent among top level receivers. Several prevailing themes

emerged from the indepth interviews. The dominant reason for the

lack of legitimacy appeared to be an image of the senders, especially

of its leadership, as self-oriented wheeler-dealers. A consistent

message came through from various receivers: the leadership of the

senders was interested in developing their unit through staff expan-

sion. The federal funds would provide the ends and the promise of

implementing a client information system would be the means.

Even three of the senders themselves acknowledged that part

of their intentions with the CIS was to build up their Division's

image and to gain within the organization:

The funds were available and Y wanted to

become politically needed by the Secretary. He
wanted to answer questions that no others could
answer.

I think we got involved because Z had
a self-reason. He wanted to make a name for our
group and did it by showing imagination and aggres-
siveness. It was something of a power trip to prove
we were the best around. I guess you could say
that the motivation of the Bureau was to prove manage-
ment science would work in a social services setting.

The IVA and VI funds were a way of funding
positions for this Division. ... I think we got
into it partially to get money for staff expansions. 17

17

The situation at the federal level of both the open-ended
character of the services authorization and the inherently weak
control of HEW on services spending invited the attention of men
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Hlavacek and Thompson explain the advantages of the absence

of such a self-promoting image:

The provision of aid and authority to venture
leaders, especially because they may have an oppor-
tunity for large personal gain, is facilitated if

divisional (and other) staff perceive the venture
manager as being company-oriented rather than a

personal opportunist. Therefore, a company oriented
product champion gets more legitimacy, and hence
acceptance, than the traditional entrepreneur of

economics. 18

They go on to mention that under conditions of uncertainty, psycho-

logical forces, such as persuasion and charisma, substitute for

analysis and that such forces require that members of the organiza-

tion accept the advocate's honesty, sincerity, and commitment to the

good of the group.

The existence of other dimensions of legitimacy were recognized

by respondents, but in their statements were coupled with perceptions

about the opportunist intent. The absence of formally mandated

authority to do the task on the part of senders was the basis of

resistance by one of the most consistently vocal opposers. His

opposition went back to the very formation of the Division of Planning

with an entrepreneurial disposition. The perceptions about the

senders in Florida, as exploiting the federal situation, gain credi-
bility, because, as Derthick notes, "the opportunity embodied in the

law attracted the promotionally inclined or bureaucratically ambi-
tious." Martha Derthick, Uncontrollable Spending for Social Services
Grants (Washington, D. C. : The Brookings Institution, 1975), p. 109.

18

Hlavacek and Thompson, "Bureaucracy and Venture Failure," p.

9.

19

Ibid.
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and Evaluation. He felt that the original mandate for the develop-

ment of an information system went to the other staff division,

Administrative Services (DAS), through an earlier project, called

Model States.

DAS, by repeated clarification through the

Secretary, had responsibility for a Client Informa-
tion System. This even pre-dated P & E's existence.

. . . P & E's involvement seemed to be a means of

achieving power through IVA and XVI funds. They
became involved because there was money there to

build up a staff for P & E.

Another reason for the low legitimacy of the senders' author-

ity was perceptions of to whom the senders were responsive and

responsible. The same party noted on this point:

The date need of the Department is not the same as

federal data need . . . one of the stumbling blocks
set up by P & E is that they establish liaisons with
SRS and created confusion as to our responsibility on

what is required. . . . The emphasis was supposed to

be on IVA and XVI, and yet it was not. . . . They
became involved because of the encouragement of SRS

and used the feds as leverage within the Department.

The last point was substantiated by federal officials, explaining

their involvement with the senders:

The Regional office was responsive to P & E

because the kind of ideas we were looking for to change
the whole delivery system initiated from there. It was
the most appropriate unit in the Department to handle
the development of an information system. . . . The
life blood of Planning and Evaluation was to bring in
grants, they came up with an idea and the Regional
office needed ideas for changes. We assumed P & E

would involve the other divisions. Good ideas were
resisted because of a lack of understanding and negotia-
tion.

Another insight from Derthick can further explain why the

federal officials promoted those who were the senders in Florida.
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She explains that federal administrators were backing those who could

produce the changes the federal management experts were trying to

achieve. They wanted to have an increase of generalist staff at the

state level to combat the parochialism of the professional specialists

in traditional welfare agencies. "Ideally, bigger, more competent

generalist staffs in state executive branches would lead to a better-
20

planned, more efficient use of federal grant-in-aid funds."

Another factor in the low legitimacy accorded the senders was

their perceived lack of program understanding. One top level program

administrator explained her antagonism:

There was a total lack of program understanding.
. . . P & E had the image of people so far above
operational knowledge, having no client or field staff
orientations. They were planning without the proper
background. My time was consumed trying to educate
them about programs.

A top regional DHRS administrator found that the lack of

program understanding also involved lack of understanding as to

what the jobs of direct service workers entailed:

They always wanted to put too much of the work
on the line staff. These are specialists who deliver
field services, not clerks. The actual tasks of the
CIS should have been given to a special clerical staff,
not to service professionals.

The antagonism caused by the lack of program understanding on

the part of the senders was compounded by their use of a terminology

foreign to the program personnel. They used the jargon from their

experiences in the field of aero-space during interactions with the

20

Derthick, Uncontrollable Spending , p. 112.
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receivers. It was a source of irritation to have the senders not

accept the traditional professional terminology of the Department

and the field of social work. Some receivers felt this staff jargon

was totally unrelated to the field of social welfare and other

acknowledged that they perceived the senders to gain a feeling of

superiority from using a specialized language whose relevancy and

applicability few of them could determine. This finding is sub-

stantiated in other studies. The presence of a foreign jargon,

called a "communication differential," has been shown to inhibit

21
innovations.

A final factor which weakened the legitimacy of the senders

is that when they got involved with what was to become the CIS, a

similar system had already been given considerable effort over a

long period of time in one of the program divisions and many indiv-

iduals in the larger organization associated it with the services

and clients of that particular division. Hlavacek and Thompson have

mentioned this type of occurrence: "The legitimacy . . . may be

tainted at the very beginning if it originates in a division where

22
considerable product development work has been done on it." It is

then considered to rightfully belong to that division.

21
Gerald Zaltman, Robert Duncan, and Jonny Holbek, Innovations

and Organizations (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973), p. 86.

p. 7.

22

Hlavacek and Thompson, "Bureaucracy and Venture Failure,"
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There were two ramifications for the legitimacy of the senders

because of this association of CIS with another division. The first

ramification was whether the interpretation of the program division,

Family Services, or that of Planning and Evaluation, was to be

accepted in any application of the CIS. Two Family Services admin-

istrators noted:

We were working to create a system before P & E

was even a division .... When the funds were
available, the Secretary gave P & E the responsibility

to develop the system to meet our needs, but to develop

a data base to accommodate the other divisions.

Family Services had fairly conservative views of

the federal regulations and P & E held more sweeping
views about expansion of services of the CIS ....
Several of our bureau chiefs were described as

"obstructionists" to the expansion."

The second ramification mentioned above for the senders'

legitimacy was that other program divisions perceived the CIS as not

reflecting their activities because it was directed at programs

and services of another division (Family Services). Moreover, it

was also said to be a disturbance to current program operations.

23

This conservative approach from the traditional welfare agen-

cies was not unusual in other states. Derthick ponders the point of

why the states were so slow to exploit the loophole of the social

services grants. She believes that the states were cautious "because

the initiative for exploitation rested for some years with welfare
agencies, which understood the implicit limitations of the federal

intent." They knew the purpose of their federal patron agency, the

Bureau of Family Services (BFS) . For exploitation to occur required

two occurrences. The first was that the BFS had to be deprived of

jurisdiction at the federal level and this did happen, with reorganiza-

tion. The second occurrence was that "other grantsmen invade the

traditional jurisdiction of welfare agencies at the state level."

This is what happened in Florida. Derthick, Uncontrollable Spending ,

p. 78.
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This last reason was thought by the researcher to mean that the

information system threatened old vested interests of the program

divisions. The issue, became one of the invasion of informational

turf. A departmental comprehensive Information system meant that

program performance would be evaluated at a higher level and not just

on the information, supplied by the specific program divisions.

One top level prog\am administrator explaii :d his view:

I don't think I was any more uncooperative than
the other divisions .... Ue just don't dec I with
the kind of client:.- that would receive the IVA and
XVI services. Also, for us it represented a duplica-
tive reporting system. I could tell them about my
programs, and its best that I do, because our clients
are unique.

Tints, the senders had low legitimacy , based on having a sclf-uricnted

image, lacking mandated authority, antagonizing other with their

jargon, and working on a product which was tainted from previous

association. Tlie^ low les^ti_iTr^_cjyy_ f2if__tlTc__ ll.^^lL^P^Ji ££pears to be_ one
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This group of actors was involved in the technology transfer at

a later point in the process. It was this set of participants that

were the ones who actually b 1 tc utilize toe technology and sustain

its implementation. This section is an examination of their back-

ground characteristics and perceptions about the organization. It

will attempt to elicit the factors which right help further to

explain the limited success of the transfer process.
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Background Characteristics

The workers, as a set of participants, are most interesting

when considered in relation to their organizational superiors, the

receivers of the relevant elite. They are a younger group of people,

with an average of almost nine years difference in age. (See Table

1.) Although there are several persons in their 40' s and 50's,

these people are holding low level supervisory positions or are new

to the organization.

On the factor of education, the workers differ markedly from

those in top positions in their agencies both in amount of education

and the major field. The majority of service workers (85 per cent)

entered the organization with only a B. A. degree. This is almost

exactly the reverse of their superiors, most of whom had graduate

degrees. Furthermore, over half of the direct service workers had

emphasized the social sciences fields, not social work, in their

college curricula. (See Table 2.) This fact was especially evident

for workers in both Youth Services and Family Services. Thus, both

for job knowledge and for the specialized terminology of the social

work field, the workers would be highly dependent on their superiors

for guidance.

The indicators of professionalism were also demonstrated to be

weaker- for workers in relation to top program management. Almost

half of the workers had no specialized training beyond a college

education. The workers from Youth Services were relatively the

largest group without any specialized training. This contrasts with

the receivers, 83 per cent of whom had both education and special
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training beyond a college degree. (See Table 4.) Professional

involvement of workers, as shown in extra-organization professional

activities, was extremely low, with two-thirds not even holding mem-

bership in professional societies. Only 4 per cent of the workers,

as shown in Table 5, were highly active in outside organizations

including the holding of office. The direct service personnel in

Children's Medical Services had the lowest extra-organizational

activities while those in Retardation had the most activity, but

this activity was limited to membership and attendance at meetings.

There are two more indicators of workers' possible dependence

on superiors for behavior cues. The length of time that direct serv-

ice workers have in the Department is very short. This level of the

organization is reputed to have extremely high turnover rates,

attributed to the limited potential for upward mobility, low pay,

and close supervision. Almost 40 per cent of this personnel group

have been in the Department only a year or less. Almost another 40

per cent have been employed for two years.

On the factor of previous field of employment, Table 7 shows

that one fourth of the workers never held a position before entering

the Department. Over another 40 per cent worked in various positions,

including public schools and hospitals. Only a third of the workers

had been previously employed in social services agencies. Thus, the

combination of a brief time in the organization coupled with either

previous employment in a non-social work environment or no previous

experience would suggest that direct service workers would look to

superiors for appropriate behavioral cues, including clues about

innovations.
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Perceptions Related to the Organization

The structural conditions related to direct services workers

are generally expected for those at the lower levels of the organiza-

tion. On the dimension of centralization, over 70 per cent of the

workers expressed low participation in decision-making in the organiza-

tion. On the two measures of formalization, the expected pattern

occurred. On job codification, the detailed specification of rules

for job behavior, most of the workers expressed perceptions of high

or medium codification. This would mean little discretion on the

part of the worker in carrying out tasks. The same pattern emerged

for rule observation, or the diligence with which codification was

enforced.

It has been posited earlier that in professional organizations,

lower level participants could be influential in shaping policy and

performance, i. e., being contributors to the value climate. Under

such conditions, the values toward change held by workers could be an

important factor in an innovation transfer. The pattern which emerged

in this particular study was striking. One would expect an idealistic

orientation because of an age difference, newness to the organization,

and little previous work experience. However, as Table 11 demonstrates,

the direct service workers had almost exactly the same values about

change as their top management, with only a fourth falling in the

high category in each case.

This conservatism can be explained, given other kinds of informa-

tion collected about the direct service workers. While the organiza-

tion can be considered as professional, the workers themselves have
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low professionalism. Moreover, while the Department is highly

decentralized structurally, the individual divisions are not. This

fact was indicated by the low participation in decision-making and

tight formalization of job codification and rule observation. Thus,

the lower level participants can be said to influence organization

policy and performance only as much as it is tolerated by those at

the top of their agencies.

One cannot make the judgement that this attitude about change

in general would create resistance to all innovations, everywhere,

because of the limited number of persons involved in each group.

The suggested inference, given the information in the data, would

be that one could not appeal directly to the lower level workers to

implement and sustain an innovation of the nature of the Client

Information System. Rather, a strong and positive message and

procedure given by middle and upper management should be an integral

part of a process in an organization where behavioral cues for the

lower levels are regularly provided and sought.



CHAPTER VII

TRANSFER PROCESS

This chapter is an examination of the dynamics under which

the innovation was diffused through the organization. The factors

of the process interact with the phenomena of the qualities of the

technology and the actors to account for the limited success of

the technology transfer. The conceptual framework developed by

Lynton lent itself to this analysis because the nature of the

transfer process which evolved around the CIS can largely be

accounted for in the top decision-makers' assessment of the nature

of the change required by the organization to accommodate the inno-

vation. The measures subsequently taken to deal with the change

were those usually associated with changes that are temporary,

whereas the successful application of the CIS required a differ-

1

entiated subsystem and integrating linkage devices and procedures,

as will become clear.

The first of the dynamic factors discussed in this chapter

is communication. Aspects of communication set the tone of the

transfer process, such as the commitment of top management, feed-

back and persuasion. One of the most important findings of this

1

Rolf Lynton, "Linking an Innovative Subsystem into the Sys-

tem," Administrative Science Quarterly , Vol. 14, No. 3 (1969), p.

403. '

"
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research was the absence of a strong commitment to the innovation

by the highest executive office. This non-supportive stance was

perceived at all organizational levels and added to the already

low legitimacy of the undertaking. Moreover, there was no circu-

latory communication, or feedback, which allowed for both criticism

and adaptive-coping techniques to occur. Lastly, the senders felt

little efficacy in their attempts at persuasion.

The next dynamic factor, the resistance to the CIS, is ana-

lyzed from the perceptions both the groups of actors have about

themselves and the other actors and the behavioral modes which

demonstrated the resistance. The finding shows that actors per-

ceived resistance from various loci of the organization, such as

state level program offices, immediate superior, direct social

workers, and colleagues. The behavioral actions range from not

allocating staff to do certain tasks to open hostility and refusal

to participate.

A third segment of this chapter examines the linkage devices

and procedures, the strategies, utilized to transfer the CIS. The

successful application of the Client Information System required

the permanency of the differentiated subsystem that could produce

integrating rather than temporary linkage devices. One such tem-

porary device, called a task force, was an ad hoc group with mem-

bers from the various program divisions. The task force was not

effective for these reasons: most of the individuals had other

on-going activities; attendance by the same individuals was inter-

mittent; participation was perceived to be token.
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Another temporary device was the employment of consultants,

individuals outside the organization brought in to serve a middle-

man role. They did not appear to be effective in this role because

they were inappropriately used. Their functions and tasks were not

specified and they were impossible to manage. No tangible benefits

were derived from their appearance and thus nothing permanent was

left as a result of their inclusion in the transfer.

Training was a temporary linkage device which attempted to

impart new attitudes and skills in the staff. It was found that

even with structured materials and training sessions, over one

third of the staff felt they learned more about the system through

personal contact with supervisors or friends, or though their own

self-instruction. The service workers who felt that the sessions

and the quality of training was very adequate were in a program

division which did not consider the system in a temporary manner.

That division provided that personnel be transferred with the tech-

nology and that a differentiated subsystem be established to insure

sustained integration of the CIS.

A final linkage mechanism was an operational prototype to

demonstrate the technology. The prototype was closer to subsystem

differentiation that the other linkage devices utilized. However,

the prototype did not serve as a means to transfer the technology

of the CIS for two reasons. First, it ran for only a short period

of time and did not serve as a point of expanding the system into

the larger organization. Second, the problems which caused the

resistance that emerged under the prototype were not corrected and
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occurred again during the larger implementation. Thus, workers

reapplied the methods of resistance they found to be effective

under the demonstration.

Lastly, the phenomenon of participation in the development

of the CIS by the actors is analyzed to ascertain its effects on

the process of technology transfer. The notion of participation

was explored, and indeed all actors agreed that lower level per-

sonnel should have been included in this specific technology

development. However, participation did not appear to be a rele-

vant factor for compliance behavior in implementation. It appears

that referent, expertise, and positional powers are more important

to workers for inducing their compliance. Thus, being admired and

doing what they are directed to do by supervisors is more important

in a highly complex hierarchical organization than being a partic-

ipant in change development. This finding is congruent with other

findings that workers sought behavioral cues from their superior.

A detailed examination of the analysis and findings is presented

below.

Communication

The perceptions and impressions about the innovation transfer

are derived from organization communication. In essence, the com-

munication of the organization set the mood for transfer process.

Several aspects of the nature of the communications were examined.

These aspects, which give additional substantiation to the assess-

ment about the limited success of CIS, include the commitment of
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top management, an example of poorly diffused information, the

absence of feedback on the working of the instruments, and the

efficacy of persuasion.

Top Managerial Commitment

One of the conditions most favorable to the transfer process

involves attitudinal and behavioral acceptance of the innovation.

A demonstration of commitment by the top management of an organiza-

tion can make attitudes change to become consistent with behavior.

Zaltman et al. , emphasize how the authority structure of the organ-

ization is an important factor to commitment:

. . . degree of commitment is relevant

primarily in situations where there is con-

siderable participation among organizational

members in the decision-making process. A

decision to adopt an innovation even if made

by only one or a few individuals automatically

commits other organizational members to the

innovation, in a behavioral context.

Given the highly decentralized authority structure of the

Department, the adoption of the CIS and its implementation would

have been facilitated by top level demonstrations of support. In

their paper on venture failures, Hlavacek and Thompson point out

that the legitimacy of a venture can be enhanced by an unmistake-

able commitment by the top -management:

This commitment can be dramatized by the

promulgation of a formal charter for the venture.

Such a charter can symbolize . . . top management

2

Gerald Zaltman, Robert Duncan, and Jonny Holbek, Innova-

tions and Organization s (New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1973),

p. 43.
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support. . . . However, it is important to

remember that a piece of paper is a piece of

paper. What counts is the process of agree-
ment and commitment symbolized by the paper.

In the case of the CIS, a lack of commitment was obvious to

all of the participants. Some felt it was one of the major factors

in the limited success of the transfer process. One top level

sender succinctly noted how the absence of firm positive support

could affect the transfer:

We lacked a clear mandate from the Secretary
and thus we lacked commitment on the part of the

division directors.

There were the opportunities for demonstrations of support, but

both the senders and receivers noticed the absence or hesitancy

thereof.

The question is raised of why the top management even allowed

the Department to get involved with an operation like the CIS and

then not support it. Some of the senders interviewed saw the irony

of assigning high priority to the system, but then showing a lack

of interest in the mechanics of it and a lack of public enthusiasm.

One sender felt it was as if the Secretary wanted to avoid disaster

and it was as if he were saying, "I have to have it, but I'm not

going to crusade for it." When asked about why he even allowed

the information system to be developed, the Secretary was candid

in his statement that information systems were in vogue and he had

better go in that direction:

3

James D. Hlavacek and Victor A. Thompson, "Bureaucracy and

Venture Failures" (Research report, 1974) (Mimeographed), pp. 9-10.
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I felt I had to move to PFP (Program and

Financial Planning). The feds hold a money clout

of you. ... 1 didn't see any other alternative

... it was too risky with the money at stake.

... I really felt the pressure of the feds.

Even though it was considered a necessary evil imposed to get

federal funds, there was another reason for the non-supportive

atmosphere. Many felt there was a lack of understanding about the

technology in general. One sender explained that decisions were

not based on data, so it was not a natural thing to expect or request

data. Another sender posited that the front office did not want to

appear backward and thus only extended lip service.

However, at the top level of the Department, another key

individual could have made an impact and chose to remain passive

for his own set of reasons. There was a consensus among senders

and receivers alike that the Deputy Secretary understood both the

technology and the possible application of the results of the sys-

tem, but that his style was not to do anything unless directed; he

would not take a personal stand to make things happen. One sender

described the situation, whereby following the Deputy's actions of

barely verbalized support, nothing would happen:

He attended meetings and signed memos. The

meeting had the right kind of representation, that

is, the Deputy Secretary was in the room and noded

at appropriate times. We really never had a real

push from the top. He didn't back up what came out

of meetings. ... I guess he was supportive, but

didn't have the delegated responsibility to back
it up.

One of the top level senders attempted to explain the dynamics

behind the weak commitment of the front office and its manifestation.
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The authority is there, but the basic per-
sonality style to accomplish it was missing. The
Secretary had a lack of dynamism. He allowed
P & E to do almost anything, even to the point of
finessing HRS to do things. We even set in motion
HEW requirements, but at some point down the line,
there arose turf, issues and as the divisions
backed off, so did the central authority figure
back off.

The Secretary provided insight to his perceptions of the

situation under which he was forced to operate and the style or

manner he used:

I really felt like I was letting some top people
down. ... I didn't make any speeches, but I signed
memos to the division directors, with the Director
of Planning & Evaluation having the responsibility.
... My way was to only encourage. I only had a
federation of divisions to work with. ... I would
give pats on the back and try to please as many as

possible as my approach as Secretary.

The absence of dramatizing top level managerial support had

its attitudinal and behavior effects on a venture that perhaps

could have been more successful. A top level sender attempted to

explain why the approach of the front office does not work in this

kind of organization in a transfer process:

There was little or no experience in managing
program change. In this situation, you have to

assume there will be failure and move to preempt it.

. . . You have to have strategies to overcome
resistance. Titular power doesn't make it. Voluntary
compliance is the concept which permeates the HRS
system. In complex systems one needs vision, power,
and authority to make the decisions. . . . Those in
the front office weren't aware of the need for such
decisions.
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The previous section, illustrated the importance of ton manage

me lit support to innovative activities, Also illustrated was how

the absence of commitment prepares for ineffective technology

transfers. Perhaps, the low commitment affected the general dif-

fusion of messages about the implementation c " the CIS. However,

while tbn-t relationship can not be shown to be direct, (here w,.\s

a wide range of perceptions about where '>v. the organisation the

decision was made to implement the CIS. This should indicate the

absence of strong supportive, communication from any particular

location.

Ail cctors were asked to s:.]ect thr position in the organica-

tion which they believed to have made the final decision on imple-

menting the CIS. The results of this inquiry are shown in Table

12. The wide range of perceived positional choices shows that on

this decision organizational messages wire not clear-cut, Even

members of the elite credit division level positions with a deci-

sion for a departmental-wide effort. The poor quality of communica-

tion in the organization is further illustrated by the fret that

over a third of the workers who responded chose a range of hierar-

chical locations.

Lack of concensus as to who would make a decision which would

affect the entire organization demonstrates the existence of undif-

ferentiated channels of communication surrounding the CIS when dif-

ferentiation was probably required for a successful transfer.
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TABLE 1?

PERCEPTIONS OF FINAL CHOICE ON CIS IMPJ FOMENTATION

Relevant E] :i re

Li.-t of Choices

Secretary of KRS

Deputy Secretary

Sender
(vc.6)

33.3%

16.7%

Rc-<-i\e;

(r.*10)

40.0%

10.0%

Direct
Service
Y.oi kors
(xr,55)

63,6%

3.6%

Division Director 3 6,7% 30.0% 13.2%

PFP Coordinator 0.0% 0.0% 3 . 6%

Regional Office 0.0% 0.0%

Supervisor 0.07 0.0% 3 . 6%

iureau Chief 33.3% 20.0% 0.0%
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Feedback: Circulatory Communication

An aspect of organizational communication which can identify

the emergence of implementation problems and serve to control the

performance of an innovation process is feedback. Incoming infor-

mation can be. turned into -n.apt:'ve mea -arc a, / provision to secure

circulatory cormirjnicaLio.i in the situation of CIS technology transfer

would havr been a vital proM^n-lrl 21 t.ify ,rg device. The i-.itial per-

ceptions about the efficacy of the CIS have been discussed earlier.

The staff that actually had to utilize the instruments, the direct

service workers, were either negative or undecided about the CIS

upon their first knowledge of it. Son.'-? of the. reasons for their

feelings were that it [»e^it noi\_ p^eiwork for tarr., the potential

capabilities of the system were not fully understood, and it did

not alter assumptions about how clients would be handled by workers

in the future.

While the negative feelings above the increase in paper work

did not decrease, there were hints about the realization of the

potential capabilities of CIS. However, there were strong opinions

by all actors that the instruments needed improvement to serve, their

intended functions and to have applicability to the worker-client

interaction. The strength of this felt need is shown in Table 1.3.

Only those workers that were employed by the Department at the

time of the initial utilization of the CIS were asked to respond,

which accounts for the change in the number of actors. As said

above, there was no feedback of this information.



TABLE 13

FEEDBACK: INSTRUMENTS NEEDED IMPROVEMENT

Relevant Elite

159

Direct
Service

Senders Receivers Workers

_(n=7) (n=10) (n=48)

Yes 100.0% 90.0% 81.3%

No 0.0% 10.0% 18.3%
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Perceptions regarding the existence of a mechanism to allow

for criticism are shown in Table 14. Most actors, again, felt

strongly that feedback was not provided for. In the few cases in

the table where actors did feel there was a place to air critical

remarks about the instruments, it was not because of the presence

of a formal procedure. Rather, individuals went personally to

workers and asked their opinions. This was mostly done in the

Division of Family Services who wanted the system even if the rest

of the Department rejected it.

Thus, a mechanism did not exist to identify dissatisfaction

with the system. Ill feelings were ignored rather than examined

for adaptive-coping techniques and, hence, more discontent flowered.

Persuasion: Personally Convincing

Communication

The transmittal of information through direct and personal

contact of the technologists, or senders of the innovation, could

be an effective resistance reduction communication channel. Belief

in persuasion as a successful communication form to resolve con-

flict is based on the assumption that the receivers of the informa-

tion will understand the rationale of the solution presented, or,

if they do not, will trust the expertise of the sender. The send-

ers of the relevant elite were queried as to their attempts to

personally persuade receivers about the CIS and their perceptions

of the efficacy of these attempts. The results of this line of

inquiry come as no surprise. Most of the senders expressed feeling

of low efficacy, or being unsuccessful, in persuading the elite
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TABLE 14

FEEDBACK: PROVIDED MECHANISM FOR CRITICISM

Relevant Elite
Direct

_ ._
-

Service

Senders Receivers Workers

(n=7) (n=9) (n=48)

Yes 14.3% 37.57, 25.0%

No 85.7% 62.5% 75.0%
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receivers and the workers about: the CIS. Neither of the assump-

tions, understanding or trust, could be realized. The importance

of this unsuccessful communication is inter '/elated with many of

the perceptions identified end discussed with regard to the qual-

ities of the actors. As stated then, the senders used a terminol-

ogy 5
or jargon, to describe (die inncva!ion and its applications to

the recc'yers. This vocabulary, foxaipn to the organization,

created a communicauioiii d.S.f fci'eiifi a] between the two groups uf the

elite and was a constant source of antagonism. Persuasion did not

work on the receivers either because they did not understand the

vocabulary which described the CIS or because they rejected it after

knowing about it. One sender noted thai those who initially scccuta

the CIS became committed and remained so. Another sender mentioned

he felt midly successful in persuasion, but he never followed up

to see if his messages were, taking hold and being transmitted fur-

ther to others in the organization.

Trust in the expertise of the senders was not evident. There

were no long standing professional acquaintances between senders

and receivers. Moreover, the senders were new to the organization,

had low legitimacy, and were regarded as climbers and opportunists.

The communication problem between technologists and top man-

agers within the same organization is an import nt consideration
_,

especially in an innovation process where informational inter-

dependence is highly relevant. Hie theoretical scheme by Church-

man and Schainblatt which focused on the communication forms

between managers and scientists on the implementation of innovation
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offers some useful insights. The senders perceived themselves to

be "separate functionalists," whereby they designed a solution and

expected the rest of the organization to accommodate the solution.

To have been efficacious, a "persuader," the senders should have

viewed the implementation problem in terms of the manager's per-

sonality. The senders needed to understand the receivers well to

overcome resistance and alter specific attitudes. This could have

been partially accomplished through using terminology familiar to

the receivers.

Resistance

The fact that the innovation transfer received resistance

has already been well-established. This sector examines why the

innovation was not performed adequately once admission of the CIS

as a part of the organization was achieved. Resistance will be

examined in a two-fold manner. First, the perceptions of the sev-

eral groups of actors as to how they saw themselves and other

organizational members reacting will be examined. Second, the

behavior used to demonstrate resistance will be discussed.

All participants were asked to respond to several questions

about their perceptions of resistance or cooperation in implement-

ing the innovation from various levels of organization. Thus, all

4

C. W. Churchman and A. H. Schainblatt, "The Researcher and

the Manager: A Dialectic of Implementation," Management Science ,

Vol. XI (February 1965), p. B-71.

5

Ibid., p. B-79.
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actors were asked about not only their own attitudes, but also

those of their colleagues, their immediate organizational superior,

and state level or central office attitudes as well. This gave an

opportunity for all actors to state their own behavior and feel-

ings and to comment on ther levels of the organization. The find-

ings are arranged according to the various loci of the organiza-

tion; state level program divisions; immediate superior; direct

service worker.

The state program division office level was an extremely

important locus in the transfer process because of its involve-

ment at the development stage and because each division was sup-

posed to send the technology down through its hierchical struc-

tures. It is interesting to note in Table 15 the wide range of

perceptions, from resistant to cooperative, about the state level

of the organization. The senders felt that those in top positions

at the state level were generally resistant to the CIS, with over

70 per cent making that judgement. The receivers saw themselves

and their colleagues in other state offices as showing an almost

equal mixture of resistance and cooperation. The direct service

workers felt their state level offices were generally cooperative

(51 per cent) probably because the CIS was allowed in at all. It

is interesting to note that almost a third of the direct service

workers had no notion of how the state level program offices acted

in this situation. A small portion (14 per cent) knew of strong

resistance because of both frequent contact with state level person-

nel and verbal hints not to take the CIS seriously in their work.
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TABLE 15

PERCEPTIONS Oj: RESISTANCE /COOPERATION AT VARIOUS
LOCI OF THE ORGANIZATION: STATE LEVEL PROGRAM DIVISIONS

Relevant Elite
Perceived
Reaction

(i-7) (n'lO)

Direct
Service
Forhers
(n^9)

Gteat dual of

resistance 28.6% 20.0% 2.0%

Some resistance 42.9% 20.0% 12.2%

No resistance 14.3% 20.0% 6.1%

Some cooperation 14.3% 20.0% 14.3%

Great deal of

cooperation 0.0/ 20.0% 36.7%

Don ' t know 0.0% 0.0% 28.6%
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The basis for the perceptions described above were the behav-

ioral cues given by the others; i. e. , their demonstrated forms of

resistance/cooperation. The senders have described the state

offices of the program divisions as showing active to passive

resistance. One of the most often mentioned forms of resistance

was an apparent unwillingness to allocate any key staff time and

resources beyond those necessary to show superficial cooperation.

One sender noted that while he detected no outward negative signs,

the untime lines s and poor quality of requested reports were indi-

cators to him of low interest and motivation in the program divi-

sions.

At the meetings of the division directors, there was reported

to be continual. complaining to the Secretary about the CIS. One

sender who was an observer at several meetings described an atmos-

phere of "open hostility." The sender gave the following observa-

tions :

They [.division directors] called the information

system a "primrose path," because it seemed too good

to be true. ... I guess the hostility was a

conditioned response from bad results from other

federal grants. You do all the work and never get

anything back.

Another form of behavioral resistance was essentially polit-

ical. State level program executives reportedly talked to both

professional and local advocary groups, which in turn complained

to the Legislature about the waste of time and staff on the infor-

mation system.
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One program division protested about the system to the point

of outward refusal to participate in the prototype. One of the top

senders recalled the situation:

They just refused to participate at all, not
even showing undermining. We didn't have any clout
to make them to do it and so we decided to quietly
drop the matter. We were really concerned that the
other divisions might do the same thing if they
made enough noise. We didn't want the others to
get the same idea.

However, a top regional administrator felt that the refusal

was not unusual and spoke to defend the actions of the program

division which refused to participate in the prototype:

I want to emphasize this point, I don't
think they were uncooperative. They didn't
have IVA and VI clients. The other divisions
refused the same amount. Also, it represented
a duplicative system.

Another behavioral sign was termed by the several senders as

"passive resistance." It was described as the state division

offices limiting their activity to distribution of the forms, but

not watching to see if they were filled out properly or even

filled out at all.

One sender noted that the resistance continued throughout

the entire technology transfer process with various barriers:

There were always complaints, but no construc-
tive alternatives were offered. There were constant
delays and an unwillingness to work on common goals . . .

they tried to stop you at each stage. There was great
disputes over detail and sets of definitions. The
complaints were that the system didn't have adequate
places for their own division's information or that
they didn't want to burden the local service workers
with any more forms. I don't think these things
were a real concern to them as much as they were a
barrier for them not to get involved in the system.
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The receivers, as discussed earlier, had perceptions of both

cooperation and resistance coming from the state offices of the

program divisions. Those receivers who held perceptions of state

level cooperation were in the regional offices and noted that there

were demonstrations of support in written directives and in meet-

ings held for the purpose of informing regional officials about

the CIS. The most positive reaction about the state level was in

Family Services. However, within the state office of Family Serv-

ices, itself, a mixed reaction was mentioned. One service bureau

was noted to show resistant behavior by asking negative sounding

questions and suggesting in training sessions not to take the

state office approach.

Another locus of the organization that was examined for per-

ceptions of resistance or cooperation was the immediate supervi-

sors of all the actors. It was believed that a supervisor's

attitude, at whatever level of the organization, can be influen-

tial on an individual's participation in a transfer process of an

innovation. The senders clearly felt there was positive reinforce-

ment by their superior throughout their efforts. This was demon-

strated by personal letter writing, interviewing and backing of

individuals criticized in program divisions, etc. Only one high

level sender was critical of her superior, because supportive com-

mitment was never shown and the CIS was low among his priorities.

The results on the perceived reactions of immediate superios are

shown in Table 16.
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TABLE 16

PERCEPTIONS OF RESISTANCE /COOPERATION AT VARIOUS
LOCI OF THE ORGANIZATION: IMMEDIATE SUPERIOR

Relevant Elite

Perceived
Reaction
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The receivers had dichotomous perceptions on the attitudes

they felt their superiors held. Those receivers who felt that

their immediate superior was cooperative were located within Fam-

ily Services both at the regional and state office level. The

indicators of cooperation mentioned included traveling to partici-

pate in planning sessions, great independence to work within the

Division, verbal statements of trust and faith in the CIS, and

utilization of positions not originally authorized to work on the

information system.

Over half of the receivers (55 per cent) felt their immediate

superiors were resistant to the implementation of the CIS. Those

that discussed those perceptions mentioned behavior ranging from

acts of open defiance to passive acceptance, i. e. , do little to

help the system. However, most said resistance was based largely

on not understanding the system and thus not considering it worthy

of their time and involvement, the behavioral manifestation being

"to dump it on lower level staff."

The information from direct service workers shows they felt

their immediate supervisors to be more cooperative than resistant.

This could be accounted for by the fact that the supervisors had

part of the responsibility for the training process and that by

this action they were felt to have shown cooperation. However,

one worker noted that while her supervisor showed no resistance,

she expressed to the workers the shortcomings and problems through

her interpretations of the materials.

A final organizational locus that was examined was that of

direct service worker. The results are shown in Table 17. Both
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TABLE 17

PERCEPTIONS OF RESISTANCE/COOPERATION AT VARIOUS

LOCI OF THE ORGANIZATION: DIRECT SERVICE WORKER

Relevant Elite
Direct

- - -. ....
- • Service

Perceived Senders Receivers Workers

Reaction (n»7) (n=10) (n=48)

Great deal of resistance 28.67=, 30.0% 22.97=

Some resistance 50.0% 50.0% 54.2%

No resistance 0.0% 0.0% 2.1%

Some cooperation 20.0% 20.0% - 16.7%

Great deal of

cooperation 0.0% 0.0% 2.1%

Don't know 14.3% 0.0% 2.1%
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of the relevant elite, groups, the receivers and the senders, per-

ceived the direct cervices workers to 'be highly resistant to the

system. The elite groups felt the direct service workers were

resistant because the forms did not wean anything to the jobs they

perform. The workers expressed complaints about the additional

paper and the intrusion on. time better spent with the client. Thus.

the workers dcronsttn'! ed fhelr resist "nee either by not seeking

advice and incorrect!)' filling out the forms, or not filling them

out at all. It is not surprising to find, then, that the workers

rated themselves and their peers as generally resistant to the

implementation of the system, with over three-fourths (77 per cent)

oiprcssiiu' thai perception. One v:c? ker expressed the scntiuewts

behind the resistance she and her peers displayed:

We felt powerless about the changes being

made. To make any changes or improvements should

have been based on our compliance to accept the

information system. There was no mechanism pro-

vided to us to participate in its development within

this bureaucratic structure. If there had been, it

would have been the basis to relieve the pressure

of resistance we felt.

Thus, at the three loci of the organization analyzed, there was

indeed perceived and demonstrated resistance. It has been expres-

sed throughout the study that, there should have been participation

by all actors to have lessened resistance. There was a constant,

unde lying message that if workers had participated in the develop-

ment, acceptance and implementation of the innovation would have.

been successful. This underlying notion is examined in a subse-

quent section to ascertain if participation by the lower strata
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personnel is really desired by them avid the elite. Before partici-

pation is examined, the transfer strategics which were actually

utilized arc reviewed.

Linkage Dry/ices jsnd_J|]!roceclure_s

The integration of an innovation intn the organization in

which it "is to oper; Lc can be approached through a selection of

linkage devices. The choice of devices is based on the assess-

ment of decision-makers as to the requirements surrounding the

change and the corresponding amount of differentiation required

for the technology transfer. The linkage devices chosen in the

situation of the CIS can be generally characterized as temporary

activities. Lynton noted that when the response seen for a solu-

tion is usually beyond the routine capacity of the organization,

formal measures are teken, even "lough they are. tenij-irary ones.

Linkage devices of a temporary nature include: ". . . ad hoc meet-

ings of people involved in a change, calling in outside consultants,

6

and sending some staff member (s) for training."

The devices used for linking the CIS into operation in the

organization were of types Lynton described. They included task

forces, consultants, training, and demonstration. An examination

of each of these linkage mechanisms presents further reasons for

the generally unsuccessful transfer uf the CIS. The lack, of success

can be partially attributed to using temporary linkages when the

6

Lynton, "Linking an Innovative Subsystem," p. 405.
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situation required a permanent differentiated linkage for a change

that was to be sustained. The demonstration could have been

expanded as a permanent subsystem, but was not. Thus, the original

assessment of the situation and subsequent choice of transfer strat-

egies can further help to explain the limited success of the innova-

tion process.

Task Fo:. c as

One of the strateg'es £ rpioyed to t:a.n.;f.:r the tc.*'nolcgy

was an interface mechanism called in the Department a task force,

which was to link the program division? with the sending division.

The task force, being a temporary measure, with a/' hoc meetings of

people involved in a change, is thus a temporary allocation of

resources. The change is considered a project, which, again, con-

7

notes a. lack of permanence.

The task force was examined to ascertain what those in the

elite perceived as both its appropriate uses and its successful-

ness in the specific transfer of the CIS. The senders, as an

organizational unit, make greater use of the task force as a link-

ace device than other units because of their staff position. The

field research showed that it was the senders who most recognized

the appropriateness of the. device for various purposes.

One of the major purposes named for a ta.sk force was to salve

a single and specific problem by allocating manpower and handing

out assignments. A variation of this would not be a single,

7

Ibid.
, p. 403,
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identifiable problem as such, but a group focused on getting over

a large and unforseen routine workload. Another purpose is to

have a forum for the development of organizational opinion by cros-

sing divisional lines. This was the focus of a successful task

force application at DHRS- -developing a departmental perception

of the confidentiality of client records.

A task force can also be used to relieve pressure from manage-

ment when it cannot decide on a solution which will be pleasing

and binding on all concerned parties. A fourth purpose is that a

task force can be used as a political device for management to

bring in critics as part of the force; this rids management of

snipers within the organization.

A final purpose mentioned is utilizing a task force as a by-

pass of the formal reporting system. In this usage, the leaders

of the task force can by-pass critical blockages in a system

posed by certain opposing individuals, or more quickly and directly

involve the technical persons who would be the change-agents in

their respective organizations. This last purpose can be used if

a top executive can not understand the substantive technical mat-

ters under consideration. Thus, certain changes can be brought

into being without the participation of top level executives; the

task force can isolate them from the actual changes going on.

While legitimate purposes for task forces as linkage mecha-

nisms could only be enumerated by the senders, both the senders

and receivers had definite ideas why it was not effective in the

transfer of the CIS technology. One of the primary reasons
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presented by several senders for this mechanism not being espe-

cially effective was that the task force was comprised of people

with many other on-going activities that were not reassigned. Thus,

there was an inconsistency in attendance at meetings; members would

assign other individuals to represent them at what was an already

delegated representative situation. One sender felt that partici-

pants should have been selected with the notion of them reporting

back to their leaders, not with the idea of attending just another

meeting.

The absence of a consensus by the task force participants

that its decisions were binding on the agencies, coupled with the

absence of a follow-up by those having prime responsibility for the

task force assignments, was another weakness in the use of this

linkage mechanism. One receiver from a program division described

how this worked:

Many times we refused to follow task force's

directives, and there was no follow up to make us.

The division's view was, "Attend the meetings and

if we don't concur with the decisions, just go back

to what you were doing before." There was no iron

hand in the Department. . . . The Secretary couldn't

buck the division directors with their political

backing.

A final dissatisfaction with the use of the task force in

the CIS technology transfer, voiced by the majority of receivers,

was that it was felt to be merely token participation. One top

level regional administrator best expressed the sentiments on

this point:

I never felt that my staff contributed any-

thing. There was no real chance for opportunity

into the process. ... I felt the time was ill
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spent and non-productive. P & E used task
forces in this way- -involvement by attendance.
I feel that is tokenism.

In order to give a complete picture of this linkage mechanism,

one sender revealed that in her situation participation in the task

force had indeed served as a by-pass loop into her organization.

Her division director x^as by-passed because he felt new things

never really affected the system and he was not particularly

interested in her briefings from the meetings:

I was allowed to send out policy directives
to the Division without any over-view by my
superiors. . . . The weren't interested in the
CIS because they didn't want to be bothered going
to meetings. Too many other things were happening
in the Division, like court actions and legislative
investigations. The information system wasn't
important enough to them to be concerned with the

things I did.

Consultants

One means to reduce resistance to the transfer process and

induce the linkage of technology to utilization was the use of

outside consultants. The consultant can serve a middleman role,

that is, as a third party, he cin act. as a referral or linking

agent, in order to initiate and support efforts for getting

relevant knowledge resources linked to potential consumers. Two

nationally recognized firms were at the disposal of the Department

for the development and implementation of the CIS; Touche-Ross

built the costing structure and Booz, Allen and Hamilton developed

the Goal-Oriented Social Services (GOSS) model. There was also a

group of social scientists from the University of Georgia hired

for the period of the development and testing of the prototype.
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This section examines three aspects of the relevant elite's per-

ceptions regarding consultants: their proper roles and functions;

how they were used on this innovation; and their future use by

the Department.

The relevant elite, both the senders and the receivers, had

definite conceptions of how outside consultants should be used in

the Department. In fact, there was a high consensus on the roles

consultants should assume and the tasks they might perform. One

of the functions consultants can perform for an organization is

to act as temporary personnel in order to supply specialized

expertise— to bring knowledge present staff does not have or the

time to attain it. Another function for a consultant would be to

sell a particularly favored concept or program. An official can

get legitimacy, justification, and reduce resistance for an idea

by employing an unbiased outsider. A further function of consult-

ants would be to act as problem solvers or catalysts on issues on

which an organization has reached an impass. Part of the function

of problem- solving could be for a consultant to serve as a sound-

itig board in hearing alternative solutions and to pin-point, in

an unbiased way, the consequences of the alternatives. A last

function for consultants would be to act as announcers for manage-

ment on decisions that have already been made, but which might be

politically unpopular for the management to announce themselves.

A variation of this function is to make consultants fall guys to

take the blame when the decisions they announce do not work out.

Most of the elite expressed dissatisfaction with the utiliza-

tion of consultants on the CIS project. The most consistent
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complaint was that the involvement of the consultants was too

unstructured. Reasons for the discontent were not for what con-

sultants did as much as for what they did not do. There were feel-

ings that there was no objective laid out in the work plan. The

two national firms were highly criticized. One sender mentioned,

"They took more than they gave . . . they out-stayed their welcome."

The consultants were supposed to monitor development of the

CIS in Florida so that it could be transplanted to the other States,

and to provide technical assistance. The receivers were dissatis-

fied because they saw no tangible benefits to Florida. One program

division staff member explained:

What they did x^as not worthwhile because it

could not be replicated from one division to

another . . . the methodology was way off.

A high level regional administrator explained his attitude:

For the most part, they all asked lots of

questions, but I never saw any report. . . .

They had a good understanding of the needs and

direction the federal people wanted, but they

had blinders on to departmental needs. . . .

Their view was categorical; they were concerned

with only IVA and VI.

One sender acknowledged that the dissatisfaction with the

consultants was not entirely their own fault, but rather the fault

of the inappropriate manner in which they were used by the organi-

zation:

We didn't make the most appropriate use of

them. This was due to both our own unacceptability
and inexperience. Because P 6c E was unacceptable

to the others in the Department, we used consultants
to act for us. They did routine tasks. The staff

was too inexperienced to use them properly and so we

used them as other staff members, rather than as a

sounding board.
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The major difference between the two elite groups was in

their attitudes regarding the frequency and extent of the use of

outside consultants. The senders generally felt that experience

had taught them to specifically define the task for which a con-

sultant was to be hired. They felt that consultants could best

be utilized in an organization to develop a single product and

train staff to use it. Moreover, they felt that they could teach

specialized seminars or workshops for the staff. The senders felt

that consultants should be used when there is a lack of staff

expertise, or legitimacy for an idea is absent. The notion of

specificity in using consultants was emphasized by one of the send-

An organization can't defer to a consultant

to generally manage things. It doesn't work because

of the nature of using consultants in one shot deals.

Using them this way doesn't take into account the

on-going situation and that there are people who can

wait them out.

The receivers, on the other hand, were not receptive to

utilizing outside consultants. Again, the notion of specificity

is emphasized:

I have a bias against consultants; they pro-

vide a little for a lot. The contracts with them

are not specific enough to get definite results.

My preference is for such temporary personnel to

develop specific programs and concepts or to do very
specific evaluations and investigations.

Two receivers reflected on the alternatives to the use of

consultants:

In this situation, we needed to augment our

manpower, but the Department should not have to

rely on this solution too often.
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Traditionally, administrators would like

outside consultants because it means something

works somewhere else. . . . But, I prefer that

if we need a certain capability, to build it

ourselves.

Training;: Changing Staff Skills

Another linkage device is training, or attempting to impart

new attitudes or skills to the staff. On the first installation

of the CIS, which resulted in the audit exception, there were no

instructions to explain to workers about the forms. On the second

installation, several kinds of materials were developed: a short

movie with the Secretary urging cooperation; a detailed manual

explaining the codes to be used; and training sessions in the

departmental regional offices for supervisors and workers.

The direct service workers were asked several questions about

the training they received. The majority of workers (65 per cent)

said the main source or principal way that they received training

was in staff development sessions held in their regional offices.

The remainder (35 per cent) named a number of more personal-contact

approaches; these included: supervisors and co-workers; friends

in other agencies; self-instruction; trial and error. When asked

about the adequacy of the training, about half of the workers felt

it was somewhat adequate; the other half was evenly split between

very adequate and not adequate. The program division whose work-

ers felt that they got the most from training sessions and that

the quality of the training was very adequate was in the Division

of Family Services.
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The notion of training as a transfer mechanism has been

shown to be effective under several conditions. One of these is

the movement of the highly trained technical personnel with the

technology. They can then not only help in the initial training,

but help solve other problems which arise later. Doctors comments

on this factor: "It appears that mobility of technical personnel

8

may be a key element in technology transfer. ..." Training as

a linkage device is also more likely to be effective when the

training unit becomes more than a temporary linkage, but rather a

differentiated subsystem within the organization. Lynton highlights

this observation by noting that success of action between the tem-

porary training system and the parent system calls for an additional

linkage. This linkage is to provide a mechanism to guide implemen-

tation and cope with new problems. The inability of the regular

organization to cope with the new skills necessitated the train-

ing program. Therefore, to insure continued dealing with problems

of implementation, the temporary system should be a consultant
9

link to the organization—it should become permanent.

Family Services provided both the transfer of technical per-

sonnel and a differentiated subsystem. Some personnel that

assisted in the development of the CIS actually went into the

field offices and conducted the training sessions. The presen-

tations and the people were consistent across the state. Questions

Samuel I. Doctors, The Role of Federal Agencies in Tech -

nology Transfer (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The M. I. T. Press,

1969), p. 17.

9 Lynton, "Linking an Innovative Subsystem," pp. 407-408.
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could be dealt with on the spot. Moreover, the training system

remained an integral part of the Family Services agency. They

answered questions by telephone and sometimes returned to the

field to conduct refresher training sessions.

Demonstration

The building of a prototype on a small scale to demonstrate

how technology can operate is closer to the differentiation of a

subsystem than were the temporary linkage devices selected and uti-

lized in the CIS transfer process.

The prototype, discussed earlier to illustrate divisibility

in the qualities of the technology, did not serve as a means to

transfer the technology of the CIS. There were two major reasons

for this demonstration not being an effective linkage device. The

first was that the demonstration ran only for a short period, the

summer of 1972, and was not continued to serve as a point of expan-

sion into the larger organization. Thus, the differentiated sub-

system was not permanently utilized and expanded into the larger

system.

The second major reason for the lack of efficacy of the dem-

onstration as a linkage mechanism was that the problems of resist-

ance which emerged in the prototype were not corrected and the

same ones occurred during the regular implementation of CIS. There

was once again an additional workload with no substitution of

existing tasks, the absence of automation to aggregate and provide

information, and no provision for feedback of the shortcomings

found in the CIS. The senders did not apply the practical lessons
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from the demonstration, but rather formalized the mistakes. Thus,

the program divisions and the direct service workers could reapply

the methods of resistance to the CIS which they had found to be

effective under the demonstration.

Participation

In handling an innovation it is important to understand why

occasionally some organizational members will embrace it, some

will simply tolerate it, others will resist it, and a few will

openly oppose it. In an earlier section it was reported how a

service worker noted that resistance would have been much less if

workers had been allowed to participate in the development of the

CIS. The notion that lower level staff will more readily accept

change if they feel they had a part in it is well established by

research findings. This section examines the notion of lower

staff participation on two levels: felt participation by staff,

and the views of all actors as to whom they preferred to have

participated in the development of the CIS. There is also an

analysis of the preferences and work motivations of all actors

which questions the participation hypothesis mentioned above--

which questions whether direct service staff would have really

10

Michael Stewart, "Resistance to Technological Change in

Industry," Human Organi zation, Vol. 16, No. 3 (Fall 1957), pp.

36-39; Lester Coch and John French, Jr. "Overcoming Resistance

to Change," Human Relation s, Vol. I (1948), pp. 512-532; Goodwin

Watson and Edward M. Glaser, "What We Have Learned About Planning

for Change," Management Review , Vol. 54, No. 11 (1965), pp. 34-

46.
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been less resistant to change within their bureaucratic setting

had they participated in the development of CIS.

If service workers could not have direct involvement in the

development of CIS, they could have felt indirect participation

through their supervisors. Supervisory staff has had longer time

in the organization and has usually worked in the direct service

ranks. The service workers were asked about their perceptions

of their supervisors' influence on the CIS at various points of

development and transfer.

Table 18 displays the aggregated results of this line of

inquiry. It is interesting to note that for the first three stages

in an innovation process, about a third of the workers did not

know what, if any, influence their superior had in the CIS. How-

ever, there is an increasing trend to perceive supervisor influence

from early to later stages of the transfer (from 10 per cent to 68

per cent). Still, for the first three stages, almost half of the

workers perceived their superiors to have no influence. Workers

seem more knowledgeable about their superiors' influence at the

point of implementation, or carrying out of procedures to put the

system in effect, because this is when they, themselves, were more

directly involved.

All actors were questioned regarding how much direct service

workers should have participated in the development of the CIS.

The results of this inquiry are shown in Table 19. Both the workers

and their top managers, or the receivers, felt strongly that work-

ers should have had more involvement. About half of the senders
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TABLE 18

WORKERS' PERCEPTIONS OF SUPERVISORS' INFLUENCE

ON CIS AT STAGES IN TRANSFER PROCESS

(n«40)

Amount of Per- Development
ceived Influe- of Carrying

ence by Super- Instruments Testing Modifications out

visor and System Procedures

Great Deal
of

Influence 4.1% 4.0% 2.0% 26.0%

Some Influence 6.1% 12.0% 22.0% 42.0%

No Influence 55.1% 48.0% 44.0% 16.0%

Don't Know 34.7% 36.0% 32.0% 16.0%
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TABLE 19

MORE PARTICIPATION BY DIRECT WORKERS

Relevant Elite
Direct
Service

Amount of Senders Receivers Workers

Participation (n B 7) (n=10) (n»70)

More involvement 57.1% 70.0% 70.0%

Same involvement 28.6% 30.0% 21.4%

Less involvement 14.37° 0.07, 8.67,
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felt the same way. However, the rest felt that workers had suf-

ficient involvement and that worker participation should be at the

end of the transfer rather than at the beginning.

The other aspect of direct participation examined was the

preferences of all the actors on the make-up of a task force to

develop and implement the innovation. The responses fell into

obvious groupings and the rankings were assigned according to the

modal pattern. The results are shown in Table 20. The direct

service workers have as their first choice themselves. Their

second choice is staff from various levels and locales from their

own division, which shows the narrow perspective from which they

view departmental operations. The involvement of sta :f divisions

was perceived almost as a necessary evil. The receivers do not

even consider staff divisions as a necessary evil; they should

not be involved with clients. Receivers, most having been service

workers themselves, hold that this latter group should be heavily

involved in client information. Next, receivers would prefer the

participation of other program divisions.

The next concern is for the geographic aspect of representa-

tion, the regional-district level, because this organizational level

is considered to be the most involved with service delivery and

local problem solving. The preferences shown by the receivers

appear to exhibit a narrow perspective on management. The notion

that service people know the needs of the organization is evident,

but the notion that top management has informational requirements

is no t

.
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TABLE 20

RANKING OF PREFERENCES FOR DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE

MAKE-UP

Choices as Partici-
pants

Relevant Elite

Sender:

(n.6)

Receivers
(n«ll)

Direct
Service
Workers
(n-65)

Staff Divisions

Direct Service Workers

District or Regional
Level

Own Division

Other HRS Program
Divisions

Agencies Outside HRS
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The senders have a pyramidal view of participation in a task

force. At the top, the staff divisions are preferred because they

both would define the informational needs for top management and

supply the general systems knowledge. Next, program personnel

are required for both descriptions of service delivery and specific

program area information. Lastly, task force participation by

workers could clear up nuts and bolts problems of language across

services and supply information needed by service delivery person-

nel to assist their clients. It is interesting to note the wide

divergence of the preferences among the actors on the preferred

task force make-up. Especially noteworthy is that no group had a

preference for service agencies outside the HRS organization. This

bears mention because many agencies have purchase of service con-

tracts with HRS and are required to supply client information under

contract stipulations, yet their participation was not valued.

The final aspect of whether participation in the development

and implementation process was relevant to the limited success of

the CIS is an examination of types of authority which influence and

motivate individuals in organizations. All respondents were requested

to rank the reasons they complied with things their superiors wanted

them to do. The operational concepts which were utilized are by

11
Bachman. The data were modified for analysis in this study.

Again the responses fell into obvious groupings and the rankings

were assigned according to the modal pattern. Table 21 displays

Jerald G. Bachman, "Faculty Satisfaction and the Dean's

Influence: An Organizational Study of Twelve Liberal Arts Colleges,"

Journal of Applied Psychology , Vol. 52, No. 1 (1968), pp. 55-61.
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TABLE 21

RANKING OF TYPES OF AUTHORITY WHICH MOTIVATE COMPLIANCE

Type of Authority

Relevant Elite
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the ranked results of this line of inquiry. All the groups had

agreed that expertise— greater knowledge or ability--was the most

important factor in compliance. This kind of authority has high

legitimacy and Harvey and Mills posit that innovative problems

are most likely to call upon rational authority, or expertise.

They also note that expertise is the best type of power only the

12

first time a problem is encountered.

Referent authority, based on wanting a superior's personal

respect and admiration, is the second most important compliance

factor to both the senders and the direct service workers. These

two groups are both composed of the organizational newcomers and

therefore probably want to please their superior. The receivers

are more apt to be responsive to legitimate authority, which is

based on position and duty. This ranking seems to be congruent

with their other preferences, such as favoring high centralization

and formalization and believing one should earn his or her hierchi-

cal position by going through the ranks. Legitimate authority

also signifies that routine problem situations are resolved in

standardized procedures.

The third and fourth ranked authority types are curiously

varied for the participants. For the senders, rewards are the next

most important reason for compliance. This would logically follow

12

Edward Harvey and Russell Mils, "Patterns of Organiza-
tional Adaptation: A Political Perspective," in Power in Organ -

izations , ed. Mayer M. Zald (Nashville, Tennessee: Vanderbilt
University Press, 1970), p. 204.
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because rewards for the senders would include the benefits of

higher positions and more staff, things which the senders as a

group were seeking from the organization. To the receivers, being

respected was important because of their long affiliation both with

the top management of their own divisions and of the department.

The workers chose the positional authority of legitimacy, one

quite favored by their superiors. This suggests that the workers

are both receiving behavioral cues from their superiors, and that

their decisional parameters are fairly limited. To the senders,

legitimate authority is not important. This finding was substan-

tiated in other parts of the study. Their low regard for legiti-

mate authority was a hindrance in their own quest for legitimacy

as the senders of the technology.

In summarizing the possible relationships between participa-

tion (cooperation) and authority, it appears all the actors deem

the quality of the work to be the most important factor in their

behavior. For the senders, being personally respected and receiv-

ing benefits were the important factors to motivate organizational

participation, not whether or not they were legitimized to do so.

For the receivers, carrying out the duties of their positions was

an important factor for organizational compliance. If the commit-

ment of the Secretary had been more openly supportive to the imple-

mentation of the CIS, it is possible that their behavior would

have been of a less resistant nature. For the workers in this

organization, participation in development of an innovation appears

to be less important as a motivational factor than is being admired
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and doing what they are directed to do by those they believe to

have more expertise.

These last findings on participation appear to contradict

those of previous studies. One reason for this might be that pre-

vious research dealt with people who had professional or specific

and transferable skills and who were therefore, able to make sub-

stantive contributions by their participation. The lower level

worker in this complex social services bureaucracy, on the other

hand, have mixed educational backgrounds and most of their skills

are acquired from the organization itself.

Given these organizational circumstances, it seems that those

who would influence and motivate the behavior of others should be

15

fully conversant with the use of expert and referent authority.

For, it appears that worker participation in the developmental

aspects of an innovation is not the way to gain implementation

compliance in a highly complex, hierarchical organization.

13

Floyd C. Mann and Franklin W. Neff , Managing Major Change

in Organizations (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Foundation for Research

on Human Behavior, 1963), p. 56.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Res earch Conclusions

This study examined the processual dynamics of a complex

organization adopting and implementing an innovation which was

a departure from its own traditions. One particular mechanism,

the Client Information System, was selected to follow the flow

of an innovation for the purpose of systematically analyzing the

expectations, behavioral patterns, and linkage devices associated

with the process of technology transfer within a complex and highly

decentralized social services organization, the Florida Department

of Health and Rehabilitative Services.

The body of literature on innovation, diverse and fragmented,

represents the different disciplines and approaches generated by

both the students and practitioners of organization change asso-

ciated with innovation. The literature provided little concensus

in either conceptual or operational definitions and was examined

for the purpose of describing the research domain and of drawing

constructs upon which to build. In order to present the most

comprehensive overview of this area of research, the literature

was grouped into the areas of diffusion research; factors condu-

cive to creativity, research utilization, aggregate multi-organiza-

tional analysis, and contributions from organizational theory.

195
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The research methodology was exploratory, utilizing a multiple

approach. The. literature and organization documents were analyzed

to develop a theoretical awareness and useful concepts. Two rounds

of interviews were conducted with principal actors at several

levels of government. A local indepth case study was employed

with a field survey for the. purpose of following the innovation

to the lowest level of the organization. Formal hypothesis test-

ing was not employed because the research was exploratory in nature.

The findings revealed the degree of transfer of the Client

Information Service technology was very limited in terms of a suc-

cessful introduction and application of new ends or means. The

assessment of limited success was based on the reasons for adoption--

the functions the Client Information System was supposed to perform.

The reasons for its creation were: to provide a uniform informa-

tion base for management; to demonstrate fiscal accountability of

resources; to provide a mechanism for case coordination; and to

provide a client tracking system.

The evidence for the assessment of very limited success based

on how well the Client Information System fulfilled its purposes.

The evidence revealed that the system was non-comprehensive in the

scope of application. It was tied to a single funding and did not

apply to all programs and services. Furthermore, the first attempt

of installation resulted in the failure of meeting accountability

reporting requirements and caused a $30 million audit exception.

Later, a differentiated structure in the form of a new agency was

created to be responsible for the fiscal accountability that was
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to be reported from the system. The Client Information System

was circumvented by additional procedures for back-up documenta-

tion, although it is credited as the information source for

financial accountability.

The limited success of the technology transfer was also

evidenced by the low acceptance and the workers' perceptions that

it had negative utility in regard to its accuracy, benefits for

clients, and usefulness for working with clients.

Opinions from all organizational levels as to the type and

amount of information provided to top level state management by

CIS further substantiated the negative assessment because the

information was confined to only the number of people served and

services provided by one funding source. Continuing the Client

Information System for future development and output, although

desired by top management, was desired at the worker level mostly

to insure the continuance of federal funds.

The explanation of the limited success in the innovation

process was revealed by an analysis of the combination of dynamic

factors comprising 1) the qualities of the technology, 2) the

qualities of the actors, and 3) the transfer process.

The qualities of the technology—an examination of the

attributes or characteristics of the innovation—can partially

explain its limited success. The focus of change was administra-

tive rather than programmatic. Administrative innovations gen-

erally require more time to discern results. With the time lag

that occurred, the legitimacy of the procedure, or confidence that
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it was the best policy, was eroded. An attribute which was dis-

covered in the course of study to be espacially important for

explaining much of the limited success was that of a negative

halo effect. The action against the technology was in actuality

a reaction against a larger and unacceptable change in the organ-

ization—namely, expansion of services, which was associated with

the technology.

The quality of efficacy was examined from perceptions of

both first awareness and proven utility in other locations. Gen-

erally, the top managers had strong positive expectations when

they first heard about the system. Worker perceptions were nega-

tive to hazy based upon expectations of more paper work and no

change in the client situations they encountered. Perceptions of

proven utilization in other places were stronger with the senders

of the technology than with top level receivers and the workers.

Thus, the perceived efficacy of the innovation was differentiated

in magnitude among the various actors, but not in direction.

Complexity was another quality which emerged during the

research. It was important because it was found that at all

organization levels there was difficulty in understanding the

innovation and what it could do.

The findings on the attribute of the physical manifestation

of technology, a tangible object versus an abstract idea, were

inconclusive. Top management showed a preference for implementing

hardware, or more tangible items. What was revealed about physical
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manifestation was its relatively minor significance to individuals

at the bottom of the organization. They did not differentiate

among new things as to whether they were objects or policies

because what they eventually receive in either case is indeed

something tangible, such as a form or manual.

The quality of divisibility, the extent to which an innova-

tion lends itself to a small scale tryout, did not appear to be a

crucial factor. What did appear to be important about an actual

demonstration or trial run was that it was not a means of gaining

acceptance for the innovation. The factors which promoted resist-

ance for the trial innovation process were existent in the demon-

stration and were not corrected for the actual implementation later.

This experience suggests that the demonstration product should be

refined before and after it is tried on a small scale.

The qualities of the actors, or the participants, were

analyzed to ascertain whether either their background characteris-

tics or perceptions about the organization could explain the lim-

ited success of the innovation transfer. The top level actors,

conceptualized as the research-relevant elite, were defined and

identified both by rank and by participation in this particular

transfer process. The relevant elite was split into the two sub-

groups of receivers and senders of technology.

Several background characteristics of the elite were found

to be relevant in explaining the absence of supportive relation-

ships when innovations are moved across organization boundaries.

Education backgrounds were highly divergent; receivers majored in
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social work and senders majored in engineering. Indicators of

professionalism—special training and extra-organizational activ-

ities—were similar for both groups. But the training and activ-

ities were concentrated into the same divergent areas, thus re-

inforcing the contradictory dogmas of their educational disciplines.

Other factors were studied to ascertain if any thread of commonal-

ity in backgrounds existed which might have facilitated the trans-

fer process. In the area of work experience prior to employment

in the Department, the two groups had the same divergent experiences,

one in social work and the other in engineering. Moreover, no rela-

tionships developed across the membership of the two elite groups

which could have been the basis for rapport. The organizational

background characteristics of the elite groups surfaced factors

which further accentuated differences. The receivers had been in

the organization for a relatively longer amount of time and had

gained their present positions by coming up through the ranks.

The senders had lateral entry into the Department into high pay

grades.

Perceptions about structural dimensions of the organization,

change, and the legitimacy of the senders were useful in explain-

ing resistance in the transfer process. A dimension of centraliza-

tion-decentralization, the degree of autonomy accorded the divisions,

was extremely important. The decentralization was such that the

Department could be described as a federation of semi-autonomous

units, most with their own funding sources. There were fears that

this autonomy would be jeopardized by a centralizing mechanism
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such as the Client Information System. Perceptions about formaliza-

tion, examined on the dimensions of specification of job definition

and amount of rule observation, were higher for the receivers.

This seems to indicate an emphasis on ritualistic behavior, and

this would create an atmosphere which would discourage the adop-

tion of new procedures. On the value of change, neither of the

elite groups was high. While this might be expected of the receiv-

ers, who would prefer the status quo, it was not expected of the

senders. A possible explanation is that the senders view them-

selves as technocrats rather than change-agents, The engineering

background is generally viewed as one with conservative orienta-

tion which could have contributed to this finding.

The legitimacy of the senders as the source of the technology

was held to be quite low. A combination of factors contributed to

this finding, including their different educational backgrounds,

experiences, and short amount of time in the Department. More

important, however, was a perceived negative image of the senders

as self-oriented wheeler-dealers who wanted federal funds for their

own staff expansion. It was felt that the senders acted without

mandated authority, a factor of significance in a formalized set-

ting. Moreover, antagonisms were compounded in situations of

interactions between the elite groups by language differentials.

The senders used the jargon from their experiences in aero-space

and did not accept the traditional professional terminology of

the field of social work and of the Department. One of the rami-

fications of the low legitimacy of the senders was that it was felt
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they should not be the interpreters of federal regulations on

grants. Another ramification was that the program divisions would

not accept descriptions and definitions of program activities that

came from an agency which did not understand social work activities.

The direct service workers, as a set of actors, were most

interesting in relation to their organizational superiors, the

receivers. The profile which surfaced from the lower levels of

the organization was one of individuals who were: young; had non-

social work backgrounds; the majority of whom had B. A. degrees;

had no indicators of professionalism, such as special training or

extra-organizational activities; were in the Department a short

amount of time; had little to no previous work experience. Fur-

thermore, their work settings were perceived to be both highly

centralized and formalized. In essense, the workers were highly

dependent on their superiors for guidance and behavioral cues.

Thus, a negative implicit message about the Client Information

System was sure to be received at the worker level.

The dynamics of introduction into the organization were exam-

ined in the factors of the transfer process. The nature of the

transfer process which evolved around the Client Information Sys-

tem can largely be accounted for in the top decision-makers' assess-

ment of the severity of the demand for a change by the organization

and the subsequent measures taken to accommodate the innovation.

The organizational communication set the tone for expectations of

the innovation transfer. One of the most important findings was
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the absence of a strong commitment to the innovation by the highest

executive office. This non-supportive stance was perceived at all

organizational levels and added to the already low legitimacy of

the undertaking. Moreover, on another dimension of communication,

there was no circulatory communication, or feedback, which allowed

for both criticism and adaptive-coping techniques to emerge.

The choice of linkage measures utilized to transfer the

innovation were those usually associated with organizational

changes which have been assessed as temporary, whereas the success-

ful application of the Client Information System required the

permanency of a differentiated subsystem that could produce inte-

grating rather than temporary linkage devices. One such temporary

device, called a task force, was an ad hoc group with members

from the various program divisions. The task force was not effec-

tive for these reasons: most of the individuals had other on-going

activities; attendance by the same individuals was inconsistent;

participation was perceived to be token.

Another temporary device was the employment of consultants,

individuals outside the organization brought in to serve a middle-

man role. They did not appear to be effective in this role because

they were inappropriately used. Their functions and tasks ware

not specified and they were impossible to manage. No perceived

benefits were derived from them and, thus, nothing permanent was

left as a result of their inclusion in the transfer.

Training was a temporary linkage device which attempted to

impart new attitudes and skills to the staff. There were several
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kinds of materials developed, including a movie and a reference

manual. Additionally, staff development sessions were held. Even

with the structured materials and training, over one third of the

staff felt they learned more about the system through personal

contact with supervisors or friends, or through their own self-

instruction. The service workers who felt that the sessions and

the quality of training was very adequate were in a program divi-

sion which did not consider the system a temporary event. This

division provided that personnel be transferred with the technol-

ogy and that a differentiated subsystem be established to insure

sustained integration of the CIS.

A final linkage mechanism was an operational prototype to

demonstrate the technology. The prototype was closer to subsystem

differentiation than the other linkage devices utilized. However,

the prototype did not serve as a means to transfer the technology

of the CIS for two reasons. First, it ran for only a short period

of time and hence did not serve as a point of expanding the system

into the larger organization. Second, the problems which caused

the resistance that emerged under the prototype were not corrected

and occurred again during the larger implementation. Thus, workers

reapplied the methods of resistance they found to be effective

under the demonstration.

The notion of participation in the development of the inno-

vation as a linkage strategy to facilitate its implementation had

been advanced by actors throughout the course of the research.

This notion was explored and indeed all actors agreed that lower

level personnel should have been included in this specific technology
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development. However, when examined from the perspective of the

type of authority which motivates individuals within an organiza-

tion, participation did not appear to be a relevant factor for

inducing compliance behavior on implementation. It appears that

referent and positional powers are more important in inducing

workers' compliance. Thus, according to this research, being

admired and doing what they are directed to do by supervisors are

more important motivators in a highly complex hierarchal organiza-

tion than being a participant in change development. This finding

is also consistent with an earlier one that workers sought behav-

ioral cues from their superiors.

While it is acknowledged that the findings and conclusions

presented here are based on a case study, it is thought that there

are general implications to be derived for consideration both in

future research and in policy decisions. These implications are

explored in the following sections.

Research Imp lications

There are three courses suggested for emphasis in future

investigations of the processual phenomenon of innovation. These

should not be considered exclusive of each other: the first is

in methodological approach; the second is the substantive factors

of analysis; the third is organizational contextual setting.

Methodologically, the advantages gained in an exploratory research

design lay in its inherent openness to discovery of important

dimensions. However, the limitlessness of this kind of design is

burdensome to the researcher in that the absence of structure
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demands substantial decisions of inclusion and exclusion which at

times prohibits exhaustiveness on the subject matter.

The methodological implications, therefore, are to design a

more structured research approach. This would promote several

general aims of research. A more limited and structured design

could lead to exhaustive analysis of specific factors in the inno-

vation process. Furthermore, a set of definitions could be devel-

oped and applied in a consistent manner. Lastly, replication of

findings could be promoted. The literature has shown that both

because of the scope of exploratory studies and the absence of

consistent terminology, studies are not yet being replicated from

one organization to another. This means that generalizations can-

not be evolved and applied in a variety of settings. The setting

can somehow be interpreted to be unique and thus make the findings

not applicable as explanatory statements in other organization

situations. Thus, it is suggested that research be designed so

that it is both narrower in scope of material and builds upon a

consistent set of terms. Then findings can lend themselves to

replication and testing in other organizations.

The second course for future study of the. innovation process

pertains to the substantive factors which should receive the focus

of attention. As research designs become more structured, research-

ers should examine more than a single innovation to discover the

dynamics of the processual phenomenon. It is suggested that both

administrative and program type innovations be studied in a com-

parative design to assess the similarities or differences in their
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dynamics within the same organizational context. Moreover, it is

also suggested that the focus of analytical content should be the

innovation process within sub-units within a complex organization.

Several of the categories of the findings utilized in this

research appear to hold promise for further studies. In order to

build generalizations more emphasis is needed on the qualities and

perceptions of the participants in the innovation process. The

emphasis should be on their major educational disciplines, career

paths, positions attained in the organization, and modes of entry.

These are factors that can lead to a quantification and thus give

a firmer basis for replication. The concept of legitimacy of

participants and its relationship to the innovation itself appears

to be a rich area to be explored. Mutual perceptions of legitimacy

of major participants also seems worthy of further investigation.

The qualities of the technology offer still another area for

further study. The focus of research on qualities in the litera-

ture has not been explored adequately because of concern with sim-

ple phenomena such as agricultural implements. Administrative and

program innovations are complex phenomena with characteristics

which are not always discernible on first awareness by the indiv-

iduals in the organization. The difficulty of this research pur-

suit will be the conceptual and operational definitions required

to ascertain the differences among the qualities. Of the qualities,

the most fruitful for further research pursuit appear to be the

physical manifestation, tangible objects versus abstract ideas,

and the possibility of a halo effect, association with other con-

current changes.
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Of the factors analyzed in the category of the transfer

process, it appears that the assessment of the need for change

by decision makers sets in motion other behavioral reactions. A

further examination of the assessment for change and the subsequent

linkage mechanisms should be an area of research. If assessment

and decision for change is related to perceptions of the organiza-

tional environment, then further study is required on environmental

conditions that are perceived to be more threatening than others.

This research limited environmental conditions to descriptive pas-

sages and focused more on phenomena of the innovative process

internal to the organization. However, it is suggested that envi-

ronmental factors be. given more emphasis, not only from their ini-

tial thrust for innovation, but also their continuing relationship

as the organization reacts and attempts implementation.

The final course for further investigation which emerged

from this study is the organizational setting. The largest part

of the present literature on innovation is within the context of

private organizations. The stimulus to change is usually related

to the profit motive. The private organization is under pressure

to have its output, whether goods, services, or claims on future

income, suit the changing desires of its consumers and is dependent

upon them for resources. The governmental organization does not

usually get its resources from the same people who would use its

services. It has to be responsive to politicians and other govern-

mental strata. Walter emphasizes this point: "Since the govern-

mental bureau is funded by the legislature, it can afford to be
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insensitive to the wants of the people who consume its output so

1

long as it satisfies the legislature that it is doing a good job."

Perhaps it is the need to satisfy the legislature that restrains

bureaucrats from making judgements and decisions involving more

than marginal risk. This relationship to the funding sources may

also explain the choice of linkage devices that are merely tempo-

rary and that do not sustain innovations. The differences in

dynamics of private and public bureaucracies have indeed long been

debated. Perhaps, new light can be shed on this area through more

research on the internal dynamics of the innovation process within

the two contextual settings and their corresponding environments.

Policy Implications

Public social services bureaucracies, or human resources

agencies, have multiple and often undefined or poorly defined goals,

political environments, and clients. These organizations have also

been under increasing scrutiny by legislative committees to explain

what they are doing and what are the effects of their activities

and programs. In effect, public social services bureaucracies have

been accused of being unresponsive to social demands. The implica-

tions suggested from the study of the innovative process may assist

complex social services organizations to take advantage of both

administrative and programmatic developments and transfers in order

1

Benjamin Walter, "On Contrasts Between Private Firms and

Governmental Bureaus," in Power in Organizations , ed. Mayer M. Zald

(Nashville, Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press, 1970), p. 325.
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that the}' may better serve the clients. The policy implications

of innovation research for social service administrators stem from

the areas of the interrelated phenomena concerned with: making

the decision to innovate; transfer strategies; managerial capa-

bility; and the direct service worker level.

There are several policy implications related to the initial

assessment for a decision to make a required innovation and the

subsequent behavioral actions of top executives. The dynamics of

the transfer process of an innovation begins with a demand from

the environment of an organization. The perceived severity of

the demand from the environment sets in motion behavior to find a

solution and implement it. For top level executives of Florida's

public social services organization, the environmental demands

and resources are from dual and often contradictory masters, the

State Legislature and the federal granting agencies. Both masters

want a solidarity in organizational responsiveness, but both pro-

mote specialized interests and divisiveness. The legislature asks

for accountability of an entire complex organization, yet itself

is pressured and influenced by special interest clients and vol-

untary service groups. The federal agencies require single state

agency accountability, but provide funds on a categorical grant

basis. A top executive in an undefined milieu will be highly

cautious of the risks involved in change and may tend to initially

assess and subsequently deal with them in a similar and temporary

manner. A system that does not initiate, change for positive rea-

sons may become dominated by individuals who will take only that
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amount of risk necessary to provide marginal gains. Thus, top

executives must realize that their policy discussions and directives

on innovations cannot be in terms of benefits and positive values.

Instead, they must make risk attractive by drawing attention to the

adverse conditions and losses which will occur from not taking a

chance.

The presentation of negative values associated with an inno-

vation appears to be especially important to social services bureau-

crats. There is an inherent conservativisra in the decision making

of the system because the organization deals with the lives of peo-

ple with problems and risk is therefore not acceptable. Thus,

decisions are usually cautiously made in a committee-oriented

atmosphere, and responsibility for decisions cannot be acounted

for when made under those conditions.

Once the top executive selects the most appropriate solution,

there are two areas he can act on to promote compliance. One of

the most important actions a top executive can take is to consist-

ently and continuously articulate his personal commitment to the

innovation. Strong top commitment appears to set the tone because

it gives the legitimacy an innovation requires to be deemed the

appropriate course.

The other area of action is the choice of the most effective

transfer strategies as linkage mechanisms. This action area also

has several policy implications. Temporary linkage devices should

not be selected, especially if an innovation is to become a perma-

nent part of the organizational operation. Ad hoc measures have
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been shown to be unsuccessful for the transfer and utilization of

a sustained and pervasive innovation. It is therefore suggested

that more developed interpersonal and permanent linkages be estab-

lished. Staff that link two bureaucratic agencies have been

referred to in the literature under a variety of labels: liaisons;

boundary spanning staff; change agents.

A viable transfer linkage is to transfer the personnel most

knowledgeable about the technology to the receiving agency until

it is functional part of the operations. Moreover, for complex

transfers of sustained innovations, a differentiated structure

should be created. An organizational unit of this nature implies

that special attention and commitment have been focused on a spe-

cific issue by top management. It also implies that follow- through

and feedback are insured so as to determine if the innovative pro-

cess is occurring and what is the status of the activities. In a

complex organizational setting, it would be naive to allow the

normal hierchical communications channel to act as the only mechanism

for innovation transfer and information.

Accurate assessment for an innovation and choice of appropriate

strategies to transfer it throughout the complex public social serv-

ices system is highly dependent on top managerial capability for

the analysis of organizational problems. Top level service and

program administrators may be resistant to innovation because of

their lack of understanding of management and organization dynamics.

Top level administrators in this system are traditionally promoted

from the ranks and tend to look to and be bound by their social work
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discipline. The implication here is that if administrators are

recruited in this manner, then there should be an internal career

development ladder which will permit and encourage potential

administrators to have exposure to organizational decision making

skills and education.

The problem of low legitimacy of the senders has implications

for both personal interaction and staffing patterns. In order to

build reciprocal trust between innovation senders and potential

receivers, interpersonal relationships should be encouraged with

attendance at planned retreats and problem- solving workshops.

There is also an implication that flexible staffing patterns

between technical personnel of program and staff agencies should

be considered. An early exchange between potential senders and

receivers of innovations could be the basis for developing knowl-

edge and trust about various organizational units. Since much of

the dynamics of the transfer process is related to the legitimacy

of both the senders and the innovation, the background of reci-

procity could be very important. Legitimacy can produce credit-

ability and acceptability of the innovation itself and thereby

facilitate the transfer process. Moreover, legitimacy can have a

payoff in building positive perceptions at the lower level of the

organization.

At the direct service worker level of the organization there

are several policy implications in the case of administrative type

innovations. Perceptions that workers should participate in the

development of a particular innovation to insure their compliance
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should be re-examined. In a work situation that, is characterized

by a highly formalized aid centralized hierehical structure, spurts

of democracy are not realistically expected at the lower level.

Of even Uiorc significance .is that service, workers respond to

expertise, referent, and legitimate power of those supervising

then,. They tike: behavioral cues fro:-; superior j and, in the. case

of iniiovp tion, c ire should be. taken to u.e e eo : from the sepcr'

visory staff be positive, Whet direct service staff arc avzare of

is the load of paperwork and no opinion as to the worthwhilencss

or efficacy of the. multiplicity of forms. It is suggested that

there be a removal of some of the paperwork at the time new paper-

v/orl is iirple.ineated. This would show thee th.:rr. is tig; fi 'ace

to the innovation and at the same time decrease dependence on

older procedures. Moreover, toe product of their input should be

displayed back to the worker level. The success of the innovation

process would benefit if the worker level is given reinforcement

that their efforts are indeed meaningful to the larger organisa-

tion. Both what is learned by the managers from the lower levels

of organization and the corrective measures taken on the basis of

input: from this level sho ild be roe aunicated hack as an indication

of the worthiness of worker support of the Innovation.



APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR BEHAVIORAL ELITE

1. DIVISION

TITLE

2. Please give your educational background. PLEASE USE THE SPACES
PROVIDED. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A DEGREE, PLEASE PUT NUMBER
OF YEARS IN COLLEGE, MAJOR AND UNIVERSITY.

Degree Major University

3. Please list any specialized or professional training you have
received which was not for the purpose of attaining a college
degree. Such training might include specialized seminars, work-
shops, and short courses.

4. Age on last birthday

5. How many years have you been in this division?

6. What was your previous place of employment?

Agency or Firm City

215
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7. Please answer these questions about your participation in extra-
organizational professional activities.

(a) Do you belong to a professional organization?

Yes No

(b) How many meetings has your organization held in the last year?
(Please answer with respect to the organization which meets
most frequently if you belong to more than one organization.)

Times/Year

(c) How many of these meetings were you able to attend in the
last year?

Times/Year

(d) Have you presented a paper or do you hold office in any profes-
sional organization?

Yes No

8. Let us assume the Department is to begin using the following items.
Based upon your experience, how difficult would it be to implement
the use of these items?

Very Moderately Not
Difficult Difficult Difficult

(a) Calculator

(b) Computer terminal

(c) Common intake form

(d) Client tracking procedure

(e) Inter-agency referral

9. In order to better understand the transfer process of the development
and utilization of the Service Planning and Reporting System - SPARS -

I'd like your opinion as to the reasons it was created - What needs
did it serve (to fill)?

Probe for: accountability; case coordination; client
tracking; management decision-making
information

Probe also: opposition
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10. Was there anything in particular which triggered its implementation?

11. Do you feel that the divisions already had client information
systems?

12. Why weren't these individual systems utilized?

12a. One of the CSDS Project objectives was to develop an ADP client
information system. Can you tell me about these efforts?

13. Have you ever received feedback concerning the information collected
with the client information system?

Yes No

If "Yes 11

, what kind?

THE FOLLOWING LIST INCLUDES SEVERAL KINDS OF INFORMATION THE SERVICES
PLANNING AND REPORTING SYSTEM IS TO PROVIDE STATE-LEVEL MANAGEMENT.
PLEASE NOTE HOW MUCH INFORMATION YOU BELIEVE IS BEING PROVIDED FROM
THESE FORMS.

Much Some No Don't
Info. Info. Info. Know

14. Number of people being served
by IVA and VI funds

15. Number of IVA and VI services
provided

16. Caseload information for staff
allocation and staff justifica-
tion

17. Number of people with special
problems

18. Services unavailable in agency
or community

19. Data base for legislative
budget request

20. What kinds of information can it (is it able to) provide to management?
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21. Is it doing so? If no - why not?

22. Does the top management have any means to obtain aggregate data on

the services it provides and the clients served across divisions?

Probe for: confidence in technology - the concept of

management information.

23. When SPARS was proposed, did you feel it was an effective way of

accounting for funds spent under IVA and VI service regulations?

Yes

No

Didn't know

24. Did you feel it was an effective way of coordinating services

received by a particular client?

Yes

No

Didn't know

25. Did you feel it was an effective way of tracking a client's change

in progress after receiving services?

Yes

No

Didn't know

26. Do you know of other places where a procedure similar to the Service

Planning and Reporting System has been in use?

Yes No

If "Yes", please tell where.
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27. Do you know if it has been demonstrated to account for funds in
other places?

Yes

No

28. Do you know if it has been demonstrated to coordinate services
received by a particular client in other places?

Yes

No

29. From the correspondence and documents I have reviewed, it appears
that the initial thrust for a client information system, or SPARS,
started in the Division of Planning and Evaluation. Why did this
group become involved?

30. Do you think it was the most appropriate unit in HRS to handle
development?

31. If no - what would have been more appropriate?

Probe for: other participates.

32. Were the people who explained SPARS in similar management positions
as the personnel they dealt with in other Divisions?

Probe for: comparable status levels

33. Were outside consultants involved in the client information system?
In what way?

34. Do you think this was an appropriate use of outside consultants?
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35. Now I would like to better understand your part in the process of
what has become known of SPARS. I am going to ask you at different
points what role you had.

Development - either CIS or GOSS

Testing - prototype (training)

Modifications

Implementation (training)

Presently

Probe for: advisory, in from the first - i. e.

,

developmental, or directing

Also probe for: as member of Task Force - as PFP
and worth of Task Force

36. In the different points of development, what kinds of communication
did you have with others?

Probe for: Formal or informal

37. I'd like to know another aspect of your involvement. Did you
attempt to personnally persuade others about the system?

Probe for: Resistance or compliance

Describe -

38. Do you feel that you were successful in these attempts?

39. Did you have a personal friendship with any of the individuals
involved in the development and implementation of SPARS?
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40. Generally, how helpful did you feel you were in assisting the

implementation of SPARS?

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful

Not very helpful

Not at all helpful

41. In your opinion, who was the individual responsible for the final

choice on implementation? PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POSI-

TIONS AND NAME THE PERSON OCCUPYING TOE POSITION. BECAUSE OF THE

MANY CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURRED AND ARE OCCURRING IN THE DEPART-

MENT, IT WOULD BE HELPFUL TO HAVE THE PERSON'S POSITION AND HIS/

HER NAME.

Position Person Occupying Position

Secretary of HRS
.

Deputy Secretary

Division Director

Bureau Chief

PFP Coordinator

Regional Officer

Supervisor

Case Worker

42. From your view - how committed to implementing SPARS was the Secre-

tary's Office?

43. How was this articulated?

44. Were there particular problems over implementing the concepts into

a working reality?

Probe for: Disputes over details
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45. At the time the instruments of the SPARS were introduced, did you

feel that they needed improvements?

Yes

No

46. Was there a mechanism provided for feedback on modifications?

Yes

No

47. Did you perceive at implementation of the SPARS that the social

workers in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know

Why"!

48. To what extend do you think direct service workers should have been

involved in the development of SPARS?

Service workers should have been more involved

Service workers should have been involved about

the same

Service workers should have been less involved

49. Do you think it has been useful to direct service workers for help-

ing clients?

Why?

Probe for: Feedback; client summaries
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50. Did you perceive that at implementation of the SPARS your superior
in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know

Why? How was this demonstrated?

51. Did you perceive that at implementation of SPARS the people in the

State level of the divisions in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know

Why? How was this demonstrated?
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52. If you were given the assignment to coordinate a task force of 10

persons for developing the Service Planning and Reporting System,

how would you staff the task force with respect to the following

personnel.

PLEASE GIVE THE NUMBER OF EACH KIND IN THE SPACES.

Staff from Division of Administrative Services

Case Worker Supervisors

Staff from office of the Secretary of HRS

Direct Service Workers

Staff from Division of Planning and Evaluation

Director of your Division

Regional office of your Division

District office of your Division

Planning and Research staff of your Division

Staff from other HRS Divisions

Staff from agencies not in HRS

53. In your opinion, what methods were used to overcome resistance in

the implementing of SPARS?

54. The main function of SPARS now is that it is being used for account-

ing of IVA and VI services. How well does it do this?

55. Are there other methods in use which now serve this function?
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56. At this point, in terms of the following list, please note if you

prefer that the Service Planning and Reporting System be continued

or discontinued for the following purposes:
No

Continued Discontinued Preference

(a) case coordination

(b) to insure continuance

of federal funds

(c) accountability of

funds

(d) feedback concerning
utilization of staff

(e) types of client
services

57. In your opinion, how does the Service Planning and Reporting System

lend itself to being tried out on a small scale?

Very More Difficult Than Easier Than Very

Difficult Easy Difficult Easy

THE REMAINDER OF THE ITEMS ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE DEAL WITH YOUR

PERCEPTIONS. PLEASE CONSIDER EACH ITEM CAREFULLY.

Please name the position of your superior.

58. Listed below are five reasons generally given by people when they

are asked why they do the things their superiors suggest or want

them to do.

READ ALL FIVE REASONS CAREFULLY, THEN NUMBER THEM ACCORDING TO

THEIR IMPORTANCE AS TO REASONS FOR DOING THE THINGS YOUR SUPERIOR

WHICH YOU NAMED ABOVE SUGGESTS OR WANTS YOU TO DO. GIVE RANK "1"

TO THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR, "2" TO THE NEXT, ETC.

(a) I respect and like her (him) personally, and

want to act in such a way that merits her (his)

respect and admiration.

_(b) I respect her (his) competence and judgement

about things with which she (he) is more

experienced than I.
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(c) She (he) can give special benefits to those who

cooperate vith her (him).

(d) She (he) can apply pressure or penalize those who
do not cooperate.

(e) She (he) has a legitimate right, considering her
(his) position, to expect that her (his) sugges-

tions be carried out.

If there are any reasons not covered in the list as to

why you do what your superior suggests or wants you to do, please

list them.

PLEASE READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY AND CHECK THE RESPONSE YOU FEEL
BEST DESCRIBES YOUR VIEW OF YOUR AGENCY.

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always

59. How often do you
usually participate
in the decision to

hire new staff?

60. How frequently do

you usually partici-
pate in the decisions
on the promotion of

the professional
staff?

61. How frequently do you
participate in deci-
sions on the adoption
of new programs?

62. How frequently do

you participate in

decisions on the adop-

tion of new policies?
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Definitely More True More False Definitely
True Than False Than True False

63. I feel that I am
my own boss in

most matters.

64. A person can make
his own decisions

without checking

with anybody else.

65. How things are
done here is left

up to the person
doing the work.

66. People here are
allowed to do al-

most as they
please.

67. Most people here
make their own
rules on the job.

Definitely More False More True Definitely

False Than True Than False True

68. The employees are
constantly being
checked for rule
violation.

69. People here feel
as though they
are constantly
being watched to

see that they
obey all the

rules-

IN THIS GROUP OF ITEMS, PLEASE CHECK THE RESPONSE THAT BEST
DESCRIBES HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT CHANGE.
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Definitely More False More True Definitely
False Than True Than False True

70. There is really
something refreshing
about enthusiasm for
change.

71. If I were to follow
my deep convictions,

I would devote time
to change movements.

72. The current situation
in the community
calls for change;

we should do some-
thing now (we must
respond at once).

73. If you want to get

anywhere, it's the

policy of the system
as a whole that needs
to be changed, not
just the behavior of
isolated individuals.

74. Any organizational
structure becomes a

deadening weight in

time and needs to be

revitalized.



APPENDIX B

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF STUDYING HOW
CHANGE OCCURS IN A LARGE ORGANIZATION. THE INFORMATION
COLLECTED BY THIS DOCUMENT IS TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THOSE

WHO DEAL WITH CLIENTS. THE INFORMATION IS BEING COMPILED FOR
USE IN A DOCTORAL DISSERTATION IN POLITICAL SCIENCE.

PLEASE BE FRANK AND OPEN WITH YOUR ANSWERS. ALL MATERIAL
WILL BE TREATED WITH STRICT CONFIDENCE BY THE RESEARCHER.

YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.
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1. DIVISION

POSITION AND/OR JOB TITLE

UNIT

LOCATION OF AGENCY

2. Please give your educational background. PLEASE USE THE SPACES PRO-

VIDED. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A DEGREE, PLEASE PUT NUMBER OF

YEARS IN COLLEGE, MAJOR AND UNIVERSITY.

Degree Major University

Please list any specialized or professional training you have

received which was not for the purpose of attaining a college
degree. Such training might include specialized seminars, work-

shops, and short courses.

4. Age on last birthday

5. How many years have you been in this division?

6. What was your previous place of employment?

Agency or Firm City

Please answer these questions about your participation in extra-
organizational professional activities.

(a) Do you belong to a professional organization?

Yes No

(b) How many meetings has your organization held in the last year?

(Please answer with respect to the organization which meets
most frequently if you belong to more than one organization.)

Times/Year
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(c) How many of these meetings were you able to attend in the

last year?

Times /Year

(d) Have you presented a paper or do you hold office in any

professional organization?

Yes No

Let us assume your agency is to begin using the following items.

Based upon your experience, how difficult would it be to begin
the use of these items?

Very Moderately Not
Difficult Difficult Difficult

(a) Calculator

(b) Computer terminal

(c) Common intake form

(d) Client tracking procedure

(e) Inter-agency referral

Prior to using the Service Planning and Reporting System (SPARS -

Title IVA and VI forms), what kind of client records did you keep
1

:

10. Prior to using SPARS, did you have a client tracking system?

Yes No

If "Yes," please describe.

11. Prior to SPARS, did you make referrals to:

Other Agencies
Divisions Yes Outside Yes

HRS
No No

12. What were the procedures for referrals'
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13. Please check HRS divisions to which referrals are presently made.

Aging

Children's Medical Services

Corrections

Family Services

Health

Mental Health

Retardation

Vocational Rehabilitation

Youth Services

14. Please list the five agencies outside HRS to which you make the

most referrals.

15. What are the present procedures for referrals?

16. How did you first hear about the Service Planning and Reporting
System?

Conversations with co-workers

Announcement from supervisor

Memo from supervisor

Letter from Regional or District Office

Letter from State office

Other, please explain.
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17. What do you feel is the purpose of these forms?

18. Who was it that directed you to participate?

Name

Position

19. Did you have a choice in the extent or amount of your involvement?

Yes

No

If "Yes", on what basis was your decision to participate made?

Persuaded

Ordered

Thought it a good idea and wanted to be a part of it

20. What was the principal way your part in SPARS was explained to you?

Training by supervisor

Staff development training sessions

. Forms and manual given me; self-ins true ted

Training by consultants

Your Division State office training sessions

Another Division State office training session

Other, please explain.

21. In what city did you receive your training?

22. When the SPARS was first explained, how useful did you perceive it

for your work?

Very Useful

Somewhat Useful

Not Very Useful
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23. How did you receive training in completing the forms? Who did it?

24. How do you feel about the adequacy of the training you received?

Very adequate

Somewhat adequate

Not at all adequate

25. Has the information collected with these instruments ever been sent
to you in any form?

Yes No

26. After six months, how useful did you feel the SPARS was for working
with your clients?

Very Useful

Somewhat Useful

Not at all Useful

Please explain your answer about the usefulness of SPARS.

27. Do you now see benefits for your clients as a result of SPARS?
What are they?

28. Was it possible to get accurate information asked about the client
with these forms?

Yes

No

If "No", why not?
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29. In your opinion, who was the individual responsible for the final
choice on implementation? PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POSI-
TIONS AND NAME THE PERSON OCCUPYING THE POSITION. BECAUSE OF THE
MANY CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURRED AND ARE OCCURRING IN THE DEPART-
MENT, IT WOULD BE HELPFUL TO HAVE THE PERSON'S POSITION AND HIS/
HER NAME.

Position Person Occupying Position

Secretary of HRS

Deputy Secretary

Division Director

Bureau Chief

PFP Coordinator

Regional Officer

Supervisor

Social Worker

THE NEXT GROUP OF QUESTIONS ARE TO BE ANSWERED ONLY BY THOSE INDI-
VIDUALS THAT WERE WORKING IN HRS MIEN SPARS WAS FIRST BEING COM-
PLETED BY SERVICE WORKERS IN YOUR DIVISION. IF YOU WERE NOT WORK-
ING IN HRS AT THAT TIME, PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 40.

30. At the time the instruments of the SPARS were introduced, did you
feel needed improvements?

,

Yes No

31. Was there a mechanism provided for expressing your criticisms on
SPARS?

Yes No

PLEASE ANSWER THE NEXT QUESTION IN TERMS OF THE WORD WHICH IS
UNDERLINED.

32. In terms of development of SPARS, how much influence did your
immediate superior have?

Great deal of influence

Some influence

No influence

Don ' t know
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33. In terms of testing the SPARS, how much influence did your imediate

superior have?

Great deal of influence

Some influence

No influence

Don ' t know

34. In terms of modification , how much influence did your immediate
superior have?

Great deal of influence

Some influence

No influence

Don ' t know

35. In terms of carrying out the procedures of SPARS, how much influence
did your immediate superior have?

Great deal of influence

Some influence

No influence

Don ' t know

36. How helpful did you feel you were in assisting the beginning of
SPARS?

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful

Not very helpful

Not at all helpful

37. Did you perceive at the beginning of the SPARS that the social
workers in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

_ Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know
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38. Did you perceive at the beginning of the SPARS that your immediate
supervisor in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know

39. Did you perceive at the beginning of the SPARS that the people in
the State level of the Division in general showed:

Great deal of resistance

Some resistance

No resistance

Some cooperation

Great deal of cooperation

Don ' t know

EVERYONE SHOULD ANSWER THE REMAINDER OF THE QUESTIONS.

40. In your opinion, how does the Service Planning and Reporting
System (SPARS) lend itself to being tried cut on a small scale?

Very More Difficult Easier than Very
Difficult Than Easy Difficult Easy

41. When you first heard about SPARS, did you feel it was an effective
way of accounting for funds spent under IVA and VI service regula-
tions?

Yes

No

Don ' t know
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42. Did you feel it was an effective way of coordinating services
received by a particular client?

Yes

_No

Didn't know

43. Did you feel it was an effective way of tracking a client's change
in progress after receiving services?

Yes

No

Didn ' t know

44. Do you know of other places where a procedure similar to the
Service Planning and Reporting System has been in use?

Yes

No

If "Yes", please tell where.

45. Do you know if it has been used for accounting of funds in other
places?

Yes

No

46. Do you know if it has been demonstrated in dealing with coordinat-
ing services received by a particular client in other places?

Yes

No

THE FOLLOWING LIST INCLUDES SEVERAL KINDS OF INFORMATION THE
SERVICE PLANNING AND REPORTING SYSTEM IS THOUGHT TO PROVIDE STATE-
LEVEL MANAGEMENT. PLEASE NOTE HOW MUCH INFORMATION YOU BELIEVE
IS BEING PROVIDED FROM TOE FORMS.
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Much Some No Don't
Info. Info. Info. Know

47. Number of people being served
by IVA and VI funds

48. Number of IVA and VI services
provided

49. Caseload information for staff

allocation and staff justifi-
cation

50. Number of people with special
problems

51. Services unavailable, in
agency or community

52. Data base for legislative
budget request

53. Do you approve or disapprove of the utilization of the SPARS forms?

Approve

Disapprove

Why?

54. At this point, in terms of the following list, please note if you
prefer that the Service Planning and Reporting System be continued
or discontinued for any of the following purposes:

No
Continued Discontinued Preference

(a) case coordination

(b) to insure continuance

of federal funds

(c) accountability of funds

(d) feedback concerning
utilization of staff

(e) types of client services
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55. To what extend do you think direct service workers should have

been involved in the development of SPARS?

Service workers should have been more involved

Service workers should have been involved about

the same

Service workers should have been less involved

56. If you were given the assignment to coordinate a task force of,

for example 10 persons , for developing the Service Planning and

Reporting System, how would you staff the task force with respect

to the following personnel. PLEASE GIVE THE NUMBER OF EACH KIND

IN THE SPACES.

Staff from Division of Administrative Services

Case Worker Supervisors

Staff from office of the Secretary of HRS

Direct Service Workers

Staff from Division of Planning and Evaluation

Director of your Division

Regional office of your Division

District office of your Division

Planning and Research "staff of your Division

Staff from other HRS Divisions

Staff from agencies not in HRS

THE REMAINDER OF THE ITEMS ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE DEAL WITH YOUR

PERCEPTIONS. PLEASE CONSIDER EACH ITEM CAREFULLY.

Please name the position of your superior

READ ALL FIVE REASONS CAREFULLY, THEN NUMBER THEM ACCORDING TO THEIR

IMPORTANCE AS TO REASONS FOR DOING THE THINGS YOUR SUPERIOR WHICH

YOU NAMED ABOVE SUGGESTS OR WANTS YOU TO DO. GIVE RANK "1" TO THE

MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR, "2" TO THE NEXT, ETC.
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(a) I respect and like her (him) personnally, and want to

act in such a way that merits her (his) respect and

admiration.

(b) I respect her (his) competence and judgment about things

with which she (he) is more experienced than I.

(c) She (he) can give special benefits to those who cooperate

with her (him)

.

_____ (d) She (he) can apply pressure or penalize those who do not

cooperate.

(e) She (he) has a legitimate right, considering her (his)

position, to expect that her (his) suggestions be

carried out.

If there are any reasons not covered in the list as to why you

do what your superior suggests or wants you to do, please list them.

PLEASE READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY AND CHECK THE RESPONSE YOU FEEL

BEST DESCRIBES YOUR VIEW OF YOUR AGENCY.

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always

58. How often do you
usually participate
in the decision to

hire new staff?

59. How frequently do

you usually partici-
pate in the decisions
on the promotion of

the professional
staff?

60. How frequently do you
participate in deci-
sions on the adoption
of new programs?

61. How frequently do you
participate in deci-
sions on the adoption
of new policies?
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Definitely More True More False Definitely
True Than False Than True False

62. I feel that I am
my own boss in

most matters.

63. A person can make
his own decisions
without checking
with anyone else.

64. How things are
done here is left
up to the person
doing the work.

65. People here are
allowed to do
almost as they
please.

66. Most people here
make their own
rules on the job.

Definitely More False More True
False Than True Than False

Definitely
True

67. The employees are
constantly being
checked for rule
violation.

68. People here feel
as though they are
constantly being
watched to see
that they obey all
the rules.

IN THIS GROUP OF ITEMS, PLEASE CHECK THE RESPONSE THAT BEST
DESCRIBES HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT CHANGE.

Definitely More False More True
False Than True Than False

69. There is really
something refreshing
about enthusiasm
for change.

Definitely
False
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70. If I were to follow
my deep convictions,
I would devote time

to change movements.

71. The current situation
in the community
calls for change;

we should do some-
thing now (we must
respond at once)

.

72. If you want to get
anywhere, it's the

policy of the system
as a whole that
needs to be changed,
not just the behav-
ior of isolated
individuals

73. Any organizational
structure becomes
a deadening weight
in time and needs to

be revitalized.
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THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. IN ORDER TO
OBTAIN THE COMPLETE PICTURE, I SHALL BE TALKING PERSONALLY
WITH SEVERAL INDIVIDUALS TO FURTHER ELICIT THEIR COMMENTS
TO SOME OF THESE AND OTHER QUESTIONS. IF YOU FEEL THAT
YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR WOULD LIKE TO FURTHER DIS-
CUSS YOUR COMMENTS, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING BOX.

Name

Agency-

Phone number preferred for contact and appointment:

Office

Home

ALL COMMENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL.
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